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To God, my lord, my shepherd.

No oil is worth a life!
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THE UNDERESTIMATED VALUE OF SAFETY IN ACHIEVING
ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
CAST OF THE MACONDO ACCIDENT
By
Maria Fernanda Tafur Muñoz

ABSTRACT
On April 20, 2010, an explosion in the rig Deepwater Horizon performing drilling operations on the
Macondo Prospect Well, in the Gulf of Mexico, led to the largest oil spill in the history of the petroleum
industry. Eleven crewmembers lost their lives and around 4.9 million barrels of oil were discharged into
the ocean until the continuous subsea blowout of the well was contained in September 19, 2010.
Given the magnitude and the complexity of the accident, several safety analyses have been
proposed by the international community at different levels of the system involved in the accident.
Most of these studies use accident analysis techniques based on chain-of-event models, whose main
objective is to identify root-causes. However, while this approach describes physical phenomena
accurately, it does not explain the role of organizational and socio-economical factors, human decisions,
or design inaccuracies in accidents in complex, adaptive, and tightly coupled systems like Macondo. In
response to this need, N. Leveson developed the new accident-analysis technique Causal Analysis Based
on System Theory (CAST), based on her model System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes
(STAMP). In STAMP accidents are not treated as chain of failure events, but as complex processes that
result from a large variety of causes including component failures and faults, system design errors,
unintended and unplanned interactions among system components, human operator errors, flawed
management decision-making, inadequate controls and oversight, and poor safety culture.
This thesis presents management recommendations based on a CAST analysis of the Macondo
Accident. The goal is to help the oil and gas offshore drilling community achieve safer operations and
understand the value of systems safety in achieving organizational goals.

Thesis Advisor: Nancy G. Leveson
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Engineering Systems
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION
“Most managers do care about safety. The problems usually arise because of misunderstandings about
what is required to achieve high safety levels and what the costs really are if safety is done right. Safety
need not entail enormous financial or other costs.”[13]

This is exactly the case in a significant amount of oil and gas operations. Managers in the oil and gas
industry, especially mid-level managers, do not deliberately ignore safety; actually they spend
substantial efforts firefighting safety related issues in many fronts at a time. They perceive their working
environment as an intrinsically hazardous system and accept “superficial” hazard management as a
natural task. In consequence, they consider safety management as an everlasting and expensive burden
that they often bypass when external forces demand performance efficiency. They rarely use safety
management as an instrument to enhance productivity and achieve organizational goals.
At higher management levels, executives commonly measure organizational goals through profit
metrics and system safety is not regarded as a strong contributor to achieving these goals. System safety
is simply not perceived as a basic operational requirement; it is often confused with personal safety and
included as a marginal cost to improve the perception of the company in the eyes of the world.
Nevertheless, safety management can be used as an insurance tool that not only frees systems from
losses, but that if done right can clarify and structure systems interactions, systematic gaps and flaws,
stakeholders roles, and efficient paths towards profit increase and a sustainable existence of the
company.
The Macondo disaster portrays the underestimation of safety in achieving organizational goals. In
this case, profit and performance pressures implicitly excluded system safety from the core priorities of
the parties involved and led the project to a high-risk state long before the accident, until the
catastrophic blowout took place. Therefore, the study of this accident from a managerial perspective
serves to identify the key elements that placed system safety in a secondary plane before the accident.
It also serves as a motivation to explore the factors that applied to the different levels of management
within the system, and to establish the bases of safety recognition as a core corporate competency
beyond unpredictable and temporary profit and performance demands.
15

1.2 ANALYSES OF THE MACONDO ACCIDENT
On April 20, 2010, an explosion in the rig Deepwater Horizon performing drilling operations on the
Macondo Prospect Well, in the Gulf of Mexico, led to the largest oil spill in the history of petroleum
industry. Eleven crewmembers lost their lives and around 4.9 million barrels of oil were discharged into
the ocean until the continuous subsea blowout of the well was contained in September 19, 2010.[21]
Given the magnitude and the complexity of the accident, several safety analyses have been
proposed by the international community to prevent more events of this nature by identifying the
relevant factors that led to the disaster. Most of these analyses focus on the technical shortcomings. The
ones that go beyond the technicalities of the accident tend to limit their analysis to the recognition of
the same systematic conditions identified by the U.S. government in its investigation. Surprisingly, even
the analyses that model the disaster combining social and cognitive skills with safety culture theory
under a system-thinking perspective do not reach different conclusions, let alone propose alternative
recommendations, regarding management. These authors are able to find human and organizational
factors that are essential causes of the accident yet do not define the applicability of their model or
introduce tools to overcome the existing weaknesses of the system. Moreover, unlike typical formal
hazard analysis techniques, these analyses succeed in considering human behavior but then omit
humans in their models to the extent of not even recognizing them as components of the system.
None of these studies offer a clear view of the safety roles and requirements of the people
making safety-related decisions, which hinders the identification of the management indicators
contributing to unsafe states and ultimately interferes in the definition of genuine and acceptable
human actions that could lead to safer environments.

1.3 THESIS OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE
The first objective of this thesis is to present to the managers in oil and gas offshore systems
recommendations based on the analysis of the Macondo Accident that would hopefully help them
achieve safer operations. Different stakeholders have different safety requirements; in complex
systems, in which not even the interaction between components is entirely clear, defining safety
requirements is crucial to identify and overcome system design errors in an effective manner. This need
demands a sociotechnical approach, where organizational, financial, environmental, regulatory and
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cultural factors that are relevant to safety managers are addressed, so that each stakeholder
understands and integrates safety in the system as early as possible.
To achieve this objective, the accident analysis technique Causal Analysis Based on System Theory
(CAST) is used. Developed by Professor Nancy G. Leveson, this technique is based on her SystemTheoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP). STAMP is a systems-theory-based model that
includes “not only component failure and faults but system design errors and unplanned and
unanticipated interactions among components that have not failed. … It also includes causal factors
involving social, human, and organizational factors. In STAMP, accidents result from a large variety of
causes including component failures and faults, system design errors, unintended and unplanned
interactions among system components, human operator errors, flawed management decision making,
inadequate controls and oversight, and poor safety culture. Accidents are treated as complex processes
and not just chains of failure events. Analysis methods built on STAMP can identify potential hazards
resulting from any of these causal factors.”[14]
Considering the scope of STAMP, the second objective of this thesis is to determine if a CAST
analysis of the Macondo Accident leads to alternative management recommendations beyond the
existing ones. To answer this question, the analysis is based on several investigation reports to include
different points of view and findings. Its first iteration was reviewed with managers associated with the
system and complemented with their input. Then, the recommendations from the revised result are
compared to recommendations from existing analyses.
This document is divided in five chapters: Chapter 1. Introduction. Chapter 2. CAST, which
introduces CAST and STAMP. Chapter 3. CAST Analysis of the Macondo Accident, that contains the
revised causal analysis of the accident and management recommendations. Chapter 4. Comparison to
Other Analyses, which presents three published analyses, their recommendations, and their difference
with the CAST analysis. Chapter 5. Conclusions of the CAST analysis process and the results.
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2. CAST
CAST is an accident analysis technique that uses the accident causality model STAMP to:
1. Identify the questions that need to be answered to understand why an accident occurred,
2. Establish the basis for maximizing learning from events,
3. Find voids in the structure of the system where the accident happened,
4. Propose changes that will eliminate not only symptoms and but also causal factors.[13]
Many industries primarily use accident analysis techniques based on chain-of-event models, whose main
objective is to identify a root-cause. This approach works well when system failure is dictated by physical
component failure. However, it can overlook subtle and complex interactions among failure events,
completely miss no-component-failure accidents along with the entire accident process, and limit the
identification of systematic causal factors.[13]
Essentially, event-based models that describe physical phenomena accurately are inadequate to
explain accidents caused by organizational and socio-economical factors, human decisions, and software
design inaccuracies in complex, adaptive, and tightly coupled systems.[13] In fact, events are the result
of inadequate control and dysfunctional interactions in the system, therefore they must be part of any
accident analysis; but, they are not the most fundamental component of the analysis nor do they
represent the entire environment of the accident. In response to this need, STAMP (System-Theoretic
Accident Model and Processes) incorporates event-based models into system-based analysis that allows
the examination of the sociotechnical complexity of an accident.

2.1 STAMP BASICS
STAMP is based on Systems Theory, which arose in the 1930’s and 1940’s to overcome the limitations of
traditional analysis in modeling increasingly complex systems. This theory studies the system as a whole
and is based in two concepts: hierarchy and emergence and control and communication, which
determine the nature of STAMP and its components.[13]
Hierarchy and emergence deal with different levels of complexity characterized by having emergent
properties, such as safety, that do no exist at low (physical component) levels of complexity in the
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system. A general model of a system can be expressed in these terms to identify the structure of the
system and to explain the relationships between its different levels.

Control and communication deal with the imposition of constraints upon the tasks performed by
subordinate levels of the system’s structure and the communication between levels to ensure the
enforcement of constrains. Active feedback loops allow the controller to implement actions upon the
process and ascertain its status.
STAMP considers safety as a control problem, in which the control (physical, logical, cultural,
political, legal, etc.) enforces safety constraints within the system and between the system and its
environment, and the loss results from inadequate implementation of these safety constraints in design
and/or operations.[13] In this sense, systems in STAMP are a group of interrelated components that stay
in dynamic equilibrium through feedback loops and continuously adapt to achieve their goals while
reacting to internal and external changes over time.[13]
In contrast with event-based models, the three main components of STAMP are safety
constraints, hierarchical safety control structures, and process models. These components are the basis
for any prospective (hazard analysis, like STPA) and retrospective (accident analysis, like CAST) studies
based on STAMP. Events are no longer the basic unit, root causes do not exist anymore, and accidents
causes are not merely due to human errors, but are the result of inadequate safety control structures
that under certain circumstances lead to the violation of behavioral safety constraints.[31]
Safety Constraints. Safety constraints are the most basic concept in STAMP; losses occur when safety
constraints are not enforced. The evolution of systems into highly automated ones has shifted the
nature of hazard controls from passive (physical principles and limited materials) to active (actions
required to provide protection, such as monitoring, measurement, diagnosis, and response). While
safety engineering still focuses on avoiding failures, imposing constraints on system behavior to avoid
hazards offers a higher-level approach that covers unsafe events and conditions in all levels;[13] it
enables a holistic view to ensure safety through the synthesis of general controls that the whole system
can satisfy and that all components can define as safety responsibilities according to their rank.

Hierarchical Safety Control Structure. Based on the systems theory concept of hierarchy, safety control
structures represent systems in which each level imposes constraints on the activity of the level
beneath. This control happens through communication channels that aim to prevent accidents when
19

control processes between levels are inadequate and safety constraints under their responsibility are
violated. Specifically, at each level of the safety hierarchical structure, inadequate control may result
from: missing constraints (unassigned responsibilities in regards to safety), inadequate safety control
commands, commands not executed (or executed incorrectly) at lower-levels, and inadequately
communicated or processed feedback about constraint enforcement.[13]
To implement effective communication between levels, safety control structures must include
two types of interactions: downward, as reference channels providing information on the enforcement
of safety constraints on the lower level, and upward, as measuring channels providing feedback to the
upper level on the implementation of safety constraints [Figure 1.].[13]

Figure 1. Communication channels between control levels [13].

Process Models. Process models, whether human mental models or embedded in automated logic,
must contain the relationship among the system variables, the current state of such variables, and the
ways the process can change state.[13] Usually, a controller has a formal or informal model of the
process (Figure 2); however, the process model might not match the activity being controlled and the
control action issues unsafe commands causing undesired outcomes (Figure 2).
In STAMP, there are four types of inadequate control actions:[13]
1. Incorrect or unsafe control command given.
2. Required control actions (for safety) are not provided.
3. Potentially correct control commands are provided at the wrong time (too early or too late).
4. Control is stopped too soon or applied too long.
Process Models are crucial to understand why accidents occur and why humans provide inadequate
control over safety-critical systems, and design safer systems.[13]
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Figure 2. Right: Controllers contain process models of the processes being controlled.[13] Left: Relationship between mental
models.[13]

Figure 3. The basis for a new foundation for safety engineering.[13]
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Assumptions. Finally, as any model, STAMP is based on some assumptions. These are presented in
Figure 3 under New Assumption, in comparison to the traditional foundations for safety engineering
under Old Assumption.[13]

2.2 CAST PROCESS
In practice, CAST uses STAMP as its foundation and is applied following the process hereunder:[13]
1. Identify the system(s) and hazard(s) involved in the loss.
2. Identify the system safety constraints of each hazard and the system requirements associated
with them.
3. Document the safety control structure in place to control the hazard and enforce the safety
constraints. This includes: the roles and responsibilities of each component in the structure as
well as the controls and feedback to execute them.
4. Determine the events leading to the loss.
5. Analyze the loss at the physical level. This step entails:
• Identifying the contribution of: physical and operational controls, physical failures,
dysfunctional interactions, communication and coordination flaws, and unhandled
disturbances.
• Defining why these physical controls were ineffective in preventing the loss.
6. Analyze each level of the safety structure bottoms-up. Determine how and why each level
contributed to the inadequate control. Starting with the controller immediately above the
physical process, identify the controller’s:
• Responsibilities related to the prevention of the loss.
• Unsafe or absent control actions.
• Process model flaws and contextual factors.
7. Examine the overall coordination and communication contributors to the loss such as industry
and organizational safety culture and safety information system,
8. Define the dynamics and changes (voids and weakening over time) in the system and safety
control structure that led to the loss.
9. Generate recommendations that will eliminate or reduce unsafe behavior.
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3. CAST ANALYSIS OF THE MACONDO ACCIDENT
3. 1 CONTEXT OF THE ACCIDENT
On the evening of April 20, 2010, hydrocarbons escaped from the Macondo well onto Transocean’s
Deepwater Horizon (DWH) offshore platform, resulting in explosions and fire on the surface. Of the 126
workers on board, 11 lost their lives, and 17 were injured. The fire, which was fed by 700,000 gallons of
oil on board and a continuous flow of hydrocarbons from the well, continued for 36 hours until the rig
sank on April 22, 2010 along with the riser and components of the blowout preventive system.[30]
Hydrocarbons continued to flow from the reservoir for 87 days, causing the largest marine oil spill ever
to occur in U.S. waters. By the time the well was capped on July 15, 2010, nearly 206 million gallons of
oil (five million barrels) had been spilled into the Gulf of Mexico (GoM). Federal commissions and
engineering groups around the world estimated that from April 20 until July 15, around 210 million
barrels were spilled into the Gulf.[30] This estimate is around 20 times the amount spilled in the 1989
Exxon Valdez disaster, which held the record for the largest spill in U.S. waters before Macondo.[17]
On the technical side, the accident involved a well integrity failure, followed by a loss of
hydrostatic control of the well that resulted in the release of pressurized oil and gas into the rig. The
Blowout Preventer (BOP) at the seabed was unable to seal the well and the blowout became an
uncontrollable disaster.
On the managerial side, the accident involved a series of regulatory and corporate culture
omissions motivated by the lucrative offshore drilling business that placed the Macondo project in a
high state of risk since its very conception.

British Petroleum
British Petroleum (BP) was founded in 1909 as the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC) by Englishman
William Knox D’Arcy following his discovery of oil in Iran, the product of an eight-year exploration
venture. In its early years, APOC struggled to stay profitable and was rescued from bankruptcy in 1914
by the British government. Winston Churchill, who by that time was head of the British Navy, believed
Britain needed a dedicated oil supply and convinced the government to buy 51% of APOC.[17]
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The British government retained BP’s majority until the late 1970s when, under the privatization
policy of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, the government began selling off national companies
shares in an attempt to reduce state intervention and promote free markets. After the government sold
its final 31% stake in 1987, BP’s performance as a new private company was declining; in 1992, BP
reported losses for $811 million. On the verge of bankruptcy, the company had to drastically reduce
operating costs.[17]
The landscape started to improve in the mid-1990s. BP’s new CEO John Browne began
implementing an aggressive growth strategy, highlighted by entering the Russian market and mergers
with rivals Amoco (formerly Standard Oil of Indiana) in 1998 and ARCO (formerly Atlantic Richfield) in
2000. Along with focusing on growth (by 2000 it was the third largest oil corporation in the world), BP
began repositioning itself as an energy company; it entered the 21st century investing in renewables by
launching the Alternative Energy Division and adopting the new sunburst logo and name BP “Beyond
Petroleum” plc. For a period, BP became the largest manufacturer of solar cells in the world and
Britain’s largest producer of wind energy, investing $4 billion in alternative energy between 2005 and
2009.[17]
However, BP’s new alternative energy focus changed in May 2007, when Tony Hayward, head of
Exploration and Production (BPX), became CEO. In response to the negative press on poor safety
standards for two highly publicized accidents, Hayward announced that safety was BP’s new “number
one priority”.[1] Hayward also emphasized his determination to simplify management and improve
financial performance, assuring that BP was “far too complex and fragmented causing duplication and
lack of clarity” and that its performance was “dreadful”.[18] Hayward’s restructuring plan included
significantly shrinking the Alternative Energy division, reducing BP’s workforce in 18%, strict cost cutting
measures, numerous mergers and acquisitions, and a drastic transformation of BP’s organizational
structure.[17]

BP’s Organizational Structure
In the 1980s BP’s organizational structure had several layers of management that interacted through a
slow and rigid decision-making web. As the MIT Sloan 2012 case, BP and the Deepwater Horizon
Disaster of 2010, explains it:
“In some cases, simple proposal changes required 15 signatures. Simultaneously, the company
was overleveraged and its overall performance was suffering. Robert Horton, who was appointed CEO in
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1989, started a radical turnaround program in an effort to cut $750 million from BP’s annual expenses.
He removed several layers of management and slashed the headcount at headquarters by 80. Horton
also intended to increase the speed of managerial decision-making and, thereby, the pace of business in
general. Horton transformed hierarchically structured departments into smaller, more flexible teams
charged with maintaining open lines of communication.
Horton transferred decision-making authority away from the corporate center to the upstream and
downstream business divisions. While deep cuts were made to capital budgets and the workforce,
employees at all levels were encouraged to take responsibility and exercise decision-making initiative. In
1992 David Simon was appointed CEO replacing Robert Horton. Simon continued Horton’s policy of cost
cutting, especially in staffing.
The biggest changes during this period occurred in BPX, which was led by John Browne. Building
upon his predecessors’ efforts, Browne, who envisioned creating a spirit of entrepreneurship among his
staff, extended decision-making responsibilities to employees at more levels in the organization. Under
the new strategy, decision-making authority and responsibility for meeting performance targets was no
longer held by BP’s regional operating companies, but by onsite asset managers. Asset managers
contracted with BP to meet certain performance targets and extended this practice among all
employees working on a given site. Employee compensation was tied to asset performance and the
overall performance of the site. The model, which was known as an “asset federation,” was later applied
across the company after Browne took over as CEO in 1995.
One tradeoff with the asset federation model was that because each site manager managed their
“asset” autonomously and was compensated for its performance. There was little incentive to share
best practices on risk management among the various BP exploration sites. There were also downsides
to a system in which a centralized body had little oversight over the setting of performance targets,
particularly in an industry where risk management and safety were essential to the long-term success of
an oil company. And BP had had its shares of safety breaches.”[17]
When Tony Hayward assumed as CEO in 2007, he focused on creating consensus within the
company’s management structure and speeding decision-making processes, following BP’s wellestablished style of cost cutting and reduction of management layers. His strategy stemmed in a near50-percent rise in profits in the first year. It also resulted in an unconsolidated safety management
system, resembling the asset federation model, split into BP’s business units, ignored by BP’s executives,
and unable to address the existing problems in time to avoid the Macondo accident.[16][17]
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BP’s Safety Issues prior the Deepwater Horizon Disaster
Although safety was touted to be important at Macondo, BP‘s approach focused on easily
measured personal safety metrics, such as injuries, rather than system safety risks of events like a
blowout. BP put “safety first” on individual employees’ performance evaluation forms, but the metrics
for safety encompassed only a subset of the risks of drilling. For example, the evaluation of the Wells
Team Leader of GoM in 2009 had personal safety at the top of the list of his key performance indicators,
measured in the form of recordable injuries. GoM Wellsite Leaders had similar objectives that
emphasized recordable injuries and safety meetings, while Executives Managers did not have safetyspecific goals at all.[16]
It is not clear whether and to what extent BP has or assesses safety metrics regarding drilling procedure
or well design.[21] BP expected full compliance with its mandatory engineering policies, but it seems
that BP lacked a systematic way to assess whether engineers complied with those policies, especially
after the design review process was complete and the well entered the execution phase. [21] BP did not
appear to have tracked how employee decisions impacted process safety or risk.
Major catastrophes were not new to BP. In the mid-2000s, disaster struck the company twice.
First, on March 23, 2005, BP’s Texas City Refinery exploded, killing 15 people, injuring 170, and
accounting for a financial loss of $1.5 billion.[16] A year later, on March 2, 2006, an oil spill was
discovered on BP’s exploration pipeline in western Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. During the five-day leak, around
260,000 gallons of oil poured into 1.9 acres (two football fields) of the bay, making it the largest oil spill
in Alaska.[8]
Following the recommendation of the U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board, BP
commissioned James Baker, a former U.S. secretary of state and oil industry lawyer, and a team of
experts to investigate the Texas City Refinery tragedy. The main findings exposed in the Baker Report
state that:
• [BP did] not provide effective process safety leadership and [did not] adequately establish
process safety as a core value across all its five U.S. refineries. BP mistakenly interpreted
improving personal injury rates as an indication of acceptable process safety performance at
its U.S. refineries. BP’s reliance on this data, combined with an inadequate process safety
understanding, created a false sense of confidence that BP was properly addressing process
safety risks.[16]
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• [BP did] not establish a positive, trusting, and open environment with effective lines of
communication between management and the workforce.[16]
• [BP did] not always ensure that adequate resources were effectively allocated to support or
sustain a high level of process safety performance. In addition, BP’s corporate management
mandated numerous initiatives that applied to the U.S. refineries and that, while well
intentioned, had overloaded personnel at BP’s U.S. refineries.[16]
• [BP did] not effectively incorporate process safety into management decision-making. BP
tended to have a short-term focus, and its decentralized management system and
entrepreneurial culture have delegated substantial discretion to managers without clearly
defining process safety expectations, responsibilities, or accountabilities. [BP did] not instill a
common, unifying process safety culture among its U.S. refineries. Each refinery has its own
separate and distinct process safety culture. [BP did] not ensure timely compliance with
internal process safety standards and programs, nor timely implementation of external good
engineering practices that support and could improve process safety performance at BP.[16]
• [BP did] not ensure an appropriate level of process safety awareness, knowledge, and
competence in the organization. First, BP did not effectively define the level of process safety
knowledge or competency required by the executive management, line management above
the refinery level, and refinery managers. Second, BP did not adequately ensure that its
personnel and contractors have sufficient process safety knowledge and competence.[16]
• [BP did] not implement an integrated, comprehensive, and effective process safety
management system.[16]
• [BP did] not effectively use the results of its operating experiences, process hazard analyses,
audits, near misses, or accident investigations to improve process operations and process
safety management systems. The principal focus of the audits was on compliance and verifying
that required management systems were in place to satisfy legal requirements.[16]
• [BP did] not effectively evaluate the steps towards actually improving the company’s process
safety performance. Neither BP’s executive management nor its refining line management
ensured the implementation of an integrated, comprehensive, and effective process safety
management system.[16]
Before The Baker Report was published and BP had time to act upon its recommendations, the Alaska oil
spill happened. Crude spilled over the bay for five days before it could be discovered through a quarter
inch hole in an above ground 34-inch diameter pipeline. For many years, warnings from employees and
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state inspectors concerning corrosion of the pipeline were ignored. As Rep. Tammy Baldwin highlighted
from a 2005 BP report, the company’s corrosion-fighting process was based on a specific budget instead
of local demands. BP managers did not expect to have corrosion problems in those lines.[8] BP had to
pay $66 million to the state of Alaska, yet the entire world suffered the financial impact due to the
shutdown of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline; the price of crude per barrel jumped $2.22 overnight.[8]
After this chain of unfortunate disasters, BP proposed several actions in regards to safety.
According to the Appendix F of The Baker Report, at the corporate level these measures included:
• Leadership Visibility. BP’s Group Chief Executive met with the company’s top 200 leaders to
stress BP’s commitment to safety and communicate his expectations regarding safety.[16]
• Learning Culture. BP initiated various efforts to review management systems, safety culture,
and process safety performance at its U.S. refineries.[16]
• Review of Employee Concerns. BP appointed retired United States District Judge Stanley
Sporkin to hear and review BP employees concerns1.[16]
• Support for, or Checks on, Line Management. BP enhanced the role of the Chairman and
President of BP America, who started reporting directly to the Group Chief Executive. This
position was granted the authority to address and correct issues related to safety2, operations
integrity, compliance, and ethics within all U.S. operations.[16]
• Engineering Technical Practices and Refining Process Safety Minimum Expectations. BP
continued developing engineering technical practices and process safety minimum
expectations, which served to standardize BP operating practices. BP also started developing a
group-level engineering technical practice for risk assessment and hazard identification. [16]
• Integrity Management and Control of Work Group Standards. BP started the implementation
of new group standards on integrity management and control of work.[16]
• Board of Directors Oversight. The Board of BP received presentations from senior
management on process safety matters more frequently than in the past. The Board also
started tracking a new set of process safety metrics. In addition, Board members planned visits
to operational sites to increase their awareness of local issues.[16]
• Review of Safety and Operations. BP announced it would conduct a ten-year review of safety
operations across the company.[16]

1

However, BP ignored the results. In fact, many employees refused to talk to the Baker’s Report Commission, or did it only with
their lawyers present because BP was firing people who criticized their safety efforts. [16]
2
Neither BP’s Chairman, nor anyone from BP’s Executive Level, addressed system safety issues in the following years. [16]
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However, none of these motions made substantive changes in BP’s safety management system. To the
amazement of the world, five years later the Macondo accident left the Gulf severely damaged and the
public questioning BP’s safety and risk management style once again.

The Macondo Well Project
On March 19, 2008, BP acquired a 10-year lease to Mississippi Canyon Block 252 in the Central Gulf of
Mexico where the Macondo well is located [Figure 4], 48 miles from the nearest shoreline.[6][21]
The Macondo well proved to have great potential for oil extraction, but with high gas content and
the crude reserves at nearly 5000 ft below sea level, drilling was challenging. When BP submitted the
Application for Permit to Drill, it also submitted several Applications for Permit to Modify due to the
outstanding conditions of the well.[6]
BP started drilling in October of 2009 with Transocean’s rig Marianas, but had to interrupt
operations due to Hurricane Ida. BP resumed operations on February 3, 2010 with Transocean’s rig
Deepwater Horizon.[6]
Transocean charged BP approximately $1M per day ($500,000 for leasing the rig and around the
same amount in contractors fees). BP originally estimated that drilling the Macondo well would take 51
days and cost approximately $96 million. By April 20, 2010 the rig was already on its 80th day on location
and had far exceeded its original budget.[6][21]
BP’s primary objective for the Macondo well was to evaluate a Miocene geological formation
(M56) for commercial hydrocarbon-bearing sands [6]. However, during the project development the
well was conceived as an infrastructure-led development. This means that the exploration well was
drilled so that it could later be completed to become a production well if sufficient hydrocarbons were
found [6].
To drill the Macondo well, there was a Macondo Engineering team that worked in liaison with
BP’s Subsurface experts and specialist contractors such as Halliburton and MI-Swaco to develop the
design of the well. By late June 2009, the teams had: a detailed engineering design, a shallow hazard
assessment, and a design peer review completed. The original well plan included all elements of the well
design and equipment, along with a preliminary sequence of operations (including cementing and
pressure testing plans).[21]
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Figure 4. Geographic location of the lease and the well [6].

The Deepwater Horizon Rig and the Subsea Equipment
The Deepwater Horizon was a dynamically positioned, semi-submersible mobile offshore drilling unit
that entered service in April 2001 and went to work for BP in the Gulf of Mexico the same year in
September. With the exception of one well drilled for BHP Billiton in 2005, the Deepwater Horizon
worked exclusively for BP.[29] The Deepwater Horizon Crew drilled more than 30 wells on the U.S. outer
continental shelf (OCS) during the course of the rig’s career without relevant safety incidents.[29]
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), the Mineral Management Service (MMS), the Marshall Islands (the
flag state inspection) and the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) regularly inspected and certified the
Deepwater Horizon.
On July 27, 2009, the USCG renewed the Deepwater Horizon Coastal State Certificate of
Compliance, which was valid through July 27, 2011.[29]
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Figure 5. The Macondo well drilling set-up. 1-Rig, 2-Platform, 3-Riser, 4-Formation, 5-Well, 6-BOP.

The Deepwater Horizon also passed its Marshall Islands flag inspections in December 2009, and
had its ABS Class Certificate renewed on Oct. 19, 2009, which was valid through Feb. 28, 2011.[29]
In addition, the MMS inspected the Deepwater Horizon three times in 2010. During its last inspection of
on April 1, 2010 though, the inspectors made no findings that required action by the rig crew.[29]
However, and in spite of having all its certifications and inspections up to date, by the time of the
accident the Deepwater Horizon rig was operating with numerous maintenance issues. In September
2009 for example, BP conducted a safety audit on the rig before it headed to the Macondo well. The
audit team identified 390 repairs that needed immediate attention and would require more than 3,500
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hours of labor to fix and some downtime onshore. Yet, the Deepwater Horizon never stopped working
between the audit and the accident.[29]
As Transocean’s Chief Electronics Technician Mike Williams declared: “the crew had to be adept
at developing workarounds in order to maintain the function of the rig”.[16] For instance, one of
Williams’s recurrent tasks was to service the Drilling Chairs — the three oversight computers that
controlled the drilling equipment. These computers, operating on a mid-1990s era Windows NT
operating system, would frequently freeze. If Chair A went down the driller would have to go to Chair B
to keep control of the well. If all three chairs went down at once, the drill would be completely out of
control. Williams frequently reported the software problems and the need to have them fixed.[16]
In regards to the subsea equipment, during the investigation the most controversial component
was the Blowout Preventer (BOP), a routine drilling tool located on ground level (in this case on seabed
level) and designed to shut in the well in case of blowout.[21] As the operator, BP had specified the
configuration of the BOP and had delegated to Transocean its operation and maintenance since it
started operating in 2000.[21]
In contrast to the rig, this BOP was not certified at the moment of the accident. According to BP’s
September 2009 rig audit and April 2010 assessment, the BOP’s bodies and bonnets were last certified
on December 2000, so their recertification was at least five years overdue. The recertification process
entails complete disassembly of the BOP on surface, which can take up to 3 months or longer and
generally requires time in dry dock. As a result, industry common practice suggests “the best time to
perform major maintenance on a complicated BOP control system [is] during a shipyard time of a mobile
offshore drilling unit (MODU) during its five-year interval inspection period”.[21] Nevertheless, the
Deepwater Horizon never stopped working since its commission, and neither did its BOP.
In addition, the April 1st, 2010 MMS inspection of the rig did not find incidents of noncompliance
and did not identify any problems justifying stopping the drilling, contrary to its regulations, and to the
recommendations of industry associations and manufacturers, which demand a comprehensive
inspection of the BOP every three to five years.[21]
Together with omitting the outdated recertification, the MMS also approved the testing of the
BOP at lower pressures than required by their regulation. Though testing at lower pressures is also in
accord with industry practice to avoid unnecessary wear or damage of the tool while in operation, most
tests did not establish the ability of the equipment to perform during blowout conditions with large
volumes of gas moving at high speed and high pressure.[21]
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3.2 CAST OF THE ACCIDENT
CAST Step 1. The System
CAST starts by identifying the system in which the accident took place. In this case, the system is
comprised of the well, the barriers that contained it, the rig, the drilling equipment, and all the
organizations involved in the drilling, along with their personnel and safety policies and standards. It also
includes the environment and public impacted by the uncontrolled discharge of hydrocarbons in the
Gulf of Mexico and its surroundings.
As mentioned in the introduction, the focus of this analysis is on the management level of the
operator of the well, which is BP. Nevertheless, the fundamentals of the analysis are defined for the
accident per se and include the entire system.

CAST Step 2. System Hazards and Safety Constraints
In system safety engineering, and therefore in CAST, accidents and hazards are defined as follows:

Accident: An undesired or unplanned event that results in a loss, including loss of human life or
human injury, property damage, environmental pollution, mission loss, etc. [13].
Hazard: A system state or set of conditions that, together, with a particular set of worst-case
environmental conditions will lead to a loss (accident or incident) [13].
System Hazard: Poor engineering and management decision-making leading to a loss [13].

Based on these concepts and the nature of the accident, two main system hazards have been defined.
The first one addresses the well integrity and the second one the emergency response to the oil spill.
Figure 6 presents the division of the analysis.

Figure 6. Basic division of the analysis.
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Macondo System Hazard 1. Uncontrolled release of hydrocarbons from deepwater wells.
Safety Constraints associated to Hazard 1:
The safety control structure must ensure that:
• All well designs and well operations decisions must ensure well integrity.
• At least one of the three principal barriers must be operational at any given time.
• Means must be provided to control the well at all times: effective mechanisms (equipment and
trained personnel) must detect and control changes in the well at all times.
• Response means must be provided to handle and contain any uncontrolled release of
hydrocarbons from deepwater wells.

Macondo System Hazard 2. Underwater hydrocarbon spill.
Safety Constraints associated to Hazard 2:
The safety control structure must ensure that well operators and governmental agencies have the
means to:
• Avoid underwater spills.
• Contain these spills when they occur in the shortest possible time.
• Minimize the environmental, economic and societal impact of these spills when they cannot be
contained as soon as they occur.

CAST Step 3. The Safety Control Structure
A simplified high-level safety control structure of the Macondo Accident is provided in Figure 7. This
structure shows the system at a very high-level of abstraction and divided in two major subsystems in
accordance with the two main hazards identified for the system: The Well Integrity Structure in the left,
and The Emergency Response Structure in the right. The Well Integrity Structure models the drilling of
the well from the planning phase until the blowout. Above it are the U.S. regulatory agencies that
control safety regulations for oil and gas extraction in U.S. territory. The Emergency Response Structure
models the emergency after the blowout until the well was capped and the affected communities and
ecosystems were repaired. Due to the magnitude of the accident, in this structure the U.S. government
is included as head of the system.
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Both structures are connected through BP’s executive managers at the time of the accident and
the federal agencies directly involved in oil and gas regulations and operations, in this case the MMS and
the U.S. Coast Guard.

Figure 7. High-Level safety control structure of the Macondo accident.
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Figure 8. Detailed safety control structure of the Macondo accident.

Figure 8 shows a detailed version of the high-level structure. This structure is based on the
investigation reports of BP and Transocean; the Chief Counsel’s Report and the Report to the President
prepared by the National Commission of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling; the
report of the Bureau Of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation And Enforcement; the report of the U.S.
Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board; the report of the U.S. Coast Guard; the Multidistrict
Litigation Documents 2179 Phase 1, 2, 3 containing the testimonials of some of the people involved in
the accident (mainly BP and Transocean personnel); and interviews with BP and Transocean personnel
currently affiliated with the companies. This control structure focuses on the management level of the
system; it starts at the level of the crews in the rig and ascends all the way up to the President and the
Congress of the U.S. and the owners and shareholders of BP, contemplating in that way all the
management hierarchies of the system.
Considering the vast amount of information available, this structure still does not include all the
components of the system, like the other six contractors involved in the drilling of the well [21] or the
other dozen of federal agencies that participated in the emergency response [22]. The goal of this
structure is to represent the components whose safety controls played a leading role in the accident and
thus had the greatest impact in its outcome. It is important to highlight that a careful examination of the
safety responsibilities within the system was carried out, and that some components were merged to
include their responsibilities in the model. Discrepancies with the exact and very complex system of the
Macondo Accident are not expected to affect the analysis, since the objective is to find the safety
weaknesses in the system to propose plausible improvements and not to blame specific individuals. In
line with this goal, the model of the safety control structure is based on roles and not the actual people
involved in the accident; however, an organizational structure with names and positions was built to
facilitate the collection of data and general understanding of the system. The entire organizational
structure is shown in Appendix A; Figure 9 and Figure 10 display the emergency response and the well
integrity subsystems accordingly.
Since the scope of this thesis is the study of safety management in corporations drilling
deepwater wells offshore, from now on the analysis is going to revolve around BP, Transocean and
Halliburton. The previous steps intentionally covered the whole system to emphasize the complexity
and scale of the accident and underline that its emergency response is also worth studying. In this case,
the emergency structure evolved along with the magnitude of the disaster and only its analysis could tell
if perhaps a pre-established structure could have minimized the spill.
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Figure 9. Emergency Response Organizational Structure of the Macondo Accident.

Figure 10. Well Integrity organizational structure of the Macondo accident.

Figure 11 presents the safety control structure concerning the well integrity of Macondo. It focuses on
BP, but includes the management levels of Transocean and Halliburton directly related to the well. It
also includes the MMS, the U.S. Coast Guard and the American Petroleum Institute (API), which also had
a relevant impact in the integrity of Macondo.
Like the detailed structure of the whole system, this one starts at the level of the crews in the rig, but
stops at the level of the regulators. The doted box contains all the components following the industry
safety standards established by the API, which also includes the MMS and the U.S. Coast Guard [22]. The
boxes in grey represent the components on the rig.
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There are four subsystems in this structure, Engineering, Operations, Rig Contractor, and Cementing
Contractor.

Engineering refers to the BP team responsible for the design of the well. In this model it is formed by
three subsystems:
• The Engineering Managers, which under BP’s organizational structure were the Engineering
Manager of the GoM and the Engineering Team Leader (Figure 10). Between both roles they
were responsible for disseminating BP’s safety policy and standards throughout the team,
managing the project level risk assessment, approving changes in the design and ensuring
compliance with regulatory and corporate safety requirements.
• The Experts, regarded as the Design Team in several reports, refer to five BP teams specialized
in different areas of oil and gas exploration and extraction. They were responsible for
determining how best to achieve the well’s objectives while managing potential drilling
hazards (high pore pressures and hydrocarbon deposits) and man-made hazards (nearby oil &
gas development infrastructures (wells, platforms, pipelines and ship traffic). They also had to
design to maintain the integrity of the well over its lifetime, considering the environmental and
mechanical stresses that the well would experience throughout its existence.
• The Drilling Engineers, in this case the Junior and Senior Drilling Engineers (Figure 10). Both
were responsible for leading the well design and supporting its drilling and control, preparing
the risk assessment of the project and delivering to Operations drilling procedures, design
specifications and assumptions, safety requirements and hazard analyses.

Operations refers to the BP team responsible for drilling of the well. Like the Engineering team, it is
formed by three subsystems:
• The Operations Managers, which under BP’s organizational structure were the Engineering
Manager of the GoM, the Engineering Team Leader and the Wells Team Leader (Figure 10).
The Engineering Manager and Team Leader were responsible for disseminating BP’s safety
policy and standards throughout the team, approving changes in operations, wellsite related
HSE decisions, simultaneous operations plans, and ensuring operations adherence to
regulatory and corporate safety requirements.
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Figure 11. Detailed control structure of the Macondo Well integrity.

Figure 12. Engineering safety control structure.

The Wells Team Leader, a key manager in operations with a high load of safety requirements,
was accountable for safety and operations at the drilling rig, well control and contingency
procedures, and rig inspection and maintenance programs.
• The Operations Engineer working at the rig, was responsible for preparing Deepwater Horizon
drilling and completion procedures in accordance to engineering designs, assuring well control
at all times and assisting the Wells Team Leader in his tasks related to the Macondo Well.
• The Wellsite Leaders were BP’s representatives at the rig, informally referred as Company Men
in the industry. They were the company’s eyes and ears and were responsible for
implementing the design and operations procedures in accord with BP’s safety policies and
standards. They were also responsible for making recommendations and decisions regarding
the course of several drilling operations and reporting any anomalies and incidents with the
well, the rig, and the personnel onboard.
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Figure 13. Operations safety control structure.

Rig Contractor refers to Transocean, the company that owned and operated the Deepwater Horizon rig.
For drilling operations of the Macondo Well, BP interacted with Transocean’s Managers onshore and
with Transocean’s Rig Crew offshore, the two management subsystems of this group.
• The Managers were responsible for complying with BP’s rig and personnel safety
requirements, adhering to offshore drilling federal regulations, and providing the rig crew with
safety policies and standards.
• The Rig Crew was responsible for maintaining safe operations on the rig, monitoring the well,
investigating and reporting any anomalies with the integrity and control of the well, and
executing BP’s and Transocean’s contingency plans in case of emergency.

Cementing Contractor refers to Halliburton, the company providing the cementing service for Macondo.
BP counted with a designated engineering from Halliburton for its Gulf of Mexico wells. This Cementing
Engineer worked at BP offices with the Engineering team and was responsible for preparing the
cementing design and execution plan, ensuring the feasibility of the design and presenting laboratory
results and simulations that backed it up. For cementing operations onsite, Halliburton sent a Field
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Cementing Engineer and an Operator, referred as the Halliburton Cementing Crew, to implement the
plan designed by the Cementing Engineer onshore. The main responsibilities of the Cementing Crew
were to comply with Halliburton’s, BP’s and Transocean’s safety requirements, provide a hazard analysis
of the cementing operation to the entire rig crew and ensure the correct pouring of the cement into the
well.

Figure 14. Rig contractor safety control structure.
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Figure 15. Cementing contractor safety control structure.

CAST Step 4. Proximate Events Leading to the Accident
The table below contains the sequence of events leading to the blowout. It is based on the Chief
Counsel’s Report and Transocean Investigation Report, which contained the most complete chronology
of the accident.

Table 1. Chronology of the Macondo Accident as presented in the Chief Counsel’s Report [21] and Transocean
Investigation Report [30].

Time

Event

03.19.2008

BP pays $34 million for an exclusive lease to drill in Mississippi Canyon Block 252.

10.06.2009

Transocean's Marianas arrives on location and begins the drilling of the Macondo well.

11.08.2009

The Marianas drills for 34 days, reaching a depth of 9,090 feet. It then stops drilling and moves offsite to avoid Hurricane Ida. Hurricane Ida nevertheless damages the rig badly enough that it can no
longer drill the well.
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Time

Event

01.31.2010

Transocean's Deepwater Horizon arrives on location.
Its first task is to lower its giant blowout preventer (BOP) onto the wellhead that the Marianas had
left behind. The BOP is a stack of enormous valves that rig crews use both as a drilling tool and as
an emergency safety device. Once it is put in place, everything needed in the well—drilling pipe,
bits, casing, and mud—passes through the BOP.

02.10.2010

The Deepwater Horizon resumes the drilling of the Macondo well.

03.08.2010

Halliburton personnel send BP the results of a foam stability test it ran in February on the
cement blend it plans to use at Macondo. To the trained eye, the data showed that the cement
slurry design was unstable. Halliburton personnel did not comment on the evidence of the cement
slurry's instability, and there is no evidence that BP examined the foam stability data in the report
at all.

04.09.2010

After numerous instances indicating fractures in the formation over the past few weeks, BP elects
to call total depth at 18,360 feet, short of the 20,200 feet initially planned. BP informs its lease
partners Anadarko and MOEX that "well integrity and safety" issues require the rig to stop drilling
further.

04.1-15.2010

BP and its contractors spend five days logging the open hole with sophisticated instruments. Based
on the logging data, BP concludes that it has drilled into a hydrocarbon reservoir of sufficient size
(at least 50 million barrels) and pressure that it is economically worthwhile to install a
final production casing string that BP will eventually use to recover the oil and gas.

04.13.2010

Halliburton personnel run a second set of tests on the now-slightly-altered cement blend they plan
to use at Macondo. The foam stability test showed that the cement slurry would be unstable.

04.1415.2010

After going back and forth, BP engineers choose a "long string" production casing—for a single
continuous wall of steel between the wellhead, on the seafloor, and the oil and gas zone at the
bottom of the well. The other option considered, a "liner," would result in a more complex—
and theoretically more leak-prone—system over the life of the well. But it would be easier to
cement into place at Macondo.

04.15.2010

A Halliburton engineer informs BP engineers that computer simulations suggest that the Macondo
production casing would need more than six centralizers (used to keep the casing string centered)
to avoid channeling in the cement job. BP engineers order 15 additional centralizers—the most BP
could transport immediately in a helicopter.

04.16.2010

A helicopter delivers 15 additional centralizers to the rig. BP engineers decide the centralizers are
the wrong kind and do not run them.

04.18.2010

Halliburton personnel run yet another set of tests on the cement slurry they plan to use at
Macondo. The test would normally take 48 hours to complete. It is unclear whether Halliburton
had results from the test in hand before it pumped the job. Halliburton did not send the results of
the final test to BP until six days after the blowout.

04.1819.2010

The Deepwater Horizon crew installs the long string production casing. The leading end of the
casing, the "shoe track," began with a "reamer shoe"—a bullet-shaped piece of metal with
three holes designed to help guide the casing down the hole. The reamer shoe was followed by
180 feet of seven-inch-diameter steel casing. Then came a Weatherford-manufactured "float
collar," a simple arrangement of two flapper (float) valves, spaced one after the other, held open
by a short "auto-fill tube" through which the mud in the well could flow. As the long string was
lowered down the wellbore, the mud passed through the holes in the reamer shoe and auto-fill
tube that propped open the float valves, giving it a clear flow path upward.
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Time

Event

04.19.2010

In preparation for cementing, the crew attempts to convert the float valves by pushing the tube
downward. After nine attempts, the crew establishes circulation. Circulation pressure is lower than
predicted, but the crew decides the pressure gauge is broken.

04.19.2010

The first compromise in BP's plan was to limit the circulation of drilling mud through the wellbore
before cementing. Optimally, mud in the wellbore would have been circulated “bottoms up”—
meaning the rig crew would have pumped enough mud down the wellbore to bring mud originally
at the bottom of the well all the way back up to the rig. There are at least two benefits to bottoms
up circulation. Such extensive circulation cleans the wellbore and reduces the likelihood of
channeling. And circulating bottoms up allows technicians on the rig to examine mud from the
bottom of the well for hydrocarbon content before cementing. But the BP engineers feared that
the longer the rig crew circulated mud through the casing before cementing, the greater the risk of
another lost-returns event. Accordingly, BP circulated approximately 350 barrels of mud before
cementing, rather than the 2,760 barrels needed to do a full bottoms up circulation.

04.1920.2010

The crew pumps cement into the well for the shoe track cement job. BP decides to pump the
cement down at the relatively low rate of 4 barrels or less per minute. BP also decides to limit the
volume of cement pumped to approximately 60 barrels—a volume that its own engineers
recognized would provide little margin for error.

04.20.2010
5:45am –
7:30am

BP and Halliburton personnel declare the cement job a success. BP decides to send home a team
of Schlumberger technicians who had been standing by on the rig to perform a suite of cement
evaluation tests.

04.20.2010
10:30am

BP moves on to prepare the well for temporary abandonment. A BP engineer sends out an "Ops
Note" to the rest of the Macondo team listing the temporary abandonment procedure for the
well. The temporary abandonment procedure had undergone numerous modifications over a
short period, none of which appear to have been subject to any formal risk assessment. The
morning of April 20 was the first time rig personnel had seen the procedure they would use that
day.

04.20.2010
10:55am –
12:00pm

The crew conducts a positive-pressure test to evaluate, among other things, the ability of the
casing in the well to hold in pressure. The pressure inside the well remained steady, showing there
were no leaks in the production casing through which fluids could pass from inside the well to the
outside.

04.20.2010
3:00pm –
4:57pm

The crew prepares to conduct a negative-pressure test, and displaces mud from a depth of 8,367
feet to above the blowout preventer. The negative-pressure test checks not only the integrity of
the casing but also the integrity of the bottomhole cement job. At the Macondo well, the negativepressure test was the only test performed that would have checked the integrity of the
bottomhole cement job.

04.20.2010
4:57pm –
6:40pm

The crew conducts a negative-pressure test on the drill pipe. For a successful negative-pressure
test, the drill-pipe pressure must remain at zero psi after the pressure is bled off and the pipe is
closed. The crew attempts to bleed drill-pipe pressure down to zero three times, but each time
drill-pipe pressure builds back up. At the end of the test, drill-pipe pressure is 1,400 psi. BP and
Transocean personnel discuss the pressure, apparently explaining it as a result of "the bladder
effect." BP's Well Site Leader Don Vidrine insists on running a second negative-pressure test, this
time on the kill line.

04.20.2010
8:02pm

The crew opens the annular preventer and begins displacing mud and spacer from the riser.
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Time

Event

04.20.2010
9:01pm

After steadily decreasing for much of the displacement, drill-pipe pressure changes direction and
begins increasing. This is an anomaly that apparently went unnoticed.

04.20.2010
9:08pm –
9:14pm

The crew shuts down the pumps to perform a sheen test. With the pumps off, the drill-pipe
pressure should have stayed constant or gone down. Instead, it went up by approximately 250 psi.
Had someone noticed it, he would have recognized this as a significant anomaly that warranted
further investigation before turning the pumps back on.

04.20.2010
9:14pm

The crew turns the pumps back on and continues the displacement.

04.20.2010
9:18pm

The pressure-relief valve on Pump No. 2 blows, and the driller organizes a group of crewmembers
to go to the pump room to fix the valve.

04.20.2010
9:20pm

The senior toolpusher calls the rig floor and asks about the displacement. The toolpusher
responds, "It's going fine . . . I've got this."

04.20.2010
9:30pm

The driller notices an odd and unexpected pressure difference between the drill pipe and the kill
line. The crew shuts off the pumps to investigate.

04.20.2010
9:36pm –
6:40pm

The driller orders a floorhand to bleed off the drillpipe pressure, in an apparent attempt to
eliminate the difference. The drillpipe pressure initially dropped off as expected, but immediately
began climbing again. Despite the mounting evidence of a kick, neither the driller nor the
toolpusher performed a visual flow check or shut in the well.

04.20.2010
9:40pm –
9:43pm

Drilling mud begins spewing from the rotary onto the rig floor. The crew closes one of the annular
preventers to shut in the well and routes the flow to the mud-gas separator (rather than
overboard into the sea). The flow continues and quickly overwhelms the mud-gas separator
system.

04.20.2010
9:45pm

The assistant driller calls the senior toolpusher and tells him the well is "blowing out."

04.20.2010
9:46pm

The crew activates a variable bore ram to shut in the well.

04.20.2010
9:49pm

The first explosion occurs. On the drilling floor, the Macondo disaster claims its first victims. A
short time later, a second explosion occurs.

04.20.2010

Sometime after the first explosion, Transocean personnel on the bridge attempt to activate the
Emergency Disconnect System. Although the panel indicators lit up, the rig never disconnected.

CAST Step 5. Analysis of the Loss at the Physical System Level.
Although this analysis is focused on the management level of the accident, an important step in CAST
and in the study of any incident involving physical components is the examination of the physical system
level. This section contains the overview of the physical controls at the Macondo well that did not keep
it under control.
During drilling operations, the whole rig crew must ensure that hydrocarbons do not migrate from
the reservoir into the well. This is achieved by monitoring the well and containing any hydrocarbon
influxes before they reach the pipe that connects the rig to the well (riser), this is known as Well Control.
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The Macondo well had a series of systems in place to contain the hydrocarbons in the reservoir and in
the worst-case scenario in the well. This Well Controls are considered as the physical controls of this
system and include:
• Cement at the bottom of the well.
• Mud in the well and the riser.
• Blowout Preventer (BOP) at the top of the well, at the seabed.
Each of these physical controls is linked to the flawed drilling processes at Macondo and from which the
next levels of the system are analyzed.
The first process is cementing the casing into the well to control its further production and avoid
undesired migration of hydrocarbons from the reservoir to the well.
The second process is displacing the mud to prepare the well for a change of rigs to transition
from drilling to production. The mud serves as a debris remover but also keeps the well’s pressure
above that of the reservoir, in this way it helps to keep the well overbalanced to also avoid the migration
of hydrocarbons into the well.
The third process is a drilling contingency procedure: shutting in the well to control unexpected
inflows of pressurized hydrocarbons into the well, or kick. When hydrocarbons exit the well and cannot
be contained, a kick is considered to become a blowout. Blowout preventers are a stack of rams on top
of the well (in this case at the seabed) that seals the well in the event of kicks and blowouts.

Cement. As stated above, the goal of the cement control and ultimately of the cementing job was to
provide a physical barrier to contain the hydrocarbons in the reservoir.
The cementing process involves pumping cement and other chemicals down the inside of a casing
string placed inside the well until it flows out the bottom and back up into the annular space between
the casing string and the borehole.
In order to achieve hydrocarbons isolation the following safety requirements need to be fulfilled:
• The cement must fill the annular space in the zone containing the hydrocarbons as well as the
zones above and below to ensure safe isolation. At Macondo, the volume of cement poured
into the well has been declared to be insufficient as per regulatory and corporate standards
[21]. The reason behind this decision was to avoid damaging the formation with excessive
fluids circulation, a questionable choice considering its implication in the integrity of the well
[21].
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• The cement flowing into the annular space must displace all the drilling mud, so that the
cement remaining in the well does not get contaminated and losses its sealing capacity. If mud
channels remain after the cement is pumped, they can become flow path for gases or liquids
from the formation. There is no certainty that at Macondo cement actually flowed from the
bottom of the well to fill the annular; lower flow rates than required and potentially clogged
valves downhole seemed to have impeded this process.
• The cement slurry must be formulated so that it sets and cures properly under wellbore
conditions. Additives, like Nitrogen to foam the cement, must be carefully planned to achieve
the desired isolation. The design of the cement for Macondo has been largely criticized; the
choice of foamed cement, lighter than required for the conditions of the well, apparently
contributed to the failure of the cement barrier too.
Beyond these requirements, the cement barrier might not seal the hydrocarbons zone in a well with a
deviated geometry or a poor centralization of the casing string, since the slurry sets on one side of the
annular only. The centralization of the casing has also been discussed as a cause of failure of the cement
barrier at Macondo, considering that less than half of the centralizers needed to keep the casing in place
were used.

Mud. Drilling mud is used in the process to carry away cuttings and to keep the well overbalanced. The
mud column inside the well exerts downward hydrostatic pressure that rig crews can control by varying
the mud weight. Drillers pump mud down through the drill pipe and for most of the drilling process keep
it circulating back to the rig through the annular space between the drill pipe and the borehole.
In Macondo, some investigations allege that the mud did not achieve either of its purposes at two
stages of the operation. The first case, and usually overlooked due to its indirect relation to the blowout,
affected the cementing job. Mud was pumped at a lower rate than planned which might have not
activated Weatherford’s valves downhole in order to let the cement slurry pass through, or might have
not removed the debris at the bottom of the hole, impeding the activation of the valves and
contributing to the contamination of the cement, or both. In any case, these scenarios jeopardized the
cementing job and serve as partial explanation of its failure. The second case, and most studied one, is
the mud displacement the day of the blowout. To transition from drilling to production, the well had to
be abandoned temporarily to change rigs. A series of plugs had to be installed to seal the well and BP’s
plan involved changing the drilling mud for seawater, which meant replacing a heavier hydrostatic
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column for a lighter one. This left the well underbalanced, and without a strong cement barrier,
pressurized hydrocarbons made their way out.
Considering the imminent impact of maintaining hydrostatic overbalance through the mud
column to avoid loss of well control, the following safety requirement is considered:
• The drilling mud pressure should exceed the pressure of the formation. As long as the column
of drilling mud in the well exerts higher pressure than that of the formation, hydrocarbons are
not expected to migrate into the well. If the pressure of the formation exceeds the mud
pressure, the well is underbalanced, meaning that the mud column is no longer sufficient on its
own to prevent hydrocarbon flow.
In consequence, because the effectiveness of the mud was compromised during the temporary
abandonment procedure and directly resulted in the blowout, this process is further studied in the next
sections and the mud flow-rate and debris removal is addressed as part of the cementing process.
Blowout Preventer. The Blowout Preventer (BOP) is a routine drilling tool whose main goal is to shut in
the well in case of a kick, to prevent a blowout, or during a blowout to mitigate the uncontrolled release
of wellbore fluids.
The BOP as a whole is called the “BOP stack”. It consists of a series of annular seals and rams
stacked in vertical sequence on top of one another. By closing various individual rams in the BOP stack,
rig personnel can shut in the well, preventing hydrocarbon flow up the well once it has migrated from
the reservoir. When a BOP ram is closed, it becomes a well control barrier. BOP rams can be activated in
several ways: manually from the rig, robotically using remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), and
automatically when extreme certain conditions are met, such as disconnection from the platform. Each
ram is activated separately. If a kick evolves beyond the point where the driller can safely shut in the
well with an annular seal or a pipe ram, he or she can cut the drill pipe activating a blind shear ram.
Considered as the last resource in a well control emergency, BOP’s are usually designed so that blind
shear rams can be activated in as many as five different ways. The following were available at the
Deepwater Horizon:
1. Direct activation of the ram by pressing a button on a control panel on the rig.
2. Activation of the Emergency Disconnect System (EDS) by rig personnel.
3. Direct subsea activation of the ram by a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV).
4. Activation by the Automatic Mode Function (AMF) or deadman system due to emergency
conditions or initiation by ROV; and
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5. Activation by the autoshear function if the rig moves off location without initiating the proper
disconnection sequence or if initiated by ROV.
In order for the BOP to effectively contain a kick or a blowout, the following safety requirements need to
be fulfilled:
• Power supply and hydraulic pressure from the rig and from the back-up systems embedded in
the BOP must feed its rams at all times. The BOP installed at Macondo was found with
insufficient battery charge to activate the rams and some investigations report that the BOP
activation systems were all connected to the same energy supply at the rig, without any back
up.
• The BOP must be tested at a pressure such that well containment can be guaranteed, as
suggested in some reports at the same pressure at which the casing is tested. Among the most
controversial findings is the fact that BP and Transocean, with the MMS authorization, never
tested the BOP to ensure it could withstand a blowout under Macondo’s conditions. The
industry defends its positions of not abrading the equipment unnecessarily, but studies
published by the same MMS before the Macondo accident show than more than half of the
BOPs in service were not be able to control a blowout, so accurate testing was recommended
and described as essential as installing the BOP to ensure well control.
• The blind shear activation modes must be tested and operational under expected blowout
conditions (pressure, temperature, power supply, signal communications). It is unclear what
failed in the BOP and when, but some reports stay that none of the five activation modes
worked. The forensic analysis of the BOP shows that it failed because it could not cut the pipe
to shut in the well. This analysis shows that the embedded activation systems lacked sufficient
charge, that a previous modification had interchanged some connections of the blind rams
preventing their activation robotically, and that the BOP had some leaks and lacked
maintenance and recertification; all potential contributing factors to the BOP’s inability to cut
through the drill pipe.

CAST Step 6. Analysis of the Loss at the Control System Level.
Starting with the human controllers immediately above the three physical processes presented in the
previous section, each subsystem (Engineering, Operations, Rig Contractor and Cementing Contractor)
of the well integrity safety structure was analyzed. Additionally, the intervention of the MMS was also
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analyzed, since it played a main role in the system and there are numerous questions about its role as
regulatory party.
For each controller four categories were determined:
• Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Context
• Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
• Process Model Flaws
In turn, the unsafe decisions and control actions were divided in the following management aspects:
• Risk
• Communication
• Procedures
• Personnel
• Leadership
• Equipment
Finally, for each of these aspects the process involving the unsafe decision or control action is
highlighted. The actions referring to the cementing job are in grey, the ones related to the temporary
abandonment are in brown, and the ones referring to the kick response are in red.
The following tables contain the information for each human, or group of humans, controller
within each subsystem. The content is based in the same sources of the safety control structure with the
difference that the Process Model Flaws were complemented with the input of BP and Transocean
personnel that generously clarified the rationale behind most of the unsafe decisions and control actions
identified in a first iteration of this CAST analysis. Appendix B contains more details on these interviews.
The synthesis of the unsafe decisions and control actions along with a complementary analysis of
them is presented at the end of the tables.
Engineering. The following charts contain BP’s Engineering team formed by the Drilling Engineers, the
Experts or Design Team, the Engineering Team Leader, and the Engineering Manager.
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Table 2. Analysis of BP’s Drilling Engineers.

DRILLING ENGINEERING (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Design wells and shepherd designs through BP’s processes and experts, ensuring that they comply with internal
and external engineering, operations and safety guidelines and regulations.
• Request design specifications, models, laboratory tests form BP experts and specialist contractors.
• Present procedures and equipment deviation/concession requests to BP management and MMS approval.
• Prepare Project Level Risk Assessment and Well Specific Risk Assessment and Implementation.
(i) Develop safety procedures.
(ii) Determine and implement effective well-control procedures.
(iii) Advise and consult well containing procedures and pollution avoidance/mitigation plans.
• Advise and consult with BP and Transocean Rig Crew on key decisions in heightened-risk circumstances; in
general, assist with overall safety on the rig.
• Facilitate real time performance monitoring as a measure to support operations performance and well control.
• Report safety lessons learned into future procedures.
Context
• Planned the Macondo casing program and set out the steps to drill the well.
• Team consisted of a Sr. Drilling Engineer and a Junior Drilling Engineer.
• The Junior Drilling Engineer was relatively new to drilling engineering and BP. He was assigned to the
exploration team two years before the blowout, where he helped to plan two wells before being transferred to
Macondo to help the Sr. Drilling Engineer.
• The Sr. Drilling Engineer had been involved with deepwater drilling for 17 years and had personally been
involved in between 20 and 50 wells.
• BP charged the Junior Drilling Engineer with critical design decisions. BP relied heavily on him to design not only
the well itself, but also the cement program and temporary abandonment procedures at Macondo.
• The Junior Drilling Engineer was perceived as being overworked by other members of the team and by the
haste in his decision-making process days before the blowout.
• The Junior Drilling Engineer expressed preference towards high workloads, nevertheless expressed frustration
and desire to leave his position due to the numerous last-minute changes and time and cost pressures.
• By the time of the blowout, the Macondo well had taken longer to drill and cost much more than what had
been anticipated. The original price for the well was $96 million; by the time of the accident the price was
already $142 million.
• BP‘s guidance on well design and operations placed a premium on drilling quickly. It emphasized the
achievement of the technical limit for drilling a well, meaning what drilling times might be possible if everything
works perfectly.
Cementing:
• Together with Halliburton decided to use foamed cement technology to minimize the risk of annular pressure
increase.
• Requested Halliburton's lead cement engineering change weeks before the blowout.
• Communicated to managers the risk that the primary bottom-hole cement would not act as a barrier.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Sr. Drilling Engineer had been away on vacation while the team had put together the temporary abandonment
procedures. He was concerned that the final plan was not approved by the MMS.
• BP had no consistent or standardized temporary abandonment procedures across its GoM operations, and the
formal written guidance was minimal. For example, the guide available did not specify the location of those
barriers or the procedure by which they should be set. This left the Macondo engineers to determine such
issues for themselves on an ad hoc basis.
• Neither BP nor Transocean had pre-established standard procedures for conducting a negative pressure test.
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Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
• Never assessed the overall likelihood of the success of each main activity, either on their own or in consultation
with experts or contractors. For example: Did not consult in-house cement expert to check Halliburton’s
foamed cement formulas and tests.
• Junior Drilling Engineer did not effectively use the input from technical experts. For example:
(i) Did not consider in-house cement expert cautions about foamed cement stability or his
recommendations to increase the foamed cement stability.
(ii) Never asked subsea expert about the wisdom of setting a surface cement plug three times deeper than
usual below the mudline to accommodate setting the lockdown sleeve, or displacing mud with seawater
without first installing additional physical barriers; both decisions affected the mud barrier and
compromised the control of the well.
Cementing:
• Used a decision tree with a simplified linear approach in which complex risks (such as the risk of failed
cementing) can be forgotten or ignored on the basis of simple and incomplete indicators (such as partial
returns or lift pressure) Appendix E.
• Focused heavily on reducing the risks of further lost returns and annular pressure increase, ignoring
overarching risks such as well integrity.
• Focused excessively on volume and pressure indicators of cementing success, omitting its location and quality
(foam stability and casing coverage).
• Decided to pump just as much cement above the hydrocarbons zone as the MMS required without verifying
the quality of the cement, bypassing BP standards.
• Omitted running cement evaluation tests (logs). Did not consider the cement was a well control barrier during
the subsequent temporary abandonment.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not re-evaluate well integrity risks associated with the lockdown sleeve installation, a determining piece for
the entire temporary abandonment plan.
• Did not subject any last-minute changes to a formal risk assessment.
• Did not consider the risks of clogging the flow lines with lost of circulation material (high viscosity fluid to
control lost returns) during the cementing job. The presence of this fluid could have directly affected the
pressure readings during the negative pressure test.
• Did not use the real-time online data available to him to help the Well Site Leaders find out the cause for the
anomalous pressure reading during the negative pressure test.
• Did not confirm the Well Site Leaders conclusions on the negative pressure tests with the real-time online data
he had available.
Emergency Response:
• Did not evaluate lowering the testing regime of the BOP. The tests performed to the BOP did not prove its
ability to contain pressures in a worst-case blowout scenario.
COMMUNICATION
• Did not clarify the communication plan between offshore and onshore despite being aware that it was not
comprehensive.
Cementing:
• Did not provide current and accurate parameters for Halliburton's simulation.
• Did not involve the individuals monitoring the well in discussions about how to mitigate the risks of cement
failure.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not emphasize well integrity and control risks to the offshore crew. For example:
(i) Never emphasized to rig personnel the particular importance of the negative pressure test as the only
way to assure the cement was working as the exclusive well control mechanism during the mud change.
(ii) Did not evaluate the negative pressure test risks and details with the Wellsite Leaders.
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(iii) Did not mention monitoring the well for kicks during the mud displacement to them Transocean and
Sperry Drilling personnel.
• Sent more than four procedures to rig crew with last-minute changes and unclear instructions.
PROCEDURES
• Did not use an organized process to assess risks and settled, classify and prioritized regulations and
recommendations.
Cementing:
• Did not order enough centralizers in time, even though original well designs required 11-16 centralizers.
• Deviated from the centralizers placement plan based on Halliburton's simulation. Placed the centralizers based
on his own criteria and never requested a simulation check from Halliburton.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not develop the temporary abandonment procedure in a timely manner. Even though Macondo was
considered as a production well from the start, the drilling program did not include temporary abandonment
procedures.
• Did not adhere to the approved MMS procedure, made last-minute changes to it.
• Did not specify negative pressure test details nor highlighted which parameters had to be monitored.
PERSONNEL
• Sr. Drilling Engineer did not closely review Junior Engineer work in the last few weeks before the blowout.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not check if the Transocean Rig Crew was familiar setting a lock-down sleeve.
LEADERSHIP
Cementing:
• Did not actively reviewed Halliburton’s progress or lab results on the foamed cement design.
• Did not insist that Halliburton’s Cement Engineer deliver the cement lab results in a timely manner.
• Did not asked in-house expert or Sr. Halliburton personnel to double-checked Halliburton’s Cement Engineer
cementing plan.
Process Model Flaws
• Inadequate risk assessment. Unable to identify and evaluate all risks and then consider their combined impact.
Believed addressing risks as isolated events, without a full appreciation of their impact on entire operation, was
an intrinsic part of drilling operations.
• Did not know who was accountable for ensuring compliance with BP‘s standards on drilling safety.
Cementing:
• Believed their cementing design decisions were minimizing risks when they were in fact increasing them.
• Assumed that risks associated with remedial cementing (well barriers) were preferred than risks associated
with drilling operations.
• Did not believe that inadequate centralization might increase the chance of a blowout.
• Believed Halliburton's simulation was not reliable, without realizing that BP was not providing current and
accurate inputs to the model.
• Did not believe the foamed cement tests were critical.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Believed that notifying the MMS and asking for their approval when changes in the procedure where made was
unnecessary, as long as the changes made the procedure more rigorous than the original.
• Believed that executing simultaneous activities (displacing mud and testing the cement) was acceptable in
order to safe time (and money).
• Believed the rig crew, BP and Transocean, knew how to conduct and interpret a negative pressure test.
• Did not realize that severely under-balancing the well while the mud was displaced from the riser would let the
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well relying solely on the cement as the exclusive barrier in the wellbore.
• Believed that Wellsite Leaders were going to report anomalies during all tests and operations.
• The Junior Drilling Engineer prioritized costs and efficiency while designing the temporary abandonment
procedures, accepted not focusing on well control or integrity.

Table 3. Analysis of BP’s Experts or Design Team.

EXPERTS or DESIGN TEAM (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Provide design specifications, technical safety advice and recommendations to Drilling Engineers and
contractors based on design and operations requirements.
• Deliver hazard analysis of critical projects to Engineering managers.
• Determine how best to achieve the well’s objectives while managing potential drilling hazards (high pore
pressures and hydrocarbon deposits) and man-made hazards (nearby oil & gas development infrastructures
(wells, platforms, pipelines) and ship traffic). That is:
(i) Specify drilling fluids and casing strings to maintain balance and contain formation pressures without
fracturing the rock.
(ii) Because drilling conditions often differ significantly from predictions, must design and redesign the
deepwater well as the well progresses to ensure well integrity and control at all times.
(iii) Include effective wellbore barriers like: cemented casing, mechanical and cement plugs, and BOP in the
design.
(iv) Design the well drilling so that two verified barriers are operative to contain any potential flow path at
all times.
(v) Ensure well integrity over the well's lifetime: must consider the environmental and mechanical stresses
that the well will experience throughout its existence.
Context
• Forecasted that the well might encounter a substantial hydrocarbon reservoir.
• Recognized that it might also encounter a number of hazards compromising the well integrity: fragile rock, gas
zones (hard to predict and control), overpressures, and under-pressures.
• Was primarily concerned about annular pressure increase due to a significant loss that was attributed to this
cause in the Marlin Platform in 1999.
• The entire Macondo team encountered a series of complications while drilling the well: lost mud into the
formation, coped with uncontrolled (kicks) and controlled influx of fluids from the formation, faced difficulties
determining well pressures, and fractured the rock.
• BP Drilling Engineers had the primary responsibility for the Macondo well design. They worked with five teams
in the design:
1. Geologists and Petro-Physicists. In charge of developing a pore pressure profile for the well.
2. Casing and Tubular Designers. In charge of independently reviewing the well design.
3. Fluid Experts and Rock Strength Experts. In charge of checking the geo-mechanical aspects of the well.
4. Completion Engineers. In charge of providing input during the design process for the completion process.
5. Subsea Wells Experts. In charge of advising over deepwater offshore drilling and operations.
• Their most notable decision contributing to the blowout was the use of a long string production casing, which
had been the plan all along. However, it was not until the lost circulation event and declaration of early total
depth that the team identified many of the risks associated with using a long string.
• By the time of the blowout, the Macondo well had taken longer to drill and cost much more than what had
been anticipated. The original price for the well was $96 million; by the time of the accident the price was
already $142 million.
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• BP‘s guidance on well design and operations placed a premium on drilling quickly. It emphasized the
achievement of the technical limit‖ for drilling a well, meaning what drilling times might be possible if
everything works perfectly.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
• For the Casing choice focused on long-term reward and not in short-term risks. In fact, casing design decisions
were motivated by the desire to: save $3M, keep original and approved design, ensure feasible production in
the future, and avoid annular overpressures. Well integrity and control based on effective barriers and
containment operations was not considered.
• Focused primarily in avoiding annular pressure increase, effectively de-emphasized other risks (like cementing
complications) and discouraging certain well design approaches.
• The team disregarded other casing choices that would have helped to maintain well integrity (pressure balance
and cementing simplicity and effectiveness) and minimize post-blowout containment complications (the
decision to include rupture disks and omit a protective casing from the well design hindered the efforts).
Cement:
• Did not run casing and cement models with current parameters, so could not rely on them to make decisions.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Allowed equipment availability to drive design and procedure decisions. Design teams normally begin by
considering their objective and the attendant risks, and developing a well design and procedures that are
efficient and safe. They then arrange for the equipment and materials necessary to execute the design. The
opposite happened at Macondo.
• Decided to set the lockdown sleeve during temporary abandonment because the Deepwater Horizon could do
that job more quickly and efficiently than a completion rig. Having decided this, the team planned to install the
sleeve last to avoid its damage with other operations. These restrictions hindered the abandonment
procedures and compromised the integrity of the well.
Emergency Response:
• Did not consider the risk of having a BOP with only one blind shear ram. BOP’s with two blind shear rams have
better chances of cutting the drill pipe and shutting down the well in case a pipe joint is across one of the rams
which they cannot cut, or one of the rams simply fail.
• Did not assess the risk of having the electric and hydraulic powers activating the BOP shear ram fed by the
same source and not fire isolated.
COMUNICATION
Cement:
• Did not consult completion engineers before reaching a decision on whether to run a long string or a liner.
PROCEDURES
Cement:
• Design decisions were finalized too late. This generated discomfort and demanded extra efforts in operations.
EQUIPMENT
Emergency Response:
• Did not assess if the hydraulic power of the backup systems in the BOP was enough to activate the shear ram
under high-pressure events such as a blowout.
• Did not incorporate kick detection instruments during cementing and temporary abandonment procedures.
The rig’s drilling equipment only had kick detection sophisticated instruments during the course of actual
drilling.
Process Model Flaws
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• Did not know who was accountable for ensuring compliance with BP‘s standards on drilling safety.
• Inadequate risk assessment. Unable to identify and evaluate all risks and then consider their combined impact.
• Focused in latest major risk in the company, ignoring the overarching risks of the project; based design on
management priorities.
Cementing:
• Believed Halliburton's expertise was sufficient, and did not see the need to review their design.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not believe that the impact of setting a lockdown sleeve could compromise the mud barrier and the
integrity of the well.
• Did not believe that the risks of setting a lockdown sleeve with the Deepwater Horizon could be more
“expensive” than the risks associated with a blowout.
• Believed the operations team had the expertise to implement the temporary abandonment plan installing the
lockdown sleeve.
Emergency Response:
• Believed the BOP was capable of dealing with a blowout of the Macondo well.
• Did not see the need to review the BOP’s design.
• Did not assess if the hydraulic power of the backup systems in the BOP was enough to activate the shear ram
under high-pressure events such as a blowout.

Table 4. Analysis of BP’s Drilling Engineering Team Leader.

DRILLING ENGINEERING TEAM LEADER (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Develop and approve safety procedures.
• Manage the project level risk assessment and Implementation and approve drilling and completions primary
designs accordingly.
• Manage well specific risk assessment and implementation.
• Approve plans and procedures sent for regulatory authorization.
• Approve equipment deviation/concession requests.
• Manage real time performance monitoring as a measure to support operations performance and well control.
• Embed safety lessons learned into future procedures.
Context
• A month before the accident (March, 2010) G. Walz replaced D. Sims in this position.
• New to the position. Assumed the role one month before the blowout.
• By the time of the blowout, the Macondo well had taken longer to drill and cost much more than what had
been anticipated. The original price for the well was $96 million; by the time of the accident the price was
already $142 million.
Cementing:
• Approved the use of foamed cement technology.
• Was not aware of BP‘s 2007 audit of Halliburton‘s capabilities regarding lab support, cement tests clarity and
interpretation, and data transfer.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
• Did not check the Macondo’s MOC process in time, he realized that it was not in place and unclear after the
blowout.
• Adopted Macondo’s team culture of following regular procedures without customized planning or execution
details.
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Cementing:
• Approved the cement plan aware of its likelihood of failure as a barrier.
• Did not guide the design team to identify and evaluate all cementing risks and then consider their combined
impact. For example:
(i) Disregarded the impact of poor centralizations on gas hydrocarbons flow, focusing only in annular
pressure increase.
(ii) Did not ask the team to question the overall value of pressure and volume parameters as indicators of
cementing success.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not request the design team to re-evaluate well integrity risks associated with the lockdown sleeve
installation.
COMMUNICATION
Cementing:
• Did not request the team to provide current and accurate parameters to Halliburton's simulation.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not make clear to the Wellsite Leaders that they had to call back to shore when confronted with
unexpected results during critical tests.
PROCEDURES
• Delayed engineering decisions.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not ask the Well Team Leader to follow the approved abandonment procedure neither evaluated his
reasoning for not doing so.
PERSONNEL
• Did not realize that the Junior Drilling Engineer was making critical design decisions and was not effectively
seeking input from technical experts. Relied heavily on him for the design not only the well itself, but also the
cement program and temporary abandonment procedures.
EQUIPMENT
• In the most recent rig audit, he ignored equipment needs that would have increased the well’s monitoring
quality and accuracy. For example: personnel had to perform basic well monitoring calculations by hand,
instead of having automated systems to help monitor the well, there were inadequacies in the sensors and
instrumentation for detecting kicks, and there was no camera installed on the rig to monitor flow on the
overboard line.
Process Model Flaws
• Thought Macondo’s team culture of following regular procedures without customized planning or execution
details was acceptable, and did not have time to question it due to schedule delays.
• Unsure about his authority over operations, thus believed he could not stop or delay the drilling to minimize
risks.
• Believed his delays on planning did not allow him to demand the entire team to reevaluate risks in on-going
operations.
Cementing:
• Believed that minimizing annular pressure increase was by far more important than maintaining the wellbore
isolated, among other well integrity risks.
• Did not believe that inadequate centralization might increase the chance of a blowout.
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Table 5. Analysis of BP’s Engineering Manager.

ENGINEERING MANAGER (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Approve Management of Change (MoC) to Drilling and Completion Operations, ensuring full compliance with
BP and MMS safety requirements.
• Ensure BP and MMS policy and standards adherence and dissemination among the engineering team.
• Deliver engineering risk assessment and performance reports to BP GoM executives.
Context
• BP’s 2010 robust risk assessment procedures were not in place for Macondo.
• By the time of the blowout, the Macondo well had taken longer to drill and cost much more than what had
been anticipated. The original price for the well was $96 million; by the time of the accident the price was
already $142 million.
• Was primarily accountable for the time and cost performance of the Macondo Well.
• Had drilling efficiency in his performance contract for 2010.
Cementing:
• Approved the use of foamed cement technology.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
• Was aware that risk assessment process in the GoM had flaws, but acted too late to remedy the gap. For
example: did not raise awareness of the new requirement to evaluate the effectiveness of each barrier BP
requirement, noting that it was ready only by the time of the incident.
• Did not prevent ad hoc decision-making.
• Did not required or even promoted robust risk analysis and mitigation during the execution phase. Limited its
emphasis during the planning phase of the well only.
Cementing:
• Approved the cement plan aware of its likelihood of failure as a barrier.
COMMUNICATION
Emergency Response:
• Did not ensure the team applied their well control training and certification.
• Did not promote the use of the risk assessment tools for loss of well control available since 2009.
PROCEDURES
• Did not ensure the Macondo team allocated enough time to write detailed procedures.
• Did not act upon his manager’s request to avoid just in time delivery of well plans, contributing to problems on
other rigs.
PERSONNEL
• Sent a Wellsite Leader from another rig out to the Deepwater Horizon without properly determining if he was
capable of substituting for one of the rig’s veterans and bypassing BP’s formal MoC for this.
• Did not take active actions to aid the team with the lack of clear authority, reporting lines, and management of
change procedures.
Process Model Flaws
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• Did not fully understand safety major hazards and risks.
• Did not believe the reorganization had affected the decision making structure neither the safety control
structure.
• Was not fully aware of the Wellsite Leader’s report of unsafe operations, frustrated personnel, and lack of
clarity in procedures.
• Believed everyone is accountable for process safety, without accounting for the diffusion of personal
responsibility in this approach.
• Did not know who was accountable for important practices associated with safety.
• Was always thinking about how to drill wells faster.
• Believed the team under his supervision had discretion whether to subject a particular decision to the MOC
process.

Operations. The following charts contain BP’s Operations team formed by the Wellsite Leaders, the
Operations Engineer, the Wells Team Leader, and the Drilling and Completions Operations Manager.

Table 6. Analysis of BP’s Wellsite Leaders (offshore).

WELLSITE LEADERS ON THE DRILLING RIG (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Act as the company’s eyes and ears: report in a timely manner any operations safety anomalies to operations
managers and engineering (usually through the drilling engineer onboard).
• Act according to BP’s safety policies and standards in case of any eventuality and confirm details with the
onshore team when in doubt.
• Make recommendations and decisions regarding the course of drilling operations to maintain well control and
integrity.
• Ensure the well is safely prepared for each operation without compromising well control and integrity. For
example, for cementing, they must ensure the team circulates and conditions fluids in the wellbore, check that
all downhole equipment settings complies with the cement pumping plan, make efforts to leave the casing as
centered as possible.
• Assist with overall safety on the rig.
• Advise and consult with Transocean Rig Crew on key decisions in heightened-risk circumstances.
• Review, codetermine and implement effective well-control procedures.
• Direct the containing of hydrocarbons and any pollution coming from the wellbore.
Context
• The two Wellsite Leaders onboard at the time of the blowout were replacing the regular ones: M. Sepulvado
and E. Lee, not on the rig at the time of the blowout.
• B. Kaluza was onboard as a temporary replacement for R. Sepulvado, an experienced wellsite leader who had
worked on the DWH since it set sail in 2001, but was onshore attending a training program.
• Kaluza was assigned to the project without a MOC and a proper assessment of his capabilities for the job as
required by BP standards.
• A 3rd engineer onboard was training to become a wellsite leader.
• Two wellsite leaders served on the rig at the same time, splitting responsibility according to 12-hour shifts.
• The two-man team worked on the rig for several weeks at a time and then returned to shore for a similar
period.
• One wellsite leader remarked that the cost of the Macondo well was a concern and that he was aware the rig
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was running behind. But stated that cost and time pressure was not an issue and that he did not feel more
pressure to hurry to get things done than would otherwise be the case.
Temporary Abandonment:
• BP policies did not require the Rig Crew to report the results of tests to shore.
• By the time of the blowout, the MMS regulators did not require operators even to conduct negative pressure
tests, let alone spell out how such tests were to be performed. Nor had the oil and gas industry developed
standard practices for negative pressure tests.
• The wellsite leaders were concerned that the final plan was not approved by the MMS.
• Both displayed troubling unfamiliarities with negative pressure test theory and practice. Neither calculated
expected pressures or volumes before running the negative pressure test even though other BP wellsite
leaders routinely do so.
• Nobody else in the offshore team believes the “the bladder effect” is a real phenomenon, hence did not believe
this was a justification for the anomalies in pressure during the negative test.
Emergency Response:
• Neither of the two Wellsite Leaders had been present in the previous kick of the well.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not question or raise awareness of the risk of executing simultaneous activities (displacing mud and testing
the cement).
• Did not request expert assistance to run and interpret the negative pressure test.
• Did not consider the risks of clogging the flow lines with lost of circulation material (high viscosity fluid to
control lost returns) during the cementing job. The presence of this fluid could have directly affected the
pressure readings during the negative pressure test.
Emergency Response:
• Did not confirm that the Transocean Rig Crew was trained and ready to response to low frequency, high-risk
event such as a blowout.
• Did not guarantee that a section of drill pipe, and not a pipe joint, was across the BOP blind shear ram. BOP’s
blind shear rams cannot only cut drill pipe.
• Did not question lowering the testing regime of the BOP. The tests performed to the BOP did not prove its
ability to contain pressures in a worst-case blowout scenario.
COMUNICATION
Cementing:
• Never communicated the cementing risks to its other contractors, primarily the Transocean rig crew.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not examine Transocean’s Toolpusher interpretation of the negative pressure test pressure values.
• Never contacted BP onshore personnel to discuss their inability to bleed off drill pipe pressure during the
negative pressure test. They did not seek a second opinion from their managers, both of whom are engineers
and were on the rig during the negative pressure test as part of the VIP visit.
PROCEDURES
Cementing:
• Did not check if the downhole valves (float collars) settings were adequate for the new cement pump rates.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not inspect the final fluid blend (spacer) for the mud displacement.
• Neither calculated expected pressures or volumes before running the negative pressure test even though other
BP wellsite leaders routinely do so.
• Were not at the rig floor during most of the preparations for the negative pressure test and missed part of the
test on the drill pipe.
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• Did not examine Transocean’s Toolpusher interpretation of the negative pressure test pressure values.
• Did not request detailed instructions to perform the negative pressure test nor asked for the parameters that
had to be monitored.
LEADERSHIP
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not question or further consulted the Well Teams Leader decision to deviate from the procedure prepared
by the Drilling Engineers.
Emergency Response:
• Neither of the two Wellsite Leaders made efforts to review and improve the kick response process of the team.
Process Model Flaws
• Kaluza usually refused to consult onshore. “He attempt[ed] to have all the answers to any questions that
[arose]”.
Cement:
• Did not believe that inadequate centralization might increase the chance of a blowout.
• Refused to consider the possibility that the downhole valves (float collars) had failed.
• Believed that measuring instruments were not working to justify anomalous well conditions. For example:
stated that mud pressure gauges were failing to justify anomalous pressure values before the cementing job.
Omitted the change in cement pump rates affected the activation of the downhole valves (float collars).
Temporary Abandonment:
• Believed that executing simultaneous activities (displacing mud and testing the cement) was acceptable in
order to save time (and money).
• Believed in the “bladder effect” justification of the negative pressure tests anomalies, ignoring the possibility of
well integrity risks.
• Believed the Transocean Rig Crew along with the MI-Swaco Mud Engineer were not only competent to conduct
and interpret a negative pressure test, but experienced and worthy of consultation.
• Believed they themselves knew how to conduct and interpret a negative pressure test. But, both displayed
unfamiliarities with negative pressure test theory and practice.
• Did not realize that severely underbalancing the well while displacing mud from the riser let the well relying
solely on the high-risk bottomhole cement as the exclusive barrier in the wellbore.
• Did not consider that reporting detailed anomalies of the negative pressure test to shore was necessary.
Emergency Response:
• Neither of the two Wellsite Leaders was fully aware of the flaws in kick responses of the team.
• Fell into a culture of denial mindset over imminent kick signals.
• Believed Transocean Crew had the knowledge and equipment necessary to detect kick signals, control kicks to
prevent blowouts and avoid explosions on the rig.

Table 7. Analysis of the Operations Engineer (offshore).

OPERATIONS ENGINEER ON THE RIG (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Prepare Deepwater Horizon’s drilling and completions operations in an efficient and safe manner, assuring well
control at all times.
• Develop and implement hazard analysis (complementary to those from Engineering) inspection programs.
• Report safety issues and lessons learned in a timely manner.
• Provide support to critical operations at the rig.
• Develop and review drilling and completions re-design compliance with BP and MMS safety requirements.
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•
•
•
•

Advise and consult with BP and Transocean Rig Crew on key decisions in heightened-risk circumstances.
Review, and codetermine effective well-control procedures.
Advise and consult well containing procedures and pollution avoidance/mitigation plans.
Develop correct use of contingency procedures.

Context
• Reported to Wells Team Leader informally (in operations), although his direct manager was the Drilling
Engineer Team Leader (design).
• Temporarily replaced the Wells Team Leader right after the kick in March 2010. Became in charge of the
investigation of the incident.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Neither BP nor Transocean had pre-established standard procedures for conducting a negative pressure test.
• By the time of the blowout, the MMS regulators did not require operators even to conduct negative pressure
tests, let alone spell out how such tests were to be performed. Nor had the oil and gas industry developed
standard practices for negative pressure tests.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not requested expert assistance from the onshore personnel to run and interpret the negative pressure
test, even though he was aware of his lack of expertise of the Wellsite Leaders.
COMMUNICATION
Cementing:
• Did not explicitly communicate to Halliburton or Weatherford the decision to use less centralizer than needed.
• Never communicated the cementing risks to other contractors, primarily the Transocean Rig Crew.
PROCEDURES
Cementing:
• Did not properly manage design changes and procedural modifications. For example: changed mud circulation
rates without adjusting downhole valves settings for the cementing job. It is still unknown how much was the
cementing flow affected by the inadequate operation of these valves.
• Did not check the type of centralizers Weatherford was sending to the rig. They were not adequate for the job
and were not used.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not request detailed instructions to perform the negative pressure test nor asked for the parameters that
had to be monitored.
• Delegated the negative pressure details to the MI-Swaco Mud Engineer.
Emergency Response:
• Did not check equipment modifications done by Transocean. For example: Transocean converted one of the
pipe rams into a test ram as per BP’s request 6 years before the blowout But, by mistake also connected one of
the emergency activation mechanisms to the test ram which delayed the accident efforts significantly.
• Did not question condition-based maintenance system through which critical equipment, such as the BOP and
rig gas and fire sensors, were improperly maintained despite MMS recommendations, API and manufacturers
recommendations.
PERSONNEL
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not check if the Transocean Rig Crew was familiar setting a lock-down sleeve.
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LEADERSHIP
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not actively revise the temporary abandonment plan in terms of safety and efficiency even though that was
one his main responsibilities, along with is overall planning.
Process Model Flaws
Cementing:
• Believed that risks associated with remedial cementing (primary well barrier) were preferred than risks
associated with drilling operations (stuck drillbits or casing).
• Did not believe that inadequate centralization might increase the chance of a blowout.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Believed that executing simultaneous activities (displacing mud and testing for isolation) was acceptable in
order to safe time (and money).
• Believed in the “bladder effect” justification of the negative pressure tests anomalies, ignoring the possibility of
well integrity risks.
• Believed the Transocean Rig Crew along with the MI-Swaco Mud Engineer were not only competent to conduct
and interpret a negative pressure test, but experienced and worthy of consultation.
• Did not realize that severely underbalancing the well while displacing mud from the riser let the well relying
solely on the high-risk bottomhole cement as the exclusive barrier in the wellbore.
• Did not consider that reporting detailed anomalies of the negative pressure test to shore was relevant.
Emergency Response:
• Fall into a culture of denial mindset over imminent kick signals.
• Believed Transocean Crew had the knowledge and equipment necessary to detect kick signals, control kicks to
prevent blowouts and avoid explosions on the rig.

Table 8. Analysis of BP’s Well Team Leader.

WELLS TEAM LEADER (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountable for the safety and operations of the drilling rig.
Implement drilling and completions safety procedures.
Develop and approve inspection programs.
Implement Rig Crew safety performance incentive mechanics.
Ensure rig’s effective communication on safety procedures, issues, and lessons learned.
Provide support to critical operations at the rig.
Approve drilling and completions re-design compliance with BP and MMS safety requirements.
Prepare drilling and completions MoC’s for management approval.
Ensure the correct use of contingency procedures.

Context
• A month before the accident (March, 2010), his manager changed from I. Little to D. Sims. Sims was his
counterpart in engineering and then became his direct supervisor in operations.
• Championed the every-dollar-counts culture.
• Had drilling efficiency as his number one priority in his contract for 2010.
• Questioned (and seemed to disagree with) most of his superior’s decisions about the rig operation.
• Considered that it was easier and faster to make decisions under the old structure.
• Was concerned about not having a dedicated figure responsible for concealing between engineering and
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operations under the new structure.
• Was perceived as being overworked by other members of the team and by the haste in his decision-making
process tight before the blowout.
• Replaced the Drilling and Completions Operational Manager right after the kick in March 2010. Became in
charge of the investigation of the incident at point, but soon delegated it to the Operations Engineer.
• Had lost his father weeks before the blowout.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
Cementing:
• Did not examine whether the mechanical risks of running additional centralizers outweighed the cementing
risks of not using them.
• Did not offer any alternative to the centralizers issue and refused to compromise operations over quality
(casing centralization and cementing success).
Emergency Response:
• Did not ensure the Rig Crew response to kicks efficacy improved after the kick in March 2010.
• Did not request prove that the Transocean Rig Crew was trained and ready to response to low frequency, highrisk events such as a blowout.
• Did not emphasize to the Rig Crew that a section of drill pipe, and not a pipe joint, had to be across the BOP
blind shear ram. BOP’s blind shear rams cannot only cut drill pipe.
• Did not evaluate lowering the testing regime of the BOP. The tests performed to the BOP did not prove its
ability to contain pressures in a worst-case blowout scenario.
Emergency Response:
• Did not check equipment modifications done by Transocean. For example: Transocean converted one of the
pipe rams into a test ram as per BP’s request 6 years before the blowout But, by mistake also connected one of
the emergency activation mechanisms to the test ram which delayed the accident efforts significantly.
COMUNICATION
• Did not report incidents on the rig in timely manner.
• Did not clarify the communication plan between offshore and onshore.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not ask the Rig Crew to request detailed instructions to perform the negative pressure test.
• Did not emphasize to the Wellsite Leaders the importance of supervising critical tasks, such as the negative
pressure test.
• Did not ask the Rig Crew to keep the vigilant mindset during mud displacement operations.
PROCEDURES
Cementing:
• Did not properly manage design changes and procedural modifications. Approved mud circulation changes
without requesting the adjustment of downhole valves (float collars) critical for the cementing job. It is still
unknown how much was the cement flow affected by the inadequate operation of these valves.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not follow the procedure prepared by the Drilling Engineers and approved by the MMS.
Emergency Response:
• Did not question condition-based maintenance system through which critical equipment, such as the BOP and
rig gas and fire sensors, were improperly maintained despite MMS recommendations, API and manufacturers
recommendations.
PERSONNEL
• Did not ensure that the Wellsite Leaders exercised independent judgment to understand the test results or to
resolve uncertainties before proceeding.
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Process Model Flaws
• Did not take safety performance to the same level as drilling performance.
• Believed that drilling efficiency in costs and time where more important than last-minute changes in pro of well
integrity and safety. Applied the "risk/reward equation" to support his arguments.
• Considered the Drilling Engineer Team Leader last-minute safety precautions were paranoiac.
• Was confused about his authority and accountability after the reorganization.
• Did not believe Engineering and Operations Managers could easily resolve issues.
Cementing:
• Believed that risks associated with remedial cementing (primary well barrier) were preferred than risks
associated with drilling operations (stuck drill-bits or casing).
• Did not believe that inadequate centralization might increase the chance of a blowout.
• Believed BP in-house expert had vetted the cement program, but nobody on the Macondo team consulted the
expert after April 14, and he never saw any laboratory testing data for the cement until after the blowout.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Believed that executing simultaneous activities (displacing mud and testing the cement) was acceptable in
order to safe time (and money).
• Believed the Rig Crew, BP and Transocean, knew how to conduct and interpret a negative pressure test.
Thought that Transocean personnel were in fact capable and competent to recognize problems with the well
during the negative pressure test.
• Did not know that the BP Rig Crew had delegated the detailed procedure of the negative pressure test to the
MI-Swaco Mud Engineer.
• Did not realize that severely under-balancing the well while displacing mud from the riser would let the well
relying solely on the cement as the exclusive barrier in the wellbore.
• Believed that the Wellsite Leaders were going to report anomalies during tests and operations.
Emergency Response:
• Believed Transocean Crew had the knowledge and equipment necessary to detect kick signals, control kicks to
prevent blowouts and avoid explosions on the rig.

Table 9. Analysis of BP’s Drilling and Completions Operations Manager.

DRILLING AND COMPLETIONS OPERATIONS MANAGER (BP)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
Approve wellsite related HSE decisions.
Approve rig/field simultaneous operations plans compliance with BP and MMS safety requirements.
Ensure BP and MMS policy and standards adherence.
Approve Management of Change (MoC) to Drilling and Completion Operations, ensuring full compliance with
BP and MMS safety requirements.
• Deliver operations risk assessment and performance reports to BP GoM executives.
•
•
•
•

Context
• A month before the accident (March, 2010) D. Sims, coming form Engineering, replaced I. Little in this position.
• In the old organizational structure I. Little was the only person integrating engineering and operations and
reconciling their interests. Little left the Macondo Team after the reorganization.
• Under the new structure, to find an individual who had responsibility for both engineering and operations, the
Macondo team had to go all the way up to P. O‘Bryan, the Head of Drilling and Completions for the GoM, three
level of hierarchy above theirs.
• Sims was the Wellsite Leader’s counterpart in the engineering team and with the reorganization became his
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superior.
• Sims had expressed concerned about the Wells Team Leader due to his bad attitude towards the project, his
issues listening to others’ opinions and collaborating with them, and his unwillingness to make decisions and
accept accountability.
• Sims was aware of the family loss of the Wells Team Leader and attributed to this reason part of his
disagreements with him.
• Had drilling efficiency in his performance contract for 2010.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
• Did not stop the job despite the imminent alarm of the Wells Team Leader due to unsafe operations, frustrated
personnel, and lack of clarity in procedures. In fact, asked the Wells Team leader to make an effort to continue
the job under these conditions.
• Did not fully investigate the causes of the kick that took place in March 2010, a month before the blowout.
Cementing:
• Did not properly manage design changes and procedural modifications. Approved mud circulation changes
without requiring the adjustment of downhole valves (flow collars) critical for the cementing job. It is still
unknown how much was the cement flow affected by the inadequate operation of these valves.
• Approved cement plan aware of its likelihood of failure as a barrier.
• Did not request the team to carefully review the impact of centralizing the casing on the well's integrity;
favored operations efficiency instead.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not request the Drilling Team to evaluate the impact in well integrity and operations associated with the
abandonment plan proposed by the Design Team.
PROCEDURES
• Did not allow planning to catch up with operations.
Emergency Response:
• Did not question condition-based maintenance system through which critical equipment, such as the BOP and
rig gas and fire sensors, were improperly maintained despite MMS recommendations, API and manufacturers
recommendations.
PERSONNEL
• Did not take active actions to aid the Wells Team Leader and the Operations Engineer with the lack of clear
authority, reporting lines, and management of change procedures.
LEADERSHIP
• Did not provide clear accountability and authority guidelines to Wells Team Leader.
• Did not assume Little’s role of reconciling design and operations.
EQUIPMENT
• Did not adequately encourage the team to use the data displays and monitoring equipment they did have
onshore.
Process Model Flaws
• Did not believe the reorganization had affected the decision making structure neither the safety control
structure.
• Was not concerned by the Wellsite Leader report of unsafe operations, frustrated personnel, and lack of clarity
in procedures.
• Believed everyone is accountable for process safety, without accounting for the diffusion of personal
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responsibility in this approach.
• Did not know who was accountable for important practices associated with safety.
• Was always thinking about how to drill wells faster.
• Believed that that except for changes to the well plan, the Wells Team Leader had discretion whether to
subject a particular decision to the MoC process.
• Believed that constantly monitoring data and other information from onshore tended to disempower
personnel on the rig.
Cementing:
• Did not believe that inadequate centralization might increase the chance of a blowout.
• Believed Wells Team Leader did not accept accountability.

Rig Contractor. The following charts contain Transocean’s Rig Crew and Managers Onshore.

Table 10. Analysis of Transocean’s Rig Crew.

RIG CREW (TRO)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Maintain safe operations at the rig.
• Determine and report anomalies regarding well stability to BP and Transocean’s Managers.
(i) Monitor and report the presence and quantity of gas in drilling mud.
(ii) Investigate well flow issues.
• Respond to well control events and shut in the well and shut down the rig upon loss of well control.
• Report well control issues to the U.S. Coast Guard in case of emergency.
• Request U.S. Coast Guard approval for Hazardous Material transportation and deviations from maritime
regulations.
• Prepare for audits related to the rig and platform safety status from the MMS and the U.S. Coast Guard.
• Provide technical support to the Well Site Leader onboard.
• Maintain the platform in place and shut in the well when upon risk of disconnection from the riser.
• Keep all emergency alarms and sensors operative at all times.
• The senior toolpusher has overall responsibility for implementing the well control operation and ensuring that
the drill crew are correctly deployed during the well control operation and that all rig floor personnel is notified
and evacuated.
Context
• The Transocean Rig Crew included the drill, marine, and maintenance crews.
• Transocean senior personnel involved in day-to-day operations were the Offshore Installation Manager (OIM)
and the Captain.
• The OIM was the Sr. Transocean Manager onboard who coordinated rig operations with BP’s well site leaders
and generally managed the Transocean Crew.
• The Captain was responsible for all marine operations and was the ultimate command authority during an
emergency and when the rig was underway from one location to another.
• The Transocean drill team was led by a senior toolpusher, who supervised two toolpushers responsible for
coordinating round-the-clock drilling operations. The toolpushers supervised the drillers and assistant drillers,
who operated the drilling machinery and monitored the rig instruments.
• Transocean Managers deliberately decided not to train their personnel in the conduct or interpretation of
negative pressure tests. The rig workers were supposed to learn about these procedures through general work
experience.
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• Transocean Managers were unable to conclude whether its Deepwater Horizon rig crew had enough
experience to conduct and interpret the negative pressure test at the time of the blowout.
• Transocean policies did not require their personnel to report the results of well integrity tests to shore.
• Transocean was not notified about the risks of a poor bottomhole cement job, the importance of the negative
pressure test, and the risk of underbalancing the well during the mud displacement.
• Transocean did not have a detailed plan with the temporary abandonment activities.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
• Never undertook any risk analysis to establish mitigation plans regarding their performance of simultaneous
operations during the mud displacement after the negative pressure test.
• Did not immediately shut in the well upon observing unexpected pressure readings.
Emergency Response:
• Agreed to perform simultaneous activities without a formal risk assessment. Simultaneous activities can
interfere with well monitoring by obscuring kick signal and confusing the crew, therefore decreasing the team’s
emergency response efficacy.
• Did not prepare emergency response procedures for low frequency, high-risk events such as a blowout.
• Did not guarantee that a section of drill pipe, and not a pipe joint, was across the BOP blind shear ram. BOP’s
blind shear rams cannot only cut drill pipe.
• Did not question lowering the testing regime of the BOP. The tests performed to the BOP did not prove its
ability to contain pressures in a worst-case blowout scenario.
• Did not properly assess the risk of sending high flow rates of hydrocarbons to the mud gas separator and not
overboard in response to imminent kicks.
COMMUNICATION
• Did not report the complications in the maintenance routines and monitoring that the maintenance system on
the rig was causing.
• Did not keep the Mudlogger apprised of all pit changes and fluid movements and do not appear to have
monitored data more closely in his absence.
Emergency Response:
• Did not report continuous pressure anomalies to BP Crew the hours before the blowout.
• Did not report Transocean Senior Crew Member, BP Crew, or the Mudloggers the shut down of the pumps to
investigate the pressure anomalies right before the blowout.
• Did not communicate to the Mudloggers, who were also responsible for monitoring the well, about the
numerous activities taking place along with the mud displacement during the temporary abandonment
process.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not communicate to the BP Crew that they were unfamiliar setting lockdown sleeves.
PROCEDURES
• Destroyed test records at the end of each well, creating unnecessary information gaps in maintenance and
safety processes.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not calculate expected pressures and volumes during the mud displacement, relied only in visual
inspections that proved to be insufficient and incorrect as per the accident investigation.
• Did not make efforts to continuously and reliably monitor return volumes during the displacement prior to
sending the spacer overboard.
Emergency Response:
• Ignored all signs of hydrocarbons flow into the well and kick that arose since the negative pressure test.
• Did not identify a mistake in the BOP modification 6 years before the blowout. Transocean converted one of
the pipe rams into a test ram as per BP’s request, but by mistake also connected one of the emergency
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activation mechanisms to the test ram, this delayed the accident efforts significantly.
• Applied condition-based maintenance. Under this system, equipment is not disassembled and inspected as per
recommended practices and regulations, but only “if [the crew] feel[s] that the equipment is beginning to
wear, then [they] make...the changes that are needed”.
LEADERSHIP
• Did not insist in having fixed the duplicate and erroneous maintenance instructions that the maintenance
system was issuing.
Process Model Flaws
• Were confused about the maintenance system implemented on the rig. They were not sure about the
maintenance routines and instructions.
• Did not think that condition-based maintenance systems were problematic or inferior to regulations or
recommendations.
Cementing:
• Believed measuring instrumentation was not working to justify anomalous well conditions. For example: stated
that mud pressure gauges were failing to justify anomalous pressure associated with inadequate operation of
the downhole valves due to change in circulation rates before the cementing job.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Believed the BP rig crew knew how to conduct and interpret a negative pressure test.
• Believed that the well was not under risk of a kick during temporary abandonments procedures (controlled
testing and mud displacement).
• Had confidence on the wellbore barriers in place (mud and cement).
• Incorrectly concluded the negative pressure had proven the wellbore was properly isolated.
• Concluded prematurely that well control risks had receded after the negative pressure test.
• Believed they were competent to interpret negative pressure tests.
• Addressed abandonment activities with hasty mindset and loss of focus. Thought the job was already finished
and successful.
• Did not believe that reporting detailed anomalies of the test to shore was relevant.
• Were unaware of the five parameters to prevent a well control event due to a failure of a tested mechanical
barrier, as mandated by Transocean after the North Sea near-blowout:
(1) the volumes to be pumped, (2) the planned displacement rate(s), (3) the position of the fluid interface(s) at
all times, (4) the resultant U-tube pressures in the well at all times and, (5) most importantly the point at which
the completion fluid will become under- balanced with respect to formation pressure.
• Did not know that monitoring the displaced volume alone is insufficient and does not satisfy the requirement
for a known monitored column of fluid.
• Were unaware of the major risks associated with the abandonment operations at the time of the blowout.
Emergency Response:
• Fell into a culture of denial mindset over imminent kick signals.
• Believed BP Crew was in charge of detecting kick signals.
• Based on the condition-based maintenance system, the Transocean Rig Crew did not feel:
(i) The batteries in the death-man backup activation system in the BOP did not have enough charge to
power the blind shear ram.
(ii) The leaks in the BOP might have diminished the hydraulic power of the accumulators activating the blind
shear ram.
(iii) The BOP needed recertification on dry dock as per the manufacturer recommendations and the MMS
regulations.
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Table 11. Analysis of Transocean’s Managers Onshore.

MANAGERS ONSHORE (TRO)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Provide rig equipment and rig personnel in compliance with BP’s requirements, MMS regulations, and API
recommendations for drilling operations.
• Provide adequate instrumentation and procedures for well control operations to Transocean Crew.
• Provide alarms, sensors, systems and procedures for loss of control events.
• Report rig incidents and investigations outcomes to MMS.
• Train rig personnel in offshore emergency response.
Context
• An April 2010 internal Transocean assessment showed that it did not believe that the rig crews could identify
and mitigate all risks on their own, and that the rig crews did not fully understand the companies maintenance
system.
• Transocean decided not to take the Deepwater Horizon platform to dry dock because of disagreements with
the BP’s Wells Team Leader on the daily rate pay during repairs. BP representatives refused to pay this nonoperational time.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
Emergency Response:
• Required regular well control drills, but none focused specifically on emergency situations—how to recognize
an emergency and what steps to take immediately upon recognizing it.
• Documented the near-blowout as a Completions accident despite the fact that it applied equally to Drilling
operations (particularly to temporary abandonment procedures).
• Inadequately assessed the diverter activation procedure in response to kicks. Did not fully consider the risks of
explosion when sending high flow rates of hydrocarbons to the mud gas separator and not overboard in
response to potential blowouts.
COMMUNICATION
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not have procedures in place for reporting test results to shore.
Emergency Response:
• Did not communicate to BP and its rig crew lessons learned from a similar near miss on one of its rigs in the
North Sea four months prior to the Macondo blowout.
• Did not ensure all operative rig crews were aware of the near-blowout in the North Sea.
PROCEDURES
• Did not encourage Rig Crews to keep test records at the end of each well, creating unnecessary information
gaps in maintenance and safety processes.
Emergency Response:
• Did not ensure equipment modifications were checked afterwards or reviewed in regular basis. For example:
Transocean converted one of the pipe rams into a test ram as per BP’s request 6 years before the blowout But,
by mistake also connected one of the emergency activation mechanisms to the test ram which delayed the
accident efforts significantly.
• Established a condition-based maintenance system through which critical equipment, such as the BOP and rig
gas and fire sensors, were improperly maintained despite MMS recommendations, API and manufacturers
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recommendations.
PERSONNEL
Temporary Abandonment:
• Did not adequately train its rig personnel regarding kick monitoring during end-of-well, non-drilling activities,
such as temporary abandonment (including displacing mud and testing the cement).
• Could not evaluate the level of training of the rig crew, particularly for specific tasks such as a negative pressure
test.
Emergency Response:
• Did not adequately train its crews on how to respond to emergency situations such as those that occurred on
the night of the blowout.
• Did not adequately train its Dynamic Positioning Officers (DPOs) on how to respond to emergency situations.
• Did not initiate the emergency disconnect system until after the hydrocarbons were past the BOP stack.
EQUIPMENT
• Did not make efforts to improve the inadequate well monitoring equipment on the Deepwater Horizon. For
example:
(i) The data displays depended not only on the right person looking at the right data at the right time, but also
that the person understood and interpreted the data correctly.
(ii) The Rig Crew did not have systems with automated alarms, similar to those in airline cockpits, to call
attention to potential kick indicators. Such systems should also inform Mudloggers of crucial events—such as a
change to the active pit system or a change in fluid routing. On the Deepwater Horizon, the Mudlogger
depended on direct communication or guesswork to learn what was happening elsewhere on the rig.
Emergency Response:
• Did not incorporate kick detection instruments during cementing and temporary abandonment procedures.
The rig’s drilling equipment only had kick detection sophisticated instruments during the course of actual
drilling.
• Did not asses the capacity of the flow-out lines from the riser, the mud gas separator, and the overboard
packer to handle high flow rates of hydrocarbon and debris typical of a blowout emergency.
• Did not consider the addition of an automated system to aid with the detection of kicks, gas in the riser and
timely activation of the diverter to avoid or at least delay explosions on the rig due to loss of well control.
Process Model Flaws
• Believed Transocean Rig Crew was going to report anomalies during tests and operations.
• Believed that making the Rig Crew aware of hazards was not sufficient: “You can tell them what the hazards
are, but until they get used to identifying them their selves, they are only following your lead”.
• Thought that condition-based maintenance systems were better than the MMS regulations and
recommendations, API and manufacturers recommendations.
Temporary Abandonment:
• Believed Transocean Rig Crew was able to recognize signs of a kick during complex drilling operations, but did
not believe they were able to do so during well testing procedures since that was not their responsibility.
• Did not believe well testing procedures needed formal training, even less so their interpretation. Believed these
procedures could be learned through general work experience.
• Believed Transocean Rig Crew was aware of the North Sea near-blowout four months ago.
Emergency Response:
• Assumed the Transocean Rig Crew checked the online advisory platform regularly.
• Believed that alerting the Transocean Rig Crew about online advisory on the North Sea was unnecessary
because it simply restated good well control practice already known to the crew.
• Believed that drilling and completions operations are significantly different, therefore sharing lessons learned
between both processes is irrelevant.
• Believed BP Crew was in charge of detecting kick signals.
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• Believed Transocean Crew had the knowledge and equipment necessary to detect kick signals, control kicks to
prevent blowouts and avoid explosions on the rig.

Cement Contractor. The following chart combines Halliburton’s Cementing team into a single controller.
Little information regarding the crew that performed the cementing job at the well was available, so the
safety aspects related to these roles were included under the cementing engineer onshore role.

Table 12. Analysis of Halliburton’s Lead Cementing Specialist Engineer and Cementing Crew.

LEAD CEMENTING SPECIALIST ENGINEER AND CEMENTING CREW (HAL)
Safety-Related Responsibilities
• Design and pump the cement for all of the casing strings in the Macondo well, ensuring the slurry becomes a
stable barrier able to maintain well integrity.
• Provide a comprehensive hazard analysis of the cementing job to on the design onshore and offshore.
• Deliver simulations and laboratory tests of the cement design, and provide technical safety advice to the
operator based on the results.
• Review cement design with BP Experts team.
Context
• Lead Cementing Specialist for the Macondo Well was working in BP's offices with the Engineering team.
• BP requested Lead Cementing Specialist replacement claiming poor job performance weeks before the
blowout.
• BP recognized that if the formation fractured again during the cementing job, it could compromise the cement
barrier quality and force the rig crew to conduct remedial cementing operations. Thus, BP engineers focused
particularly on ensuring the integrity of the formation by: reducing the volume of cement pumped into the
well, reducing the rate at which the cement was pumped, and using nitrogen foamed cement, a less dense
slurry.
• Jointly with BP decided to use foamed cement technology.
• Ran a model with the poor centralization plan, and made BP aware of severe gas flow potential and bad
cement quality. However, was not aware of BP's final decision to use only the six centralizers.
• Ran simulations with imperfect inputs due to poor communication with BP.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
RISK
• Did not adequately assess and inform BP of the cementing risks or suggest design alternatives.
• Did not recommend additional indicators of cementing success aside volume and pressure.
• Did not highlight the well integrity issues modeled in the simulations right before the cementing job.
• Began pumping the Macondo job without carefully reviewing laboratory foam stability data and without solid
evidence that the foamed cement design would be stable.
• Recommended a foamed cement design without conducting any formal internal review with BP or Halliburton
experts.
COMMUNICATION
• Reported the cement job was a success, without communicating his concerns on the quality of the cement
downhole.
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• Did not emphasize the importance of foam stability testing to the Macondo team.
PROCEDURES
• Reported foamed cement tests to BP selectively, choosing not to report the unfavorable results, and without a
comprehensive interpretation.
• Had a habit of waiting too long to conduct crucial cement slurry tests
Process Model Flaws
• Did not believe that inadequate centralization might increase the chance of a blowout, but after the blowout
believed that the centralization of the casing string was the only cause of the poor cement quality.
• Did not believe cement evaluation logs were necessary.
• Did not think that consulting experts in the design was needed.
• Believed his risk assessment was sufficient.
• Did not consider the laboratory results were critical to ensure the stability of the slurry design.
• Believed that foamed cement in the conditions that was poured at Macondo could potentially result in an
effective cement barrier.

MMS. The chart below describes the MMS in a similar way as the controllers presented above. The
unsafe decisions and control actions focus on the aspects that its regulations did not cover by the time
of the blowout.
There was no input from MMS personnel in this chart, the information displayed is based on the
investigation reports already mentioned and the interviews held with BP and Transocean personnel.

Table 13. Analysis of the MMS.

MMS
Safety-Related Responsibilities

• Responsible for enforcing regulations governing drilling operations contained in the Code of Federal

Regulations, 30 CFR Part 250. Subpart D covered many aspects of drilling operations, including permitting,
casing requirements, cementing requirements, diverter systems, BOP systems, drilling fluids requirements,
equipment testing, and reporting.
• Audit and enforce regulations upon BP and all the contractors involved in the drilling of Macondo.
• Review and approve Application for Permit to Drill [APD] submitted by BP, to determine whether it was
complete, satisfied the relevant regulatory requirements and contained no errors, and allowed BP to complete
the drilling in a safely manner. This review include an assessment of:
(i) well casing setting depths determined by formation strength;
(ii) predicted formation fluid pressure; drilling mud weight limits;
(iii) any anticipated subsurface hazards;
(iv) effectiveness of well casing strength for pressure containment at its specified depth;
(v) effectiveness of cementing the well casing after successfully securing and isolating the hydrocarbon zones or
(vi) any encountered subsurface hazards;
(vii) and maintaining well control by adjusting drilling mud properties and the use of well control equipment
such as diverters and BOP stacks.
• Assess whether BP oil spill financial responsibility coverage was current.
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Context
• The MMS had a built-in financial incentive to promote offshore drilling that conflicted with its mandate to
primarily ensure safe drilling and environmental protection.
• The revenue increase dependent on deepwater drilling came with increased safety and environmental risks,
however those risks were not matched by greater, more sophisticated regulatory oversight.
• The MMS was unable to maintain up-to-date technical drilling-safety requirements to keep up with industry‘s
rapidly evolving deepwater technology. As drilling technology evolved, many aspects of drilling lacked
corresponding safety regulations.
• At the time of the blowout, MMS systematically lacked the resources, technical training, or experience in
petroleum engineering that is critical to ensuring that offshore drilling is being conducted in a safe and
responsible manner.
• Operators routinely gathered information and formulated drilling programs that were much more detailed than
the information required in the APD submitted to the MMS. For example, the drilling prognosis submitted with
the Macondo Application Permit for Drilling (APD) was condensed to a single page, while the full BP drilling
program was more than 100 pages long.
Unsafe Decisions and Control Actions
Did not impose special requirements for deepwater drilling water conditions.
Granted exemptions from regulatory requirements on a routine basis, without studying each case in detail.
Rarely questioned any statements or predictions contained in permit applications for deepwater drilling.
Did not question BP about the numerous changes in their design and operations.
The MMS well control training received by BP and Transocean covered initial kick response during drilling
operations, but did not included kick detection and indicators, or emergency response to full-scale blowouts.
• Regarding the design, MMS regulations did not addressed:
(i) The use of long string production casings. They did not specify any minimum number of annular barriers
to flow.
(ii) Issues related to Annular Pressure Buildup (APB), nor authorize or prohibit any particular APB mitigation
approaches.
(iiI) Design measures that would facilitate containment or capping measures in the event of a blowout.
Cementing:
The MMS regulations did not:
• Require the use of casing centralizers, nor specify minimum standoff percentages or other centralization
criteria.
• Address the possibility of cement contamination, nor specify any measures to reduce the likelihood of
contamination (such as the use of wiper plugs or spacer fluids).
• Specify whether or how to evaluate float valve conversion or performance.
• Require BP to conduct or report cement slurry tests, nor specify any criteria for test results.
• Address the use of foamed cement (or any other specialized cementing technology) at all. Did not even require
BP to inform MMS of its use.
• Specify practical indicators of an inadequate cement job, and comprehensive measure for a remedial
cementing.
• Require a negative pressure test before temporary abandonment.
Temporary Abandonment:
The MMS regulations did not address:
• The fact that BP relied on a single wellbore barrier during temporary abandonment.
• The extent to which BP had underbalanced the well during temporary abandonment activities.
• Whether BP could or should set its surface cement plug in drilling mud, or whether BP should satisfy additional
requirements before displacing drilling mud from the wellbore in order to set its surface cement plug in
seawater.
•
•
•
•
•
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• Whether the BOP could be open during riser displacement operations or plug cementing.
• Whether alternatives besides a deep surface plug could accommodate lockdown sleeve setting requirements.
Emergency Response:
• Approved lowering the testing regime of the BOP. The tests performed to the BOP did not prove its ability to
contain pressures in a worst-case blowout scenario.
• Did not identified the need to require (not only suggest) BOP’s with two blind shear rams in high-profile, highrisk deepwater wells; let alone demanded BP and Transocean to ensure that the one blind shear ram in place
had drill pipe across it at all times.
• Did not checked if the BOP was in compliance with disassembling and inspection regulations during their rig
inspection in April 2010.
Process Model Flaws
• Inspectors believed that requiring changes to the well design after recognizing risks associated with might have
held them responsible if their suggestions caused problems.
• Inspectors believed BP’s design and operations had undergone proper risk assessment.
• Inspectors were not aware of any problems with the well during their inspection in April 2010 or until the
blowout.
• Did know their limitations regarding deepwater drilling operations by the time of the blowout, and did not act
upon that.

Synthesis. Figures 16 through 18 contain generic unsafe control actions for each human controller
analyzed.

Figure 16 relates BP Engineers and Wellsite Leaders (BP’s lowest level of management studied in this
analysis).
The most common unsafe control actions in this group include:
• De-emphasis on overarching risks related to well control and blowout prevention, in exchange
for local and simplified risk assessments, unorganized system safety analyses and prioritization
of tasks and trade-offs, mostly influenced by costs and reservoir integrity-related hazards that
greatly affected BP in the past. There was no hazard analysis for simultaneous activities or
proper check of critical equipment.
• Underestimation of risks, and denial when problems occurred, as well as loss of vigilant
mindset during non-drilling, yet critical, operations.
• Constant deviation from regulations and standards and selective implementation of their
specifications. Frequently, the people in the team would apply the less demanding regulation
or standard addressing the same requirement.
• Poor cross-functional communication and peer review throughout all the stages of the project.
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• Unclear, incomplete, late and absent exchange of information (procedures, risks, counsel,
anomalies and inquiries), aggravated by a partial implementation of approved plans without a
formal management of change (MoC).
• Inadequate contractor supervision and assessment of skills to handle non-routine operations
and hazards, along with informal assignment of safety responsibilities to third parties.
• Ad hoc decisions and plan deviations based on personal judgement without enough
information, expert’s input, or formal hazard analysis.
The rationale for these unsafe control actions is based on an unclear definition of system safety
accountability. Most controllers in this level thought they had no responsibility, nor accountability, for
several critical tasks.
They also assumed that others could take full autonomy on procedures in which they shared
responsibility, making them neglect such procedures later in the project.
The mindset of the group was also biased by BP’s mandates on time and cost reduction and the
avoidance of specific hazards that had caused great losses in the past. This mindset limited projectspecific risk assessments and encouraged the standardization of worst-case scenarios that proved to be
far from standard for all the wells.
Moreover, this approach led to a strong resistance to believe that something could go wrong,
even after the omission of regulations, standards, and procedures and the presence of unsolved issues
from previous activities.

Figure 17 relates BP Managers and Team Leaders (BP’s highest level of management studied in this
analysis).
The most common unsafe control actions in this group include:
• Absence of a system safety assessment plan, combined with underestimation of isolated risks
identified by the personnel under their supervision. These unsafe control actions are grounded
on poor enforcement of BP’s MoC procedures and standards, questionable adherence to
regulations and industry practices, lack of dissemination of formal risk analysis tools and
minimum use of alternative resources to reinforce well monitoring. For instance, there was no
official risk assessment plan for the implementation phase (in particular for non-drilling
operations), and there was a deficient audit and maintenance of critical equipment.
• Bias towards cost-driven drilling, in which “the operation” was always priority regardless of
safety circumstances.
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Figure 16. Unsafe control actions of BP Engineers and Well Site Leaders (BP’s lowest level of management analyzed).

• Poor understanding of their own safety responsibilities and those of their personnel under
supervision, which generated confusion and resulted in tensions within the team. There was
no clear and timely dissemination of BP’s new and improved risk analysis procedures,
investigation of incidents, nor team collaboration and peer review schemes.
• Inadequate personnel assignment and contractors supervision. There was not an effective skillproficiency evaluation that would ensure that the human controller was prepared for his or
her technical and safety role. Similarly, there was no policy to support the team on the rig
using alternative procedures such as monitoring the well in real time from shore.
The rationale behind these unsafe control actions is based on a strong believe that faster drilling is
better, which can be true for flawless, completely safe projects with cost-reduction objectives.
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Figure 17. Unsafe control actions of BP Managers and Team Leaders (BP’s highest level of management analyzed).

Moreover, managers at this level also assumed that the personnel and the equipment were
operating as per regulatory and corporate standards, and that BP’s reorganization had not changed
anything.
BP Manager and Team Leaders also thought that everyone was accountable for system safety3,
which they tended to confuse with personal safety (the only quantifiable safety in the metrics of the
project).

3

Saying that everyone is responsible is a wide spread belief and statement throughout the oil and gas industry and many
others. The issue with this approach is that when everyone is responsible for safety (and resolving conflicts between it and
other goals), then nobody is responsible for safety. This point is further discussed in the section of Reorganization, page 84.
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When new members had a conflict with the lack of MoC procedures or the new structure, the rest
ignored them or demeaned their requests for action. Both team leaders expressed discomfort for the
delays and not knowing the extension of their authority, but no team effort seemed to have addressed
these or any tensions in their dynamics, except for a promise from the managers that these challenges
were going to be addressed as soon as the project was finished.

Figure 18 presents contractors and regulators.
For Transocean the main unsafe control actions include:
• Lack of risk assessment of non-drilling operations, critical equipment, and simultaneous
activities, and no emergency response for low frequency, high-risk events.
• Misinterpretation and underestimation of loss of well control signals (particularly during nondrilling operations and blowouts) followed by ad hoc decision based on own judgment without
enough information (expert guide) or formal hazard analysis.
• Absence of communication channels and support policies to report well control and
maintenance issues to shore. In addition to unattended software (for drilling and maintenance)
flaws.
• A maintenance policy that deviated and bypassed maintenance regulations and recommended
practices for critical equipment.
• Poor dissemination of lessons learned between teams and no record keeping of rig and
equipment modifications and maintenance histories.
• Inexistent skillset, not even training, for non-drilling and special testing activities and lowfrequency, high-risk emergencies.
The rationale for Transocean’s Crew unsafe control actions is based on their believe that all drilling
accountability was the responsibility of BP, and that BP was taking sufficient measures to maintain the
well under control without their proactive input. Transocean’s crew was also unaware of the integrity
status of the well, which seems to have led them to assume that post-drilling activities were safe from a
loss-of-well-control event.
Furthermore, Transocean’s Managers believed that their experience-based training and conditionbased maintenance was superior to industry practices and regulations. They supported these claims
with their outstanding performance and personal safety records that did not reflect incomplete
maintenance registers, poor communication of lessons learned across the company, and uneven
automation efforts.
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Figure 18. Unsafe control actions of contractors and regulators (MMS).

For example, while the platform had state of the art geo-location technology, the drilling software
and monitoring system was outdated, but since both were “working” as per their standards, the
disparity and need for improvement was not visible to them.

For Halliburton the main unsafe control actions include:
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• Inadequate risk assessment of new cementing technology for specific applications.
• Design decisions based on own judgment without enough information (expert guide) or formal
hazard analysis.
• Isolated and simplified risk assessment accompanied by late report of models and risks based
on incomplete information.
The rationale for the Halliburton crew’s unsafe control actions is based on their assumption that the
design and the technology they offered was safe for Macondo and that their approach to reach that
conclusion was sufficient, even after laboratory tests and simulations (which by the way lacked accurate
inputs from BP) were showing unsuitable results. This seems to have being influenced by BP’s
preference towards a reservoir integrity-driven design and partial involvement of Halliburton with the
project.
The cementing engineer also believed that BP valued his simulations and models, the tools that he
used to validate his recommendations. He was not fully aware, though, that the lack of accuracy and
timely delivery of this information had deteriorated his credibility within BP.
There is no clarity around the decision to delay and selectively report test results, rather than
believing that this method was not critical to confirm the effectiveness of the cement.

For the MMS the main unsafe control actions include:
• Lack of special regulations for deepwater drilling and well control regulations for non-drilling
operations.
• No detailed review or control of BP's design, operations, and MoC's, as well as no assessment
of safety-cost trade-offs, critical tasks, tests, or use of new technology.
• Insufficient training programs that omitted kick detection indicators and blowout response.
• Omission of recommendations and enforcement of federal regulations.
The rationale behind the MMS’s actions is based on the lack of resources, lower level of specialized
knowledge and unawareness of the conditions of the well. Besides, the inspectors in charge of Macondo
believed their advice could bring them legal consequences, for which they opted for not sharing any
non-solicited counsel, even when they had doubts about the design and the numerous changes in
operations.
In higher levels of hierarchy of the MMS, there seems to have been interest in facilitating any
offshore exploration due to the profitability of the business.
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CAST Step 7. Communication Contributors to the Loss.
“Inadequate communication and excessive compartmentalization of information contributed to the
Macondo blowout” [21]. While the Engineering team was making decisions regarding one aspect of the
well, Wellsite Leaders were making decisions about other aspects at the same time. There was no
effective communication of critical information across teams, and apparently no one seemed to be
analyzing the risks of these simultaneous actions at a system level. For example, there is no evidence
that the Wellsite Leaders communicated their decision to circulate the mud at a lower flow rate than
planned before the cementing job, a decision that might have impacted the entire quality of the cement
and a strong hypothesis that it did.
Hidden in the high-level of management is also the poor and sometimes nonexistent
communication of BP’s safety policy. Since Hayward took over as CEO, three years before the blowout,
he had claimed that safety was BP’s new number one priority and the executives in charge of the Gulf of
Mexico were aware of it. They took charge of personal safety metrics and made sure they reflected an
operation without incidents. However, although they knew about several initiatives to address system
safety that were launched early in 2010, they did not spend much effort in deploying them. They argued
that these plans were pilots, did not impact safety metrics, and therefore decided to postpone their
dissemination across their teams for months, as late as the very day of the blowout (Appendix G, Exhibit
4235).
Another communication flaw of this kind was present in the lack of sharing lessons learned.
Months before the Macondo accident, a Transocean rig in the North Sea faced a similar event during
completion operations. The cement barrier failed to contain the reservoir influx after also being tested
and considered reliable. In this case the BOP was able to seal the well and no one was injured. However,
no one related to Macondo knew about this incident.The most common communication contributor was
the lack of counsel between subsystems. When faced with anomalous data, decision-makers did not
seek advice from others with expertise, instead opted to carry on with the operation with incomplete or
inaccurate information. For example, the Drilling Engineers along with the Cement Engineer proceeded
with the foamed cement design without a formal risk assessment. The input of experts from BP and
Halliburton from different specialties could have resulted in a better evaluation of the impact of this
new technology in the integrity of the well. Likewise, after the cementing job, neither BP nor Transocean
crewmembers sought counsel to investigate the myriad anomalies during the negative pressure test and
the subsequent mud displacement; instead both crews regarded the kick signals as normal drilling
phenomena using questionable theories such as the “bladder effect”. As one of the Transocean
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employees interviewed for this analysis stated, “Sometimes we can’t accept that things are going wrong,
so we justify they’re fine with illogic explanations ”.
It is important to stress though, that for none of these individuals on the rig was it clear when and
why they had to ask for help or call back to shore. In addition, two important cultural aspects of the oil
and gas industry worsen communications and could have influenced Macondo’s interactions too: (1) it is
not the most common practice in the industry to seek counsel, since it tends to be perceived as sign of
incompetence, and (2) offshore platforms are perceived as highly automated, flawless rigs which
encourages a culture of denial about any type of incidents and anomalies with the drilling operation,
even more during final activities when the operation is normally considered a success.
Figure 19 (Bottom) reflects the state of the safety control structure of the well integrity at the
time of the blowout. The doted lines with descriptions in grey and italicized words represent the
feedback loops that were absent, insufficient or wrong controls. As is evident, the majority of the
structure lacked effective communication of safety control actions; the remaining ones, in black and
non-italicized words, show a safety structure governed by cost and time pressures, approvals, and
penalties.
This version of the safety structure is based in the management level analysis and was revised by
the BP personnel interviewed.

CAST Step 8. Dynamics and Changes in the System Over Time.
Aside from ineffective communication and isolation of information between subsystems and controllers,
there were other dynamics in place that contributed to the accident. Constantly fed by cost and time
pressures, the reorganization of BP’s Macondo team, late and risky procedures, poor management of
personnel and equipment, and inadequate risk management led to a false sense of safety,
underestimation of risks, and incentives that mainly prioritized performance (faster and cheaper
drilling).

Reorganization. BP’s Macondo team underwent a considerable change a month before the blowout as
part of the reorganization of the entire Exploration Business Unit (BPX). Figure 20 shows the structure
up until March and Figure 21 shows the new structure established in early April. The impact of the
change highly affected the decision scheme of the team. As can be seen in the diagrams the leader
conciliating the engineering and the operations of the well was completely removed from the team.
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Figure 19. Theoretical safety control structure of the Macondo well integrity (Top). Existing safety control structure the
Macondo well integrity at the time of the blowout (Bottom).
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Figure 20. Old Organization of the Macondo Drilling Team.

Figure 21. New Organization of the Macondo Drilling Team.
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After a careful study of this role, it is not clear who took over several of his safety-related
responsibilities, including:
• Communication of best practices between Engineering and Operations.
• Definition of project priorities between Engineering and Operations.
• Investigation of major failure incidents.
• Critical equipment supervision and compliance.
• Testing of system integration equipment.
The person that received the handover of this position, the new Wells Operation Manager, did not
acknowledge inheriting these responsibilities and admitted not being sure who was accountable for
them in the team, but believed that everyone on the team was more likely to be accountable. This
reflects the common confusion between personal safety and system safety coming from higher levels of
management in BP, since suggesting that everyone is accountable for system safety can lead to evasion
of personal safety-related responsibilities.
“For example, BP [representatives] admitted that its internal engineering standards required the
Macondo team to conduct a formal risk assessment of the annulus cement barriers in the well, and that
such an assessment might have led the team to run a cement evaluation log. Yet nobody on the team
appears to have brought up the relevant Engineering Technical Practice (ETP) on zonal isolation. There
also appears to have been confusion about who was accountable for ensuring the adequacy of the
cement slurry design, determining the risks attendant to changes in operations, and assessing the
competence of personnel assigned to perform the negative pressure test” [21]. Nobody was taking
ownership of the responsibilities of the former Wells Manager.
Moreover, the Wells Team Leader expressed discomfort for losing this integrating position in the
new structure, arguing that the next integrator figure between the groups was too far up in the
organization to be reached out for specific well issues and that he did not consider the new managers
were reconciling Engineering and Operations priorities adequately.
Prior to the change, the Wells Team Leader had the integrator role as his direct supervisor, but
after the change that position was three hierarchy levels above his. The change also placed the
Engineering Team Leader as the Operations Manager and new supervisor of the Wells Team Leader.
Unsure of his authority, the Wells Team Leader engaged in several arguments with his old equal in the
structure.
Although unrelated to the new structure, but equally relevant, BP’s Macondo team also had a
constant flow of personnel. The boxes in blue in Figure 21 show the roles occupied by people that had
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less than 6 months in the team (Table 14). Coincidentally, both Wellsite Leaders were temporary
replacements at the moment of the blowout.
Risk Management and Procedures. The Deepwater Horizon accident is framed under the highly
competitive market of deepwater drilling. The delicate balance between safety and cost management is
a constant challenge for operators.

Table 14. New staff in the Macondo team [16],[20].

Position

Time in Position

Drilling & Completions Vice President, GoM

3 months

Wells Manager

6 months

Drilling & Completions Operations Manager

18 days

Engineering Manager

6 months

Drilling Engineering Team Leader

18 days

Wellsite Leader (R. Kaluza)

4 days

For Macondo, Engineering made critical decisions driven by cost pressures. Immersed in a savings
culture, the team labeled several safe operations as inefficiencies (like the cement evaluation logs, the
cement and temporary abandonment rigorous safety analysis and risk assessment, and the BOP
preventive and timely maintenance). It seems like the team never considered the possibility of a
catastrophe and throughout the project indulged bypassing several regulations, corporate standards
and industry recommendations.
The team also perceived cost-efficient changes at the component level as overall improvements,
Table 15 presents some examples.
They never evaluated the impact of these changes in the system and did not realize that they
were actually decreasing the integrity of the well, like installing a non-critical sleeve during the
temporary abandonment procedure to reduce rig costs, or decreasing the mud flow circulation rate to
protect the formation but jeopardizing the cementing job.
Appendix D contains the Official Risk Register for Macondo prepared during the design phase by
Engineering. All the risks are defined to have an impact on cost, schedule and production; yet not a
single one considers health and safety or environment threats.
The migration to a state of higher risk driven by cost and time demands was even more evident
during the last ten days before the blowout, when Operations significantly changed the initial
procedures to transition into production. Under time pressures, ad hoc decisions were made and last90

minute adaptations did not undergo formal risk assessment. In addition, these decisions were not
consulted with experts within or outside BP and did not fully adhere to regulations and standards. For
example, “the engineering and operations team never asked BP experts … about the wisdom of setting a
surface cement plug 3,000 feet below the mudline to accommodate setting the lockdown sleeve or
displacing 8,300 feet of mud with seawater without first installing additional physical barriers. [In
addition,] it never provided rig personnel a list of potential risks associated with the plan or instructions
for mitigating those risks.”
However, BP’s management system did not prevent such ad hoc decision-making. BP’s project
development practices required a relatively robust risk analysis and mitigation during the planning
phase of the well but not during the execution phase. BP’s Beyond the Best Common Process set forth
BP’s procedures for selecting, designing, and drilling wells in the Gulf of Mexico. It laid out a five-stage
process: (1) Appraise, (2) Select, (3) Define, (4) Execute, and (5) Review.
The first two stages consisted of identifying and selecting a wellsite. BP planned and permitted
the well during the Define stage. During the Execute stage, BP and its contractors drilled and completed
the well. Finally, once drilling and completion was done, there was a Review stage to evaluate the
project and to identify areas for improvement. Engineering became accountable for performance and
safety during the Define stage, although Operations was involved. Then Operations took over primary
accountability during the Execute stage, with Engineering continuing to support planning and design
decisions.
Before proceeding from one stage to the next, a well had to satisfy certain requirements. For the
Engineering part for example, before moving from Select to Define and from Define to Execute stages,
the well concept, design, and plan had to undergo a rigorous peer review process, which consisted of a
multi-disciplinary group of experts assessing how the balance between risk and value was being
managed and was led by a member of the BP’s drilling and completions excellence team.
There was no equivalent peer review process during the Execute stage though. The decision to
perform any formal risk analysis was left to the team’s discretion, specifically the Wells Team Leader.
For example, in case Operations decided to prepare a formal risk analysis they had to present a
Management of Change (MoC) request, along with a mitigation plan for management approval. But a
MoC was optional and applied mainly to decisions to deviate from the well plans approved during the
Define stage, not to drilling procedures such as the temporary abandonment of the well.
During the legal hearings, the Engineering Team Leader declared that he had observed that the
MoC process “was not clear for the Macondo team” but that the culture was to “do what we have been
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doing”. None of the drilling processes considered in this analysis, the cementing (the cement slurry
design and the casing string centralization) and the temporary abandonment (including the
simultaneous rig activities that increased its risk), went through a MoC process.
It is important to highlight that BP was aware of the weaknesses in its risk assessment process; in
fact, BP’s 2008 internal review found that risk assessment required improvement (stronger major hazard
awareness and integration of assessment processes/results).
Table 15. Examples of unsafe decisions that potentially saved operations time.

Decision
Not waiting for more centralizers of
preferred design.
Not waiting for foam stability test
results and/or redesigning slurry.
Not running cement evaluation log

Was There a Less Risky

Less Time Than

Alternative Available?

Alternative?

Yes

Saved Time

Yes

Saved Time

Yes

Saved Time

BP Onshore

Yes

Saved Time

BP Onshore

Yes

Unclear

BP Onshore

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Saved Time

Yes

Saved Time

Yes

Saved Time

Decision Maker
BP Onshore
Halliburton (and
perhaps BP) onshore

Using spacer made from combined lost
circulation materials to avoid disposal
issues.
Displacing mud from riser before
setting surface cement plug.
Setting surface cement plug 3,000 feet
below mudline in seawater

BP Onshore (approved
by MMS)

Not installing additional physical
barriers during temporary

BP Onshore

abandonment procedure.
Not performing further well integrity
diagnostics in light of troubling and
unexplained negative pressure test

BP (and perhaps
Transocean) on rig

results.
Bypassing pits and conducting other
simultaneous operations during
displacement.

Transocean (and
perhaps BP) on rig

Nowadays, BP has more robust risk assessment procedures established after Macondo in 2010,
and under continuous improvement. In an interview with BP personnel, the Gulf of Mexico Executive
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Managers, aware of this new rigorous risk assessment plan, were already discussing the need to
establish new requirements to evaluate the effectiveness of each barrier days before the accident.
The contractors’ contribution to risk assessment in Macondo was no better. It appears that they
focused only on their tasks without providing important information to the decision-makers at BP,
sharing valuable lessons with them, or raising awareness of the imminent danger of the operation.
For example, Transocean did not report any risk analysis or mitigation plan regarding their
performance of simultaneous operations during critical steps (such as the negative pressure test) and
omitted sharing with BP their incident in the North Sea. Nor is there evidence that someone from
Halliburton performed a comprehensive hazard analysis of the foamed cement design and job for the
specific conditions of Macondo.

Personnel. The operations at Mocondo heavily relied on human judgement. For instance, verifying the
quality of the cement barrier was led by the interpretation of the negative pressure test done by the
Wellsite Leaders and the Transocean Crew. The detection of kicks, thereby the prompt activation of the
BOP, was led by the Transocean Crew.
Beyond doubt, the human controllers of the Macondo system were unfairly expected to make
decisions in situ to keep themselves and the system safe. The problem with this approach is that at their
hierarchical level, right above the physical components, they do not have access to the whole system
and a decision that seems perfectly safe within their level can be the most dangerous one for the
system. Then, if BP, Transocean and Halliburton executives pretended to operate in this manner, they
must have had provided a safe system for the human controllers to rely in their human judgement to
make system-safe decisions. This could have been translated into providing the Rig Crew and Wellsite
Leaders exercising their judgment with adequate training, information, procedures, resources, and
support to do their jobs effectively.
For instance, before the blowout, both the Wells Team Leader and the Junior Drilling Engineer may have
been overworked, as suggested by some of their rushed decisions, and as perceived by their colleagues.
During the legal hearings, the Operations Engineer Brett Cocales testified: “I would say with the kind of
load that a wells team leader is undertaking, … additional resources would be of benefit to that person,
including additional people to handle the multitasking areas that that person has to undertake.
Testimony of Brett Cocales, 268- 69. In addition, there was no safety engineering structure or safety
engineer on the rig. All responsibility for safety was placed on managers and workers with conflicts in
their responsibilities. Well-managed projects have responsibility for assisting with safety-critical
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decisions assigned to people who specialize in and are responsible for providing the information to
managers so they can make better decisions.
Equipment. Despite the complexity involved in deepwater drilling, comparably to that space travel, the
drilling equipment in Macondo was not extensively automated. Drilling Operators had to perform basic
well monitoring calculations by hand, such as calculating the net flow from the well, instead of having
automated systems calculating it for them. Similarly, many of the sensors in the platform available for
kick detection did not work properly and provided unreliable data due to tidal movement, not to
mention that there were not enough cameras installed to monitor flow from the wellbore at critical
points, like the overboard line. Floorhand Operators had to physically measure volume levels with handmade levels and visually confirm the direction of the flow.
In addition, there was no equipment in place to detect the presence of hydrocarbons during nondrilling operations. While the operation used sophisticated sensors in the drilling tools to detect kicks
while actively drilling, there were no sensors downhole capable of detecting kicks when no drilling was
being done. As a matter of fact, it seems that nowhere in the oil and gas industry do such sensors exist.
BP and Sperry Drilling (Halliburton’s Drilling Company) were able to gather and transmit real time
data from the well. BP even allocated a large room in its Houston Headquarters to monitor the data
from the wells in the Gulf of Mexico. At the time of the blowout, however, no one was assisting the
monitoring of the well onshore. BP had no plans to benefit from this resource in pro of the integrity of
the well alleging that doing so “tended to disempower personnel on the rig”. It should be noted though
that the only personnel in the rig monitoring the well at the time of the kick was the Transocean
Toolpusher. No one from BP, despite having access to the data at their offices and rooms on the rig, was
monitoring the well.
As has been already addressed in this analysis, the maintenance of the equipment at Macondo
was also questionable. As per Transocean’s condition-based maintenance philosophy “…the equipment
shall define the necessary repair work, if any”, the BOP had its certification pending and the Deepwater
Horizon had never been in dry dock for a full onshore maintenance. In addition, Transocean’s Rig
Management System II (RMS) seemed to have complicated the maintenance onboard. Apparently the
RMS delivered duplicated and erroneous maintenance orders leaving unattended relevant equipment,
such us the computers in the driller’s room, which operated intermittently and had outdated software.
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CAST Step 9. General Recommendations.
BP - Technical Recommendations
Cement. The cement control did not provide a physical barrier to contain the hydrocarbons in the
reservoir.
General Recommendations:
• Early in the well design, run an exhaustive risk review of potential cement technologies and
slurry designs specific for the reservoir to be intervened; involve the Engineering and
Operations, in house experts and contractor’s specialists in this process.
• Request tests and simulations that accurately represent downhole conditions, and allocate
time for prototyping iterations to ensure constant communication and evaluation of results.
• Avoid last minute changes of critical parameters of the design and keep track of changes
through rigorous risk assessment.
• Even in straight wells, assess the risks associated with poor centralization of the casing string
as potential contributors of a bad cementing job. Rigorously assess the trade-offs between a
remedial cement job and a stuck drill pipe downhole, prioritizing well integrity and well
control.
The cement did not fill the annular space in the zone containing the hydrocarbons as well as the zones
above and below to ensure safe isolation.
Recommendations:
• Run rigorous risk assessments addressing pumping flow rates and volumes to avoid uncovered
zones, poor isolation issues, and gas instability.
• Adhere to regulations, corporate standards and industry practices.
• Formalize deviation from regulations and standards through Management of Change and risk
assessment procedures.
The cement flowing into the annular space did not displace all the drilling mud, then the cement
remaining in the well most likely got contaminated and lost its sealing capacity.
Recommendations:
• In preparation for the cementing job, ensure that downhole equipment such as valves that
could impede the flow of debris out of the well or the flow of the cement into the annular are
properly set-up.
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• Review previous mud circulation rates and valves settings, and validate their status prior to the
cementing job.
• Establish procedures to confirm full displacement of mud and cement.
• Do not rely on negative pressure tests and visual inspection to validate the success of the
cementing job and the quality of the cement as a well control barrier, complement this process
with other methods, such as electric logs for cement evaluation.
The cement slurry was not formulated so that it set and cured properly under wellbore conditions.
Recommendations:
• Carefully assess the compatibility of different design choices, such as the use of foamed
cement with long casing strings in deepwater wells, considering well integrity and control risks
constantly.
• Allocate sufficient resources to test the cement before using it in wells with challenging
conditions.

Mud. The drilling mud control did not act as a physical barrier that maintained the well overbalanced.
General Recommendations:
• Design well-specific temporary abandonment procedures complemented by a risk assessment
of the changes in the mud column.
• In general, avoid underbalancing the well, and if needed ensure other well barriers are
effective. Consider mud displacement as a critical non-drilling operation in which one of the
well barriers is altered and sometimes disabled.
• Keep a vigilant mindset during mud displacement operations and notify the entire crew of the
activity and the contingency plan in case well control is lost.
• Adhere to the plans approved by federal regulators and request their re-approval in case of
changes; regulators must be aware of the risks and consequences of underbalancing the well
and losing its control.
The drilling mud pressure did not exceed the pressure of the formation during the temporary
abandonment.
Recommendations:
• Except for deliberately seeking to underbalance the well, constantly control the weight of the
mud so that it contains the migration of hydrocarbons into the well without damaging the
reservoir.
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• Plan mud displacement and mud circulation operations taking into account the pressures of
the well and the reservoir; monitor these pressures closely, especially when heavy mud is
going to be replaced. Consider the incorporation of automated monitoring systems for mud
displacement procedures and enhance the existent ones; in particular, improve the monitoring
methods during open system displacements, in which the mud quantity is not conserved.
• Avoid mud displacements without prior confirmation of the characteristics of the mud in the
well, the pits, and the pipelines. Plan for an accurate flow tracking during its displacement.
• Avoid simultaneous activities that could distract the rig crew and alter flow meters or other
instruments tracking the mud displacement. Find ways to mitigate the risks associated with
inevitable simultaneous tasks, and ensure that flow-tracking instrumentation is appropriate
and reliable for open sea operations and is not affected by tidal movements.
Blowout Preventer. The Blowout Preventer (BOP) did not shut in the well during the blowout.
General Recommendations:
• Keep BOP’s certified and adequately maintained in accord to regulations and vendor
recommendations.
• Implement procedures to verify the status of BOPs after kicks and establish contingency plans
in case they are damaged beyond repair to continue operating while drilling.
• Ensure that BOP’s can be promptly activated from different points on the rig, and that there is
personnel trained and authorized to do it under pre-established conditions. Include BOP’s
activation procedures during emergency drills.
• Ensure the design of each BOP is appropriate for well-specific conditions; reconsider the
complexity of an equipment-dependent well design and its consequences.
• Evaluate alternatives to rotate BOPs for onshore maintenance and recertification, such as a
back-up BOP; plan this in liaison with contractors and manufacturers.
Power supply and hydraulic pressure from the rig and from the back-up systems embedded in the BOP
did not feed the rams after the blowout.
Recommendations:
• Ensure BOPs have different sources of power and hydraulic supply connected to them, and
that these sources are reliable, properly maintained and independent from each other.
Consider their protection from fire or explosion by isolating them or locating them in places
with low risk of ignition.
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The BOP was not tested at a pressure such that well containment was guaranteed.
Recommendations:
• Design and implement tests to ensure that BOPs can withstand real blowout conditions.
Develop procedures to regularly test the equipment without wearing it out; collaborate with
manufacturers and industry associations to determine feasible protocols and testing
frequencies.
The blind shear activation modes were not tested and operational under blowout conditions
(pressure, temperature, power supply, signal communications).
Recommendations:
• Since some of the rams can be activated in test mode or real mode, ensure that the blind shear
rams are tested in real mode (not only in test mode) at a convenient stage of the process, for
example before each well begins; if this damages the equipment, contemplate modifications
accordingly. Similarly, ensure that test modes and real modes are properly connected after any
intervention to the BOPs.
• Ensure the rams’ activations modes are operating at all times, including in the routinely checks
automated and remote modes too.

BP - Management Recommendations

Engineers and Wellsite Leaders.
• Did not determine how best to achieve the Macondo’s objectives while managing potential
drilling hazards and man-made hazards.
• Did not shepherd Macondo’s designs through BP’s processes and experts, ensuring that they
complied with internal and external engineering, operations and safety guidelines and
regulations.
• Prepared risk assessments without including considering overall system safety. Developed
hazard analyses for specific activities of the project, and implemented them depending on
scheduling convenience. Selectively requested MoCs and regulatory permits for critical
procedures.
• Ensured the well was prepared for each operation without safety considerations on well
control and integrity, but a focus on Operations scheduling.
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• Reported safety issues and lessons learned late and did not finish high-impact investigations
like the analysis of the kick a month before the blowout.
• Prepared contingency procedures for low-level risk emergencies, but not for high-level risk,
infrequent emergencies like a blowout.
• Inadequately supervised contractors and wrongly assumed their proficiency to carry out nonroutinely operations. Informally assigned them safety responsibilities.
• Made ad hoc decisions and deviated from procedure based on personal judgement and
without enough information, expert’s input, or formal hazard analysis.
Recommendations:
• Focus on overarching risks related to well integrity and control and blowout prevention, not in
individual risks. Review risk assessment procedures (Appendix D) and improve over-simplified
decision-making protocols (Appendix E). Structure system safety analyses and prioritization of
tasks and trade-offs basing it on well integrity and not costs and reservoir integrity-related
hazards only.
• Prepare adequate hazard analyses for simultaneous activities in which all the parties involved
participate.
• Identify the critical equipment and establish proper check and maintenance plans for it as per
regulations and vendors recommendations.
• Avoid underestimating risks and denial of loss of control signals, on the contrary look for those
constantly and investigate them thoroughly. Keep a vigilant mindset during non-drilling, yet
critical, operations, and be aware of the active barriers of the well at all times.
• Avoid constant deviation from regulations and standards and selective implementation of
specifications and procedures based on personal judgement and incomplete information. Do
not apply the less demanding regulation or standard addressing the same requirement to be in
compliance, instead run a proper risk assessment for each decision and equally adhere to
regulations and standards.
• Prepare and request complete Management of Changes (MoCs) in compliance with BP and
MMS regulations and standards when: deviations in Enginnering or Operations plans occur,
simultanoues activities are considered, and ad hoc decisions lack formal riks assessments.
• Improve poor cross-functional communication and peer review throughout all the stages of
the project. Establish back-up monitoring plans and agile counsel channels in times of crisis.
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• Consult with the team test results, assumptions and decisions before proceeding, and keep
everyone informed of issues and decisions made at each stage of the process.
• Report and investigate incidents in a timely manner. Share lessons learned frequently with the
entire team, including contractors and suppliers.
• Review the guidelines in place for the supervision and skillset evaluation of contactors.
Similarly, avoid the informal transference of safety responsibilities to contractors. Define roles
and responsibilities clearly since the beginning of the project to avoid confusion.
• Prepare contingency plan for all types of emergencies, disseminate them and review them
regularly. Include these plans in the rig drills and assign responsibilities to the personnel on the
platform.

Team Leaders and Managers.
• Managed project level risk assessments without detecting flaws in system safety analyses,
underestimation of individual risks, confusion with safety responsibilities, critical equipment
without maintenance and risky operations that jeopardized the well’s integrity and control.
• Did not provided support to solve tensions within the team, clarify organizational, counsel
between Engineering and Operations priorities, and maintain overall project progress while
securing well integrity.
• Approved Management of Change (MoC) to Drilling and Completion Operations and
simultaneous operations without compliance with BP and MMS safety requirements.
• Did not ensure audits, investigations and lessons learned were concluded and shared within
the team and throughout BP.
• Underestimated the tension that the reorganization created within the team, but was not
certain about the safety accountability distribution under the new structure.
• Managed onshore support and monitoring poorly. Did not use the resources available (BP risk
assessment tools, real-time onshore monitoring, expert teams input) to make safer critical
decisions and validate well integrity.
• Managed personnel and supervisors without assessing their preparedness or guaranteeing
their proper training and experience.
Recommendations:
• Implement a system safety assessment plan, carefully examining the relation between isolated
risks.
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• Review the well development process, and include risk assessments and cross-functional, peer
reviews for the Execution stage of the process, just like they exist for the Design stage.
• Enforce the use of MoC procedures and standards and clarify how, when and why
management of change must be used. Review existent assumptions in the current process.
• Approve designs and procedures that adhere to regulations and corporate standards.
• Disseminate formal risk analysis tools and establish plans to use alternative well monitoring
technology. Improve over-simplified decision-making protocols used by Engineers.
• Change personnel assignment and contractors supervision guidelines. Develop effective
evaluations of skills proficiency to facilitate the accurate placement of new and temporary
personnel and define clear contractor supervision roles and responsibilities within the team.
Ensure contractors have well defined safety responsibilities and review contractual compliance
measures.
• Improve the audit process. Include maintenance policies of contractors on critical equipment,
historical records of critical equipment, software used for drilling monitoring and reporting
systems onboard.
• Improve the report, support scheme within the team. Encourage the interaction between Well
Site Leaders and technical experts onshore. Assign responsibilities and reporting protocols for
these tasks.

Executive Level. There was not an effective safety management system in place for the Macondo Well.
Recommendations:
• Reconsider the integration of the Safety Management System (SMS) and the Business
Management System (BMS). The SMS is under the BMS and therefore the conflict between
cost and safety prioritization and the confusion for the managers. This could explain why the
implementation of the company’s number one priority, safety, was not clear to them and why
they where hesitant to disseminate new risk assessment plans and existent tools within the
teams.
• Eliminate cost-driven drilling bias regarding well integrity decisions, in which “the operation” is
always priority regardless of safety circumstances.
• Define clear safety responsibilities throughout the company.
• Examine the confusion between personal safety and system safety. Ensure the methods to
validate both are clearly defined and differentiated from one another.
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• Rigorously plan organizational changes; avoid impacts on unfinished projects and provide
resources to ensure proper handover of safety responsibilities, in particular when positions are
eliminated.
• Consider exclusive Project-Specific Management positions, independent of Engineering and
Operations, through which performance priorities can be easily settled in pro of the project
and the integrity of the well.
• Evaluate if the Safety Business Unit created after the accident is facilitating and improving the
implementation of system safety within the company or is dangerously removing system
safety responsibilities from decision makers. The abdication of responsibilities was present in
mid-level managers at the time of the accident, and the division of Safety, Engineering and
Operations might be encouraging that.
Transocean. Did not provide rig equipment and rig personnel in compliance with BP’s requirements,
MMS regulations, and API recommendations for drilling operations and well control emergencies.
Recommendations.
• Clarify safety responsibilities and communication channels with the operator since the
beginning of each project, to assure the rig crew is fully aware of the status of the operation,
the well, and the contingency plans in case of emergency.
• Examine the improvements on their condition-based maintenance policy after the blowout,
and continue improving it accordingly. Avoid maintenance operations without bypassing
regulations or manufacturer’s recommendations.
• Keep updating the automation of drilling monitoring systems and flow tacking instrumentation
for offshore applications.
• Continue strengthening personnel training in well control emergency response. Ensure proper
coaching in the interpretation of kick signals, particularly during non-drilling operations and
blowouts is complemented with practical training. Encourage the preparation of formal hazard
analysis and the investigation and consultation with the operator and Transocean Senior
personnel of any anomalies with the well.
• Maintain clear and official communication channels with contractors and operators. Ensure
lessons learned are promptly shared within the company and the industry regardless of their
segment of origin.
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Halliburton. Provided inadequate cementing services that resulted in an inadequate cement barrier.
Recommendations:
• Run rigorous risk assessments of new cementing technologies for specific applications. Confirm
compatibility with well design and formation conditions.
• Ensure cement slurries are tested stable before cementing jobs.
• Cement simulations and laboratory tests must take into account well conditions and must be
performed using onsite fluids values and samples. Avoid pouring cement formulations that
have not achieved stability during laboratory tests.
• Validate cement design with in-house and operator’s experts. Determine the impact in well
integrity and the causes of a potential remedial cementing job depending on the well and warn
the client in a timely manner.

U.S. Oil and Gas Regulatory Agencies (Former MMS). Did not enforce sufficient drilling regulations and
thorough inspections in the Macondo Well.
Recommendations:
• Allocate sufficient resources to carry out inspections in deepwater oil and gas rigs, wells, fields
and related projects. This entails more and better-trained personnel for these purposes,
capable of detecting unsafe procedures and equipment involved in the operation.
• Enforce timely and complete report regulations.
• Strengthen knowledge of deepwater high-profile oil and gas services in order to: provide
appropriate guidance in the implementation of regulations; adequately review and update
regulations; run accurate review of permit applications for oil and gas services, particularly
when deviations from regulations and industry practices are requested; avoid relying in
operators and contractors approach and procedures, particularly regarding critically safetyrelated decision; provide sufficient training programs that include kick detection indicators and
blowout response.
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4. COMPARISON TO OTHER ANALYSES
The following recommendations have been collected from three published safety analyses of the
Macondo accident. The purpose of this information is to compare it with the recommendations from the
CAST analysis and determine if alternative recommendations were identified in this analysis.
The material selected focused also on the human controllers in the system, and therefore serves as
point of reference for comparison.

4.1 OTHER ANALYSES
Developing safety indicators for preventing offshore oil and gas deepwater drilling blowouts.
By Jon Espen Skogdalena, Ingrid B. Utneb, and Jan Erik Vinnema (Safety Science 49 (2011) 1187–1199).
a

Department of Industrial Economics, Risk Management and Planning, University of Stavanger, NO 4036

Stavanger, Norway;

b

Department of Marine Technology, Norwegian University of Science and

Technology (NTNU), NO 7491 Trondheim, Norway

In this paper, published in the Safety Science Elsevier journal, the authors present an extension of the
indicators from the Risk Level Project (RNNP) in the Norwegian oil and gas industry to the Macondo
Accident. The RNNP indicators determine strong contributors to deepwater production risk in relation to
safety, barriers and undesired incidents. The authors show the application of such indicators to
deepwater drilling in areas related to schedule and cost, well planning, operational aspects, well
incidents, operators’ well response, operational aspects and status of safety critical equipment.
Figure 22 presents the safety indicators identified on Skogdalen’s study.[27]

Recommendation on Schedule and Costs. Based on the two indicators identified for this area:
• Comparison between planned and actual total costs.
• Comparison between planned and actual time used.
The recommendation is to refine these indicators and ensure the inclusion of safety-related issues in
budget and time allocation.[27]
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Rationale: “A review of investigation reports issued by the MMS about LWC and blowouts in the
period of 2000–2010, showed that schedule and cost issues were not covered. This might be due to a
seeming lack of understanding between schedule, cost, and risky behavior. As a result of a cascade of
deeply flawed failure and signal analysis, decision-making, communication, and organizational –
managerial processes, safety was compromised to the point that the blowout occurred with catastrophic
effects’’. The Deepwater Horizon rig was 43 days overdue on 20 April, and the total costs had reached
about $139 million dollars in the middle of March. The original costs were estimated at $96 million
dollars (DHJIT, 2010) indicating more than $40 million dollars in additional costs”.[27]

Recommendation on Well Incidents. Based on the indicators identified for this area:
• Too low mud weight
• Gas cut mud
• Annular losses
• Drilling break
• Ballooning
• Swabbing
• Poor cement
• Formation breakdown
• Improper fill up
The recommendation is to actively report to the authorities, for proper dissemination of the incident,
well integrity and well incidents, and the crew’s response if incidents occur.[27]

Rationale: “All these contributors can be analyzed as undesired incidents, even though they do not
necessarily lead to a kick if handled by proper well response measures. The precursor incidents can form
the basis for developing relevant safety indicators. Stuck string, lost circulation, and shallow gas influx
were experienced by the Deepwater Horizon rig in March 2010 (DHJIT, 2010). Investigation of the crew’s
response to those incidents could have revealed if the status of the procedures, competence, skills and
management of the crew to handle well incidents were sufficient.”[27]

Recommendation on Operators’ Well Response. Based on the indicators identified for this area:
• Time from first indication of well incident to first response
• Evaluation of well response action (proper action taken?)
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• Evaluation of follow-up action
• Time before normal conditions are established

Figure 22. Suggested indicators for deepwater drilling presented by Skogdalen et al [27].

The recommendation is for the drillers to gain improved understanding of these indicators.[27]

Rationale: “The time between the first ‘‘signals’’ of an undesired incident and subsequent well
control actions is an indication of the crew’s situation awareness, training, competence, and
management. Data is recorded real time during drilling and it is therefore possible to analyze the time
from the incident occurred until actions were taken and control of the well achieved. According to BP
(2010), flow indications started approximately 51 minutes before the blowout on 20 April. The influx was
not detected until the hydrocarbons had entered the riser, 40 min after the first influx. Real time data
was available to the drilling crew (BP, 2010) who should, according to recommended practice, monitor
changes to pit volume, flow rate, and pressures in order to identify potential flows and losses (API,
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2010a). During the afternoon, mud was offloaded to the nearby supply vessel, and some pits were being
cleaned and emptied. These operations reduced the ability to monitor changes to the pits’ levels. In
addition, preparations for the next completion operations were carried out, such as preparing for setting
the plug in the casing after replacing with seawater. BP’s own investigation report (BP, 2010) states that
apparently pit volumes were not effectively monitored for the rest of the evening.
The key operator skills are the operators’ abilities to recognize patterns (relationships and trends)
at the system level, and at the same time formulate specific contingency scenarios for what they are
doing. Without these skills, the control room cannot tell what is abnormal or unusual. It is therefore of
importance to reveal the precursor zone. In this zone the operators are not longer clear on what actions
of theirs could lead to accidents and failure (Roe and Schulman, 2010). Sometimes new software or
hardware itself can limit their control options and thus their ability to cope with the unforeseen (Roe and
Schulman, 2008). The principles of the precursor zone can be compared to other theories like Resilience
Engineering (Hollnagel et al., 2006, 2008) and High Reliability Organizations (Roberts and Bea, 2001) in
terms of revealing the limits and fundamental principles for safe operations.”[27]

Recommendations on related to Operational Aspects. Based on the indicators identified for this area:
• Work practice
• Competence
• Communication
• Management
• Documentation
• Work schedule aspects
The recommendations are:
• To enable an operator to do the proper well response (within the incidents and undesired
events zone), the technological system must be designed and function according to intention.
[27]
• Use the Operational Conditional Safety (OTS) as a means for measuring the changes over time
in the level of operational safety as the result of actions taken. The results can be recorded
over time, and used as a basis for developing safety indicators.[27]
• Recognize that the operational aspects are also very much determined by the well design.
Deepwater wells in the GoM require a high degree of investigation, conceptualized during the
planning and design, and communication with a larger team for longer periods of time.[27]
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Rationale: “Typical problems that occur if time is not spent on well design and planning are, for
example, lack of knowledge of overall geology and basin mechanics, not understanding the production
profile of the target zone, the design philosophy of previously drilled wells, or reasons for why previous
wells got in trouble, and cost sensitivity mentality (Shaughnessy et al., 2003).”[27]

• Extensive data should be documented during the drilling process, such as current well status,
purpose of well, temperature, pore pressure and formation strength prognosis, and design life
requirements.[27]

Rationale: “This is important data that can be used for well planning of following wells in the same
area. The current situation is that critical operational issues for managing these fields are stored on a
large volume of Excel files, disorganized acquisition, and that there is minimal sharing of the different
sources of available data (Velazquez et al., 2010). The Macondo well was originally planned as an
exploration well, but the well turned out to be so successful it was decided to transform it into a keeper
well for later production. This requires a different well completion procedure, such as installation of a
production casing (DHJIT, 2010). The original well design consisted of eight casing strings, but with the
production casing, the total number became nine (BP, 2010).”[27]

• Uncertainty is a critical issue that should be addressed during well planning, and a review upon
completion reveals to which extent the uncertainties were sufficiently attended to during the
planning phase. In addition, a collection of data on well planning across companies may
indicate if the well design, assumptions, and uncertainties for similar types of wells are
encountered differently between the operators, and are sufficiently described.[27]

Recommendations on the Technical Condition of Safety Critical Equipment. Based on the indicators
identified for this area:
• Pipe and casing handling
• Cementing
• Well monitoring
• Mud pumps
• Digital positioning
• Power management
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• Power generation
The recommendation is to actively assess and communicate the conditions of critical safety technical
barriers and the Technical Safety Condition Systems TTS. Reviewing maintenance, inspection and
design.[27]

Rationale: “On the Deepwater Horizon rig, the BOP did not isolate the well before and after the
explosions. The BOP may have been faulty before the blowout or it may have been damaged due to the
accident. According to BP, several maintenance jobs of the BOP were overdue, and leaks from the
hydraulic control system had been discovered at the time of the accident (BP, 2010). The BOP on the
Deepwater Horizon was not re-certified in accordance with federal regulations because the certification
process would re- quire full disassembly and more than 90days of downtime (DHJIT, 2010). According to
a testimony (DHJIT, 2010) the crew onboard the rig was struggling with the chairs used for controlling
the drilling functions. There were three chairs: A–C. These chairs control everything, such as top drive,
mud pumps, and hydraulics, but the computers had locked up so no data could go through the system. A
new system was ordered, but they could not make the old software run correctly on the new operating
system. This means that at times they would lose track of what was going in the well.”[27]

Learning from the BP Deepwater Horizon accident: risk analysis of human and organizational factors
in negative pressure test.
By Maryam Tabibzadeh and Najmedin Meshkati (Environment System Decision (2014) 34:194–207 DOI
10.1007/s10669-014-9497-2).
The authors of this paper introduce a three-layer, conceptual risk analysis framework used to assess the
critical role of human and organizational factors in conducting and interpreting a negative pressure test,
although they assure that the framework can be applied for the risk analysis of any high-risk operation.
The result of the analysis establishes that organizational factors are root causes of accumulated errors
and questionable decisions made by personnel or management. It also identifies procedural issues,
economic pressure, and personnel management issues as the organizational factors with the highest
influence on misinterpreting a negative pressure test, and leading to accidents in offshore drilling in
general. The risk analysis framework consists of three main layers (Figure 23). The bottom layer, the
physical states of the system, shows the system-related factors influencing the misinterpretation of a
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negative pressure test. The second layer indicates decisions or actions made by crew or management,
which affect the results of the NPT directly or indirectly. And, the top layer includes the root
organizational factors influencing the decisions or actions displayed in the middle layer.[29]

Recommendations at the Organizational Level
• All the parties involved in engineering and operations activities should follow the management
of change (MoC) processes.[29]
Rationale: “BP developed a systematic, risk-based process called MoC as part of its operation
integrity and risk management program in order to document, evaluate, approve, and communicate
changes. This process was part of the BP golden rules, which requires that ‘‘work arising from temporary
and permanent changes to organization, personnel, systems, process, procedures, equipment, products,
materials of substances, and laws and regulations cannot proceed unless a MoC process is completed.’’
(Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation, and Enforcement (BOEMRE) report 2011, pp. 179
and 192).
Despite the company careful documentation for the MoC processes, the DWH team did not use
this process as their change management tool for the day- to-day changes in the drilling operations
(BOEMRE report 2011, p. 179). Two of the main examples regarding not considering the MoC processes,
which are related to the negative pressure test results, are last minute changes to the negative pressure
test procedure and last minute changes of the personnel.
Although the referenced instances in failure to follow management of change processes are
related to the conducted negative pressure test in the Deepwater Horizon, this category of
organizational factors can be influential in analysis of any NPT. In addition, management of change has
been introduced as one of the main management system practices for offshore drilling safety in a
comprehensive study based on analysis of several offshore drilling accidents (de Morais and Pinheiro
2011). Therefore, failure to follow MoC processes can be a generalized organizational factor, which
contributes to system failure.”[29]

Recommendation on Economic Pressure

• BP should revaluate the production versus safety organizational emphasis.[29]
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Figure 23. Three-layer conceptual framework to analyze the contributing causes of a negative pressure test misinterpretation.

Rationale: “According to the BOEMRE report (2011, p. 184), there is evidence showing that the
performance of BP personnel was reviewed, at least in part, based upon their ability to control or reduce
cost, and they were compensated based on that. This issue existed while there was no comparable
performance measure for the occupational safety achievements.”[29]

• Transocean should redefine their personnel’s rewarding system to avoid conflicting priorities.
[29]

Rationale: “According to the BOEMRE report (2011, p. 189), Transocean policy of rewarding
personnel introduced conflicting priorities when it tried to maintain safe operations. In addition, it
created risk of compromising safety in making operational decisions.”[29]

• BP should have appropriate contingencies and mitigations (BOEMRE report 2011, p. 199) for
cost and time saving plans.[29]

Recommendations on Personnel Management

• Both BP and the Transocean training programs should include sufficient well controlling issues
to address situations such as negative pressure tests and displacement operations.[29]
• The MMS (Mineral Management Service) should specifically require trained personnel on well
control procedures in oil and gas operations at all times.[29]

Recommendations on Procedures

• The MMS should provide a documented procedure with clear regulations for negative pressure
tests in offshore oil prospects.[29]
• BP and Transocean should also establish standard procedures for the negative pressure tests.
In addition, such standard should include interpretation guidance.[29]
• The MMS should require a detail documentation and divulgation of lessons learned.[29]
Recommendations on Communication and Processing Uncertainties
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• BP should improve its communication channels with Transocean to reduce operational
risks.[29]
• BP and Transocean should inform the rig crew about the increased risk of the well control.[29]
• BP should communicate its developed risk assessment system with the onboard leaders.[29]
• BP should communicate the importance of the negative pressure test to the rig personnel.[29]
• BP and Transocean should actively encourage an effective communication between the driller
and the mudlogger to properly monitor the well.[29]

Recommendations on Integrated and Informed Management

• BP and Transocean should establish systematic feedback component from onshore managers
or executives to onboard crew in order to inform them about the risk of specific decisions
regarding critical operations, like the Negative Pressure Test, or to monitor the progress of
conducting such test in a real-time manner. Existence of such integrated management system
is crucial to safety of any other high-risk operation as well.[29]
Rationale: “This issue was the main cause of actions like no further investigation of real-time data
by the onshore management. Any of these issues could have had a positive effect on recognizing the
anomalies of the negative pressure test and evaluating the results in a more appropriate way.”

• BP should consider the implementation of a real-time operation center to continuously
monitor the well site operations data.[29]

Rationale: “According to the NAE/ NRC report (2011, p. 28), the data from the rig was being
recorded onshore, but there was no continuous monitoring of those stored data. Had BP arranged a
continuous monitoring of the real-time data, the management would have high likely recognized failure
in the negative pressure test and taken appropriate control actions.”[29]

The Deepwater Horizon explosion: non-technical skills, safety culture, and system complexity.
By Tom W. Readera and Paul O’Connorb (Journal of Risk Research, 2014 Vol. 17, No. 3, 405–424)
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In this paper published in the Journal of Risk Research, the authors systematically address the
operational and underlying safety management issues that led to the Macondo Accident within a human
factors framework. First, they apply non-technical skills (NTS) (social and cognitive skills that underpin
safe performance in complex work environments) theorem to understand operational activities in the
lead-up and occurrence of the well blowout. NTS research is used to develop interventions for training
and observing safety behaviors (e.g. decision-making, teamwork). Then, they apply safety culture theory
to understand how the organizational and industry environment shaped the management of risk. Safety
culture research is used to understand and change the socio-technical constraints and enablers of safety
activity in high-risk workplaces. Finally, to integrate these perspectives, they take a systems-thinking
approach to understand the accident. Their findings are presented in the model in Figure 24.[25]

Recommendations on Cognitive/individual Factors

• Interventions to improve decision-making, risk awareness, and situation awareness problems
offshore could focus on improving the decision-making skills of operators (e.g. through
systemizing thinking, or refining communication skills), and information collection and
presentation techniques. They could also focus on improving formal risk assessment
procedures, and training for staff to recognize problematic patterns and trends indicating
uncertainty (Skogdalen, Utne, and Vinnem 2011). However, considering the highly social
nature of work offshore, it is unlikely that interventions will be individual-focused, and they
must reflect social influencers of activity. Specifically, team social awareness research shows
the importance of considering social dynamics in group assessments of risk (Reader et al.
2011).[25]
Recommendations on Team Factors

• Crew Resource Management style-training is used to train control-room operator decisionmaking competences during emergencies (Flin 1995), teamwork skills in offshore production
teams (O’Connor and Flin 2003), and group decision-making in deepwater exploration teams
(Crichton 2009). Yet, these focus on quite specific problems and situations, and mishap
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research shows that problems in team and leadership communication often reflect aspects of
safety culture.[25]

Rationale: “The finding that teamwork and leadership problems contributed to the DH mishap is
highly consistent with offshore safety research. The Cullen (1990) report highlights similar issues leading
to the Piper Alpha explosion in the North Sea in 1988, with effective communication and leadership
within teams and across shifts (and companies) recognized as essential for preventing mishaps.
Teamwork was influenced by professional and social barriers (e.g. operational and contract,
management and technical staff) that created divergent perceptions on risk and unclear lines of
responsibility (Mearns, Flin, and O’Connor 2001).”[25]

Recommendations on Production/Cost-Savings Pressure

• Revise and improve overall safety culture.[25]
Rationale: “The DH investigation identifies production vs. safety pressures as underlying decisionmaking and operational behavior. This is the classic indicator of safety culture (Flin et al. 2000), and
although the Macondo well was not active, the deep-sea drilling operation was highly expensive and
pressure to ensure progression existed. Many of the riskier operational decisions were made due a desire
to save time, costs, or ensure long-term viability of the well, and “without full appreciation of the
associated risks” (National Oil Spill Commission 2011, 223). It was believed by crew members that
operations could only be stopped if there was deemed to be an immediately threat to their own personal
safety, rather than a threat to the integrity of the drilling operation itself (Hopkins 2011). Furthermore, a
survey of the Transocean crew prior to the incident found some employees to fear reprisals for reporting
unsafe situations, and others felt staff shortages were limiting work completion. This reflects safety
culture research in the offshore oil and gas industry, with the risk assessment and safety behaviors of
offshore workers being shaped by beliefs regarding organizational prioritization of safety, training,
knowledge of safety, the regulatory environment, and organizational culture (Mearns, Whitaker, and Flin
2001). Along- side the typical production-safety pressures found in safety culture investigations, the
report also identifies a number of other manifestations of poor safety culture.”[25]

Recommendations on Industry Standards and Regulation
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• Introduce safety cases in the United States in a manner similar to the BP North Sea (National
Oil Spill Commission 2011). Ideally, this would result in organizations outlining their safety
management systems and procedures in greater detail, alongside changing perceptions on the
prioritization of safety and production.[25]

Rationale: “The role of the regulator is critiqued by the DH investigation. Effective regulation
shapes offshore safety culture through creating expectations and norms on safety management (Cox and
Cheyne 2000; Taylor 1979). The MMS lacked the staff, resources, technical expertise (e.g. growing
awareness on the increased likelihood of blowout preventer failures in Deepwater conditions (National
Oil Spill Commission 2011, 74)), decision-making autonomy, and political influence to regulate safely.
Senior officials focused on maximizing ‘revenue from leasing and production’. This impacted upon safety
culture through the following mechanisms. First, the quality of external inspections were often less
rigorous than internal safety audits, focusing on quantity rather than quality (National Oil Spill
Commission 2011, 78). Inspectors did not ask ‘tough questions’ and avoided reaching conclusions that
would increase regulation or costs (National Oil Spill Commission 2011, 126). Second, contingency
planning for DH disaster scenarios was inadequate (National Oil Spill Commission 2011, 84), and there
were ‘no meaningful’ regulations for testing cement, managing well-cementing, or conducting negativepressure tests (National Oil Spill Commission 2011, 228). Where guidelines were available (e.g. depths for
installing cement plugs), exclusions were accepted. The above issues in regulation are seen as
contributing to an environment where production was prioritized over safety; an underlying cause of the
DH mishap.
The lack of ‘safety cases’ is seen as emblematic of the poor industry-wide safety culture within
which the DH operated. Safety cases involve operating companies validating the effectiveness of their
installation safety management systems through demonstrating that hazards have been mitigated to ‘as
low as reasonably practicable’.”[25]
Recommendations on Communication Culture between Operational, Management, and Contract Staff

• Relevant organizations must share or emphasize information on previous near-misses to
reduce the likelihood of future blowout. Regulators should encourage and aid companies in
this process.[25]
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Figure 24. Model of the interactions, conditions and system factors leading to the Macondo accident, by Reader et al.

Rationale: “Learning from incidents is key to safety culture (Mearns et al. 2013), and several
directly relevant incidents from within BP and Transocean were not learned from or incorporated into
best practice guidelines for operator staff (National Oil Spill Commission 2011, 219). For example, a gas
line rupture on a North Sea BP platform, and the focus on lost-time-incidents (rather than process safety)
prior to the Texas City refinery explosion. Crucially, a similar failure on a North Sea Transocean rig
(involving condensate release after a ‘successful’ NPT) was not taken into account on the DH (National
Oil Spill Commission, 2011, 124). Regulators play a key role in aiding companies to learn from crossindustry failures (e.g. through inspection), and the Minerals Management Service (MMS) is critiqued for
its lack of effectiveness.”[25]

Recommendations on Human Factors Engineering

• There must be adequate staff training for enabling staff to manage and respond to emergency
and safety-related situations.[25]
• Safety-critical tasks requiring vigilance for long shifts must be covered by sufficiently rested
personnel. Safety manuals must be understandable and reflective of the working environment,
and must provide adequate guidance for safety-critical tasks (e.g. negative-pressure-test).[25]
• Systems engineering must be considered in the improvement and design of human-computer
interfaces for monitoring equipment, and automated emergency response systems.[25]

Rationale: “The DH investigation highlights the problems in human factors engineering underlying
the incident. The extent to which organizations consider and engineer systems to cope with human
factors problems is highly symptomatic of safety culture. Human factors management in a number of
areas on the DH was seen as poor. First, in terms of training, there was inadequate staff training for
enabling staff to manage and respond to emergency and safety-related situations. Second, in terms of
human performance limitations, operators performed safety-critical tasks requiring vigilance for long
shifts, despite the effects of fatigue and unfavorable comparisons with safety regulations in other
national environments (National Oil Spill Commission 2011, 225). Safety manuals were overly complex
and unreflective of the working environment, and did not provide adequate guidance for safety-critical
tasks (e.g. negative-pressure-test). Third, systems engineering was not optimal in a number of areas, in
particular the design of human-computer interfaces for monitoring equipment, and automated
emergency response systems.”[25]
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4.2 COMPARISON TO CAST
While the focus of these approaches is the identification of leading indicators, CAST focuses in
understanding the system and finding its weaknesses. CAST provides a safety control structure with
defined safety responsibilities and control interactions, which results in much more detailed role-specific
recommendations. From this approach, leading indicators and general recommendations can also be
identified and can be compared to those of other studies, although no framework to backtrack and
model the origin of these indicators is used.

Table 16 contains a summary of the recommendations presented in the three analyses picked for
comparison. Common recommendations across the CAST of the Macondo accident and these analyses
include: the use of automated monitoring and emergency systems, adequate training on well control
and emergency response, sharing of lessons learned, improvement in regulations coverage and
enforcement, reconsideration of cost vs. safety prioritization, adherence to formal risk assessment and
management of change procedures, and a revision of the safety culture of the companies involved in the
accident.
In this case, the majority of the recommendations from the three analyses were covered by CAST, with
the exception of the use of federal and public pressure to make organizations improve their safety
management systems and change their perceptions on the prioritization of safety and production, the
allocation of rested personnel for safety-critical tasks requiring vigilance for long shifts, and the
improvement of safety manuals and guidelines. The last two recommendations were addressed in this
analysis in a different way. The lack of personnel was identified more strongly within BP Engineers and
Team Leaders in Operations, who appeared to have been overworked by the time of the accident, as
opposed to the Transocean crew monitoring the mud displacement who had been working for three
hours after a 12-hour rest when the blowout happened. As for the manuals and guidelines, while the
continuous improvement of them is key, their absence was the issue in Macondo; there were no
regulation, standards or procedures for certain non-drilling yet critical operations that highly
contributed to the blowout. The suggestion on public pressure was not considered.
For its part, this CAST analysis identified recommendations that none of the other three analyses did,
such as:
• Reconsidering the integration of the Safety Management System (SMS) and the Business
Management System (BMS). The SMS is under the BMS and therefore the conflict between
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cost and safety prioritization and the confusion for the managers. This could explain why the
implementation of the company’s number one priority, safety, was not clear to them and why
they were hesitant to disseminate new risk assessment plans and existing tools within the
teams.
• Examining the confusion between personal safety and system safety. Ensuring the methods to
validate both are clearly defined and differentiated from one another.
• Avoiding the underestimation of risks and the denial of loss of well-control signals; instead,
looking for these signals constantly and investigating them thoroughly. Keeping a vigilant
mindset during non-drilling, yet critical, operations, and being aware of the active barriers of
the well at all times.
• Rigorously planning organizational changes; avoiding impacts on unfinished projects and
providing resources to ensure proper handover of safety responsibilities, in particular when
positions are eliminated.
• Considering exclusive Project-Specific Management positions, independent of Engineering and
Operations, through which performance priorities can be easily settled in pro of the project
and the integrity of the well.
• Validating designs with in-house and contractors’ experts, to determine the impact in well
integrity and the risks associated with the input of cross-functional teams.
• Examining condition-based maintenance policies used by contractors and assuring their
compliance with regulations and standards.

Table 16. Summary of other analyses.

Type of
Recomm.

Skogdalen et al.[27]

Tabibzadeh & Meshkati [29]

Technical

· Technological system must be
designed and function according
to intention.
· Actively assess and
communicate the conditions of
critical safety technical barriers
and the Technical Safety
Condition Systems TTS. Reviewing
maintenance, inspection and
design.

· BP should consider the
implementation of a real-time
continuous monitoring.

· Systems engineering must be
considered in the improvement
and design of human-computer
interfaces for monitoring
equipment, and automated
emergency response systems.

Management

· Refine the comparison between
planned and actual total costs
and time, and include safety
issues in allocation of these

· All the parties should follow the
MoC processes.
·BP should have contingencies
and mitigations for cost and time

· Improve: the decision-making
skills of operators, the
information collection and
presentation techniques, formal
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Reader & O’Connor [25]

Regulation

Safety Culture

resources.
· Improve the understanding of
well control indicators.
· Use the Operational Conditional
Safety (OTS) to measure the
changes over time in the level of
operational safety.
· Minimize uncertainty through
well planning and industry
collaboration.

saving plans.
· Both BP and Transocean
trainings should include well
control issues.
· BP and Transocean should
establish standard procedures
and interpretation guidance for
non-regulated ops.
BP should improve its
communication channels with
contactors.
· BP and Transocean should
establish systematic feedback
components between onshore to
offshore for decision-making
processes.

risk assessment procedures, and
training for staff to recognize
problematic patterns and trends
indicating uncertainty.
· Use Crew Resource
Management style-training.
· Relevant organizations must
share and emphasize information
on previous near-misses to
reduce the likelihood of future
blowout.
· Provide adequate staff training
for enabling staff to manage and
respond to emergency and
safety-related situations.
· Provide sufficiently rested
personnel for safety-critical tasks
requiring vigilance for long shifts.
· Safety manuals must be
understandable and reflective of
the working environment, and
must provide adequate guidance
for safety-critical tasks

· Actively report to the
authorities.

· The MMS should require trained
personnel on well control
procedures.
· The MMS should provide
documented procedure with
clear regulations for nonregulated ops.
· The MMS should require detail
documentation and divulgation
of lessons learned.

· Use federal and public pressure
to accelerate the migration to
organizations outlining their
safety management systems and
procedures in greater detail,
alongside changing perceptions
on the prioritization of safety and
production.
· Regulators should encourage
and aid companies to actively
share lessons learned.

· BP should revaluate the
production versus safety
organizational emphasis.
· Transocean should redefine
their personnel’s rewarding
system to avoid conflicting
priorities.

· Revise and improve overall
safety culture.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A CAST analysis of the Macondo accident was carried out and reviewed with input and review from
current members of similar systems. The outcome was a series of management recommendations for oil
and gas offshore systems based on the blowout.
The quality of the CAST analysis improved significantly after the second iteration. It was beneficial
to base the first CAST analysis on the most comprehensive investigation report available, in this case the
Chief Counsel’s Report, and then complement it with other reports and interviews. Including several
reports helped to clarify the technical aspects of the accident, while interviewing people with
understanding of the system complemented the unsafe control actions and the process model flaws
sections.
The first iteration of the CAST analysis was successfully reviewed with managers currently
associated with BP and Transocean. It is important to highlight though, that around 25 people were
contacted and only six agreed to collaborate with this analysis; no one from U.S. regulatory agencies
contributed.
The scope of the analysis was delimited based on the resources available, nevertheless the
fundamentals of the CAST analysis were defined for the entire accident in hope that further study of the
subsystems are studied too.
The vast amount of information proved to be a challenge in avoiding redundancy and assuring
clarity in this final document. Having an organizational structure of the companies and organizations
involved and combining some roles with equal or equivalent safety roles proved to streamline the
process; nevertheless actions to continue facilitating the processing of information should be considered
in the future.

Through the comparison to three published analyses focused on the management system of the
Macondo accident, it was possible to determine that this CAST analysis indeed led to alternative
management recommendations. The points that it was able to exclusively cover were mainly related to
the safety management system and the organizational structure of the company at the time of the
blowout. None of the listed recommendations in Chapter 4 were contemplated by the other analyses
and are considered of vital importance for the improvement of the overall safety system of BP.
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Leading indicators and general recommendations were easily gathered after synthetizing the
analysis of each human controller defined in the safety structure. The indicators derived from the
concurrent unsafe control actions and decisions of the controllers in the same level of hierarchy and the
general recommendations were developed based on them.

In general, CAST analyses offer a comprehensive approach to complex accidents and results in
applicable recommendations for the parties involved. During the interviews, what collaborators found
most useful were the safety control structure and the definition of safety roles. These system-theorybased tools, as opposed to system dynamic loops, were easily understood and more appealing to the
uneducated eye. Just seeing them and without extensive education or training resulted in their being
able to identify points for improvement.
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APPENDIX A
Organizational Structure of the Macondo Accident
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APPENDIX B
After a first iteration of the CAST analysis presented in this thesis, personnel from BP and Transocean
were contacted in order to clarify the organizational structure, unsafe control actions and potential
process model flaws that were not clear from the information available in the investigation reports. To
protect the identity of the collaborators only their roles are mentioned along with the questions that
they answered. Their input is presented in Chapter 3: Steps 6 through 9 of the CAST analysis.

BP Personnel Interviewed
Health and Safety Team Leader – BP Offshore
Interview Date: March 14th, 2017
Interview Duration: 45 minutes
Material Review Questions:

• Could you please verify the organizational structure prepared in this analysis?
• Could you please read and comment on the unsafe control prepared in this analysis?
Analysis Questions:

In the Macondo context:
• How were safety responsibilities assigned in BP? When? By whom? What happened when they
changed? Who controlled that? How were they assigned to contractors? Why?
• What were the roles of the teams on the rig? What were their safety responsibilities?
• What were the roles of the managers onshore? What were their safety responsibilities?
• What was the difference between personal safety and system safety?
• Was everyone accountable for safety?
• How was the training for special operations, such infrequent tests or blowouts response,
planned? Who was accountable for that? Were there certifications for these operations? Who
provided them? Who approved them?
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• How were lessons learned shared? How was that transference across different segments and
business units? Why? How fast was the process? What communication channels were more
effective? Why?
• What was considered the worst catastrophe for BP in 2010? For the Macondo team?
• How were hazards identified? What method was used for hazard analysis? Did all teams follow
the same approach? Why or why not?
• How was the risk assessment process? What method was used? Who dis it? How big was the
team and why?
• How were simultaneous operations handled in offshore platforms? Why were they allowed at
all? Why were they allowed during non-drilling operations?
Safety Team Lead – Operations and Health
Interviews Dates: March 25th, 2017
Interviews Duration: 60 minutes

Material Review Questions:

• Could you please verify the organizational structure prepared in this analysis?
• Could you please read and comment on the unsafe controls prepared in this analysis?
Analysis Questions:
In the Macondo context:
• How were safety responsibilities assigned in BP? When? By whom? What happened when they
changed? Who controlled that? How were they assigned to contractors? Why?
• What were the roles of the teams on the rig? What were their safety responsibilities?
• What were the roles of the managers onshore? What were their safety responsibilities?
• Who determined adherence to regulations and corporate standards and procedures? Which
ones were mandatory? Which ones were optional? Why?
• What was the difference between personal safety and system safety?
• Was everyone accountable for safety?
• How did BP handle personnel not reporting incidents? What were their motives? Why?
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• How did BP handle leaders with aversion to consult others? What were their motives? Why?
• How were drilling performance and safety performance related? Why were they depending on
one another?
• What was the "risk/reward equation"? Was it a common practice? Was it a formal standard?
Who used it? Why?
• How was training for special operations, such infrequent tests or blowouts response, planned?
Who was accountable for that? Were there certifications for these operations? Who provided
them? Who approved them?
• How were lessons learned shared? How was that transference across different segments and
business units? Why? How fast was the process? What communication channels were more
effective? Why?
• What was considered the worst catastrophe for BP in 2010? For the Macondo team?
• Who was in charge of detecting a kick? Why?
• How were hazards identified? What method was used for hazard analysis? Did all teams follow
the same approach? Why or why not?
• How was the risk assessment process? What method was used? Who did it? How big was the
team and why?
• How were simultaneous operations handled in offshore platforms? Why were they allowed at
all? Why were they allowed during non-drilling operations?
• What happened when Engineering was delayed and Operations had already started?
• Was there a project manager for each well? Why or why not? Who assumed this role?
• How often did Engineering and Operations met?
• How was new technology assessed? How was it incorporated into projects? How was the
validation process? Who decides what tests were necessary? What was the contractor’s role
and expected input?

Safety Process Superintendent – Gulf of Mexico Unit
Interview Date: March 2nd, 2017; March 23rd, 2017; April 13th, 2017
Interviews Duration: 45 minutes, 60 minutes, 60 minutes

Material Review Questions:
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• Could you please verify the organizational structure prepared in this analysis?
• Could you please read and comment on the unsafe controls prepared in this analysis?
Analysis Questions:
In the Macondo context:
• How were safety responsibilities assigned in BP? When? By whom? What happened when they
changed? Who controlled that? How were they assigned to contractors? Why?
• What were the roles of the teams on the rig? What were their safety responsibilities?
• What were the roles of the managers onshore? What were their safety responsibilities?
• Who determined adherence to regulations and corporate standards and procedures? Which
ones were mandatory? Which ones were optional? Why?
• What was the difference between personal safety and system safety?
• Was everyone accountable for safety?
• What did it mean to have safety as the number one priority? How was that implemented in
BP? Why did this approach not help avoid Macondo?
• How were reorganization managed? Who decided the timing for them? Who decided which
units were being restructured?
• How were teams with high personnel rotation handled?
• How was temporary personnel selected? What was done when no one had the necessary
skillset?
• How was drilling performance measured? Why? Why not in terms of other metrics? What
could have those metrics been?
• Who decided if a MoC was necessary or not? Why? Who should have really been deciding?
• Was the MoC process different in Engineering and Operations? Why?
• How were problems solved on the rig? Who had the last word? When should the Company
Men have called to shore? How often should they have done it? Why?
• How did BP handle personnel not reporting incidents? What were their motives? Why?
• How did BP handle leaders with aversion to consult others? What were their motives? Why?
• How were drilling performance and safety performance related? Why were they depending on
one another?
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• What was the "risk/reward equation"? Was it a common practice? Was it a formal standard?
Who used it? Why?
• Who led and integrated cross-functional teams in well projects?
• Did all procedures had to be planned and vetted by in-house experts at least?
• How was training for special operations, such infrequent tests or blowouts response, planned?
Who was accountable for that? Were there certifications for these operations? Who provided
them? Who approved them?
• How were lessons learned shared? How was that transference across different segments and
business units? Why? How fast was the process? What communication channels were more
effective? Why?
• What was considered the worst catastrophe for BP in 2010? For the Macondo team?
• Who was in charge of detecting a kick? Why?
• Who should have known how to control the well? Who was responsible and who was
accountable?
• What happened to the personnel involved in the accident afterwards?
• How were hazards identified? What method was used for hazard analysis? Did all teams follow
the same approach? Why or why not?
• How was the risk assessment process? What method was used? Who did it? How big was the
team and why?
• Who reported anomalies to shore? Why?
• How were simultaneous operations handled in offshore platforms? Why were they allowed at
all? Why were they allowed during non-drilling operations?
• How was onshore monitoring used? Why? Did it help? How did each team perceive it?
• Why were drilling activities at the end usually rushed?
• When was drilling considered successful?
• Was there cost and time pressure? Why or why not? How did each team perceive this
pressure?
• What happened when Engineering was delayed and Operations had already started?
• How were delays in Operations handled? What had priority and why?
• Was there a project manager for each well? Why or why not? Who assumed this role?
• How often did Engineering and Operations met?
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• Why did Operations not have formal design reviews with cross-functional teams like
Engineering?
• How was new technology assessed? How was it incorporated into projects? How was the
validation process? Who decides what tests were necessary? What was the contractor’s role
and expected input?
• What was riskier, getting stuck downhole or doing a remedial cementing job? Under what
conditions was one scenario riskier than the other? Which one had more impact on well
integrity and why? Who decided what had priority?
• Did inadequate centralization of a case string contribute to the blowout?
• What is foamed cement? How does it work? When is a reliable barrier and when not? Why did
it not work at Macondo?
• Is temporary abandonment a critical operation? Why or Why not?

Transocean Personnel Interviewed
Deepwater Drilling Engineer
Interviews Dates: March 20th, 2017; April 17th, 2017
Interviews Duration: 60 minutes, 60 minutes

Material Review Questions:

• Could you please verify the organizational structure prepared in this analysis?
• Could you please read and comment on the unsafe controls prepared in this analysis?
Analysis Questions:

• How were safety responsibilities assigned in Transocean? When? By whom? What happened
when they changed? Who controlled that? How were they assigned to contractors? Why?
• What were the roles of the teams on the rig? What were their safety responsibilities?
• What were the roles of the managers onshore? What were their safety responsibilities?
• Who determined adherence to regulations and corporate standards and procedures? Which
ones were mandatory? Which ones were optional? Why?
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• What was the difference between personal safety and system safety?
• Was everyone accountable for safety?
• How were hazards identified? What method was used for hazard analysis? Did all teams follow
the same approach? Why or why not?
• How was the risk assessment process? What method was used? Who did it? How big was the
team and why?
• Who reported anomalies to shore? Why?
• How were simultaneous operations handled in offshore platforms? Why were they allowed at
all? Why were they allowed during non-drilling operations?
• What was riskier, getting stuck downhole or doing a remedial cementing job? Under what
conditions was one scenario riskier than the other? Which one had more impact on well
integrity and why? Who decided what had priority?
• Did inadequate centralization of a case string contribute to the blowout?
• What is foamed cement? How does it work? When is a reliable barrier and when not? Why did
it not work at Macondo?
• Is temporary abandonment a critical operation? Why or Why not?
• Who was in charge of detecting a kick? Why?
• Who should have known how to control the well? Who was responsible and who was
accountable?
• What happened to the personnel involved in the accident afterwards?
• Why during the blowout response hydrocarbons were directed to the mud gas separator and
not overboard? Was that the normal procedure?
• What is condition-based maintenance? Is it still being used? Why or why not?
• How was the rig maintained? When? Where? By whom? How has that changed? Why?
• How were BOP’s tested? What was tested? How often? By whom? How did they guarantee
blowout control? How were they certified? What was certified? How often? By whom?
• Why did the BOP not shut in the well? What went wrong?
• Why did the rig crew wait to cut the pipe? Was that the procedure?
• How were offshore platform rigs updated? What had priority? Why? Was automated
monitoring for drilling ever considered? Why or why not?
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• How was instrumentation for open sea different from onshore instrumentation? Did the
Deepwater Horizon had it? Why or why not?
• What happens when the rig crew is not fully aware of the operator’s plans, or even worst
when the crew does not know status of the well? How was that handled at Macondo?
• Why were drilling activities rushed at the end? Was that common?
• When was drilling considered successful?
• What happens when you lose a platform?
Subsea Operations Support Manager
Interviews Dates: March 17th, 2017; April 25th, 2017
Interviews Duration: 30 minutes, 45 minutes

Material Review Questions:

• Could you please verify the organizational structure prepared in this analysis?
• Could you please read and comment on the unsafe controls prepared in this analysis?
Analysis Questions:

• How were safety responsibilities assigned in Transocean? When? By whom? What happened
when they changed? Who controlled that? How were they assigned to contractors? Why?
• What were the roles of the teams on the rig? What were their safety responsibilities?
• What were the roles of the managers onshore? What were their safety responsibilities?
• Who determined adherence to regulations and corporate standards and procedures? Which
ones were mandatory? Which ones were optional? Why?
• What was the difference between personal safety and system safety?
• Was everyone accountable for safety?
• How were hazards identified? What method was used for hazard analysis? Did all teams follow
the same approach? Why or why not?
• How was the risk assessment process? What method was used? Who did it? How big was the
team and why?
• Who reported anomalies to shore? Why?
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• How was training for special operations, such infrequent tests or blowouts response, planned?
Who was accountable for that? Were there certifications for these operations? Who provided
them? Who approved them?
• How were lessons learned shared? How was that transference across different segments and
business units? Why? How fast was the process? What communication channels were more
effective? Why?
• What was considered the worst catastrophe for BP in 2010? For the Macondo team?
• How were simultaneous operations handled in offshore platforms? Why were they allowed at
all? Why were they allowed during non-drilling operations?
• What happens when the rig crew is not fully aware of the operator’s plans, or even worst
when the crew does not know status of the well? How was that handled at Macondo?
• Why were drilling activities rushed at the end? Was that common?
• When was drilling considered successful?
• What happens when you lose a platform?
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APPENDIX C
Macondo BP RACI
Chart
________________________________________________________________________

Figure 5: RACI Chart
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APPENDIX D
BP Risk-Register for the Macondo Well
• Risk-Register [33]
• Risk Rating Matrix [33]
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-
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APPENDIX E
BP GoM Decision Trees
• Initiation Tree, Exhibit 6291 [20]
• Practice Amendment / Revision Flow Map, Exhibit 0093 [20]
• Practice Deviation Map, Exhibit 0093 [20]
• Barrier Verification Method, Exhibit 6237 [20]
• Complex Zonal Isolation Assessment, Exhibit 6237 [20]
• Zonal Isolation Decision Tree, Exhibit 6237 [20]
• Cement Bond Log Decision Tree [16]
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BP AND THE DEEPWATER HORIZON DISASTER OF 2010
Christina Ingersoll, Richard M. Locke, Cate Reavis

Exhibit 4

BP’s Cement Bond Log Decision Tree

Source: Casewriter.

Rev. April 3, 2012
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APPENDIX F
BP’s Safety System Management Complements
• BP Achievable Mindset, Exhibit 4237 [20]
• BP DC&I Excellence, Exhibit 4237 [20]
• BP Conformance Requirements, Exhibit 2304 [20]
• BP GoM MoC Process Summary, Exhibit 6291 [20]
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APPENDIX G
Macondo Team’s Emails Cited in the CAST Analysis
• Exhibit 0595
• Exhibit 0566
• Exhibit 0759
• Exhibit 1126
• Exhibit 1694
• Exhibit 2580
• Exhibit 4230
• Exhibit 4235
• Exhibit 4243
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From: Sims, David C
Sent: Sun Mar 14 04:53:00 2010
To: Guide, John
Subject: RE: call
Importance: Normal
John,
I have a much longer response typed, but I'm not going to send it until I'm back and we can talk. We
need to talk. We cannot fight about every decision.
I listened to everything that everyone said. I heard the WSLs opinions. I did not agree with their opinions
and so 1 made a decision to do something else. It is interesting that you think that because I did not
blindly agree to what they suggested, that somehow I must not have been listening.
By the way, you said you agreed "100%" with me this morning. Bleeding with pipe off bottom and while
underbalanced to a kick zone is wrong. Even if you want to argue that bleeding was justified, the volume
they bled was completely arbitrary and the volume they wanted to bleed ton ight was completely arbitrary.
Jimmy Adams is in Mississippi. He stated that he is a long way away and not fully familiar with the
circumstances. I value his opinion, but like our WSLs, he could not offer any facts or any real argument
for how we could have trapped pressure or how that would change what we ultimately have to do - weight
up. When he is in the office next week and fully versed on the circumstances, you will be able to take his
opinion or not.

I will hand this well over to you in the moming and then you will be able to do whatever you want. l would
strongly suggest, for everyone's sake, that you make logical decisions, based on facts, after weighing all
the opinions.
David

From: Guide, John

Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2010 6:04 PM
To: Sims, David C

Subject: Re: call
You did not listen. Jimmy adams a person you asked to be involved agreed with murry and ronnie. Your
mind was wade up. You never asked the wsl opinions.

From: Sims, David C
To: Guide, John

CONFIDENTIAL
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Sent: Sat Mar 13 23:20:44 2010
Subject: call
What did I do to make you mad?

BP-HZN-2179MDL0028681 {
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From:Cooper,SteveD
Sent:TueJun02 09.54:422009
SteveD
To: CooDer,
- D&CConference
WellIntegrity
Subject Updated:
Management
Actionltems

Exhibit No.
Worldwide Court
Inc.

lmportance: Normal
Attachments: RE: Well Integrity;RE: Well Integrity;RE: Well Integrity;WellIntegrityStrategy\Mite
PaperV1.doc;FW: Well Handover;Well Integrityand PerformanceManagement\Mite Paperv3.doc
Gent's,
This meetinghasbeenrescheduledat Pat'srequest,to allow participationand discussionby all. We eachhavefull
calendarsand this representsour bestopportunityto discussand agreethe rvayforw'ardwithin the n€xI 2 - 3 weeks,
pleaseconfirm availability
For reference.a sepamtediscussionrvith Dick (l/6), generatedthe following questions.
L How well understoodis the accountabilitt'for wells within the SPU's- Is therea needfor a GroupDefinedPractice
tlrough to abandonment?
for well accountabililvfrom planning (MP or inflll developmenQ
2. What is the current integnty statusof BP well stoclgis it improving, staticor declining - how visible aretrendsfor
uithin the SPUand rnithin the D&CELT?
integritv issues/dispensations
3. What is the integnry relatedrisk to the company- reputatiorgproduction?
4. Do SPU'sinclude well integrity with processintegnty rryithinthe Orangebook - how consistentis this process- is
therea needfor a separateweli integrity section?
Tharks
The EPT breakoutsessionfrom the D&C conference(continuousimprovementand SPUtakeaways),generateda
significant amountof discussionrelating to the CentralAzeri well integriff incident.This waslargely relating to how
few peoplewereevenawareof the incident and what the major lessonswereto pr€venta similar occurrence.As a
result of this discussionthe following actionswereidentjtredfor roll-up with thosefiom other SPU's.seeattachment.
by existingnetworks.(Brian Haf).
l. Havewell integdty addressed
The topic and the CentralAzeri incidentwerediscussedduring the CEx call (20th May), and a follow-up
dedicatedcall n'ill be scheduledfor the CEx netvvorkrv/c lst June.
2. Follorv up u.ith the ELT to progressDaveAndrew'sIM white paper.(SteveCooper).
(commonWHD formaland
requirements
3. Havethe ELT mandatecompliancewith the well handoverdocumentation
a well operabiliq,/ managementschemein place).for all wells or groupsof wells. as appropriate.(Stwe Cooper).
4. Utilise a global inventorymanagementtool, which links kev strategicsuppliersto ol'erseeD&C inventor_v.
equipmentand needs.(SPA not yet assigned).
I would be gratefulif you would confirm lour availability to discussthe ELT positionwith regardto 2 and 3 above,
andifappropriate,how we canbestrnovethis fonvard.
Dial up detailsare asfollows:
code:092245tt621t
Conference
Reservationless-Plus
UK LocalCall Dial-tn Number: 08451462024
Reservationless-Plus
UK tr'reephone
Dial-In Numben 08006941
555
Rcscrvationlcss-Plus
Std Intcrnational Dial-In Numbcr:+44(0) 1452584028
United States: 18666161740
Thanksand regards
Steve

BP-HZN-2179MDL02406766
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From: Bowman,Mike BJ
Sent: Sun May 10 10:04:242009
To: Andrews,David
Cc: O'Bryan,Patrick L; Haden,Steven K; Baker,Kate H; Bedrock,Martin
Subject RE: Well lntegrity
lmportance:Normal
A goodstarterfor I0 Dave; this in the end mustbe ownedand sponsoredby Steve& Pat - if they supportfirther
working into a morepolishedsetof segmentguidelinesthen from SS&W,pleasework with Kate Bakerm1'Directorof
Wcll Plarming& Opcratiors - this touchcson a numbu of issucsthat camcto light during thc rcccnt C Azcri incidcnt
Am suresomeof the Advisorscould help herealsobut must not let tlat defocusthe project
Mike
Mike Borvman
Description
VicePresidentGeoscience
& SribsurFace
Exploratiorr& ProductionTeclnology
BP Exploration,Sunbury
LlnircdKingdom
Mobile:+44 7785555658
Offrce:* 44 19327345'70

Frcrn:
Senl:

Andre*s, David
20 April 2009 04:42

To:

O'Bryan, Patrick L; Hadan, Sbevm K: BowmarU Mike BJ; Bmunston, Dick

Cc

Masm, Mike C; Hey, Michrel-.Iames; Adair. Pml; Cameron, Paxl (ARZ); Sill. David C (D&C Aberdm): Peffick. Ralph;

Swemey, FmkM
Subject:

Well integnty

I haveattacheda DRAFT white paperfor your reliew. I havetitled this paper"Strateg,'for Well Integrity" but it
couldlust as easi-lybeentifled "Strategyfor Wells". I'm surethat this will comeas no surpnseto lou asyou will
haveoften heardme sayingthat well integrity is nothing morethan an outcomeof goodwells practice.
I haveto admit that the paperstill requitesa lot of work in termsof crossingthe t's and dotting the i ' s but I seelittle
point of spendingmoretime on it if the proposalis deemedas"too difficult". Much morework will be requiredif nny
merit is seenwithin the proposal. I belisvewe havea greatopportunityto graspthis nettle and,if ue do, steala
marchon the competition.
The proposalignorespersonalissues.The paperis basedpurely on \vhat I considerto be in the bestinterestof our
wells. Our wells areimportant Arguably,after the resen'oir,our wells are our biggestsingleassetsyet they are
treatedwith so much indifferenceat a corporatelelel. No otherasse! pieceof kit or resenoir. is passedfrom pillar to
postacrossthecotnpleterangeof disciplinesin thesamewayasour wells. The reservoirand its rnanagement.
Ior
example.movesfrom onegroupto anotherbut eachof thosegroupsi.smadeup of like mindedreservoirspecialiss
using thc samcmctrics and drivcrs.
At the other end of the spectrumwe havethe well. Each and everyoneof our Functionshasa finger in the weil pie.
Projectand Engineeringhasan input at rhe early stageand this input can havea major impact on our welis life cycle.
I'm surethar we can all think ofinstrnces wherervell performancehassufleredfrom poor early input. The well is
thenhandedoffto Drilling andConrpletions
rvho,with inputfrom Subzurface
andWells,drill andcomplete
thewell.
The constructionphaseis critical and our well stockhassufferedfrom poor constructionpractisebut at least
accountabiliryfor this phasein a wells life is completelyclearand there is greatbenefitin thrs, Finally a well is
handedoff to Operationsand HSEwhereit will remainfor the bulk of its life, with input from Subsurfaceand Wells.
yet manywho operateour well stockhavelifle deepknowledgeof our uells.

BP-HZN-217?MDLO24067
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I beliwe that the presentmanagementstructureof our wells raisestrvo issues. I ) thereis no single
continuilv/accountabilitvas a well movesfrom inceptionto abandonment.Consideringthe immensevaluethese
And 2) eachoflhese Functionshasits orl'tr setofmetrics and drivers.in relationto
uells deliver is this acceptable?
thenell, which in somecasesconflict. Onecouldarguethat it is a measure
of our ingenuitythat we deliver
operationalwells of any sort given this adversarialbackdrop. Imaginewhat couldbe achiel-ed.
<< File: Well Integrir.v*
StrategyWhite PaperVl.doc >>
that SPUsare motivatedby greedand fear. I beliwe that this assertionis not
I haverecentlyheardit suggested
without nerit and to someexlenttheseprimeval instinctsare healthyprovidedthereis a conscience,I believethat
theFunctionswithin EPT,to a greatexlent,shouldact asthe SPUconscience.We shouldbe allowedto intervenefar
morethan rveareallowedto at the moment.
Thanksfor your time,
David.
David Andrews
Advisor
GlobalWell Integrity Lead
SegmentEngineeringTechnicalAuthorilv flVell Ops)
Tcl +44 (0\1224834129
Mob +44 (0)7741790269
E-mail andrewsdObo.com
BP DxplorationOpemtingCompanvLiniled, Regiskredoffice: ChErbEyRoa4 Sunburyqn Tha$Es,Middlcea TW16 7DP,United
Kingdm. Regisaal in EnglmdandWals, mmber 00305943.
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From: O'Bryan,Patrick L
Sent Thu May 07 16:27:392009
To: ,Andrews,David
Subject RE: Well Integrity
lmportance: Normal

Dave.
l'll reviewon the planethis weekendand discusswith you when I returnthe week of 5/18.
SteveHadenand I havehad somedialogueon this as well.
Pat
From: Andrews,David
Sent Monday,April 20, 20094:12A\tI
To: O'Bryal. PatrickL; Haden,StevenK; Bowman,Mike BJ; Braunston,Dick
Cc: Mason,Mke C; Hey, Michael-James;Adau, Paut Cameron,Paul (ABZ)I Saul,David C (D&C Aberdeen);
Peacock,Ralph: Sweeney.Frank M
Subject: WeUIntegrity
I haveattacheda DRAFT white paperfor your review. I havetitled this paper"Strategyfor Well Integnty" but it
couldjust aseasilybeentitled "Strategyfor Wells". I'm surethat this will comeas no surpriseto 1'ou asyou will
haveoften heardme sayingthat well integrity is nothing morethan an outcomeof goodwells practice.
I haveto admit that the paperstill requites a lot of work in termsof crossingthe t's and dotting the i' s but I seelittle
point of spendrngmoretime on rt if the proposalis deemedas "too difficult". Much more work will be requiredif any
rnerit is seenwithin the proposal. I believewe havea greatopportunityto glaspthis nettle and.if rle do, steala
marchon the competition.
Theproposalignorespersonalissues.Thepaperis basedpurelyon whatI considerto be irr thebestinterestof our
rryells.Our wells areimportant. Arguably,after the resen'oir.our wells are our biggestsingle assetsyet thq' are
ucatcd with so much indiffcrcnccat a corporatclcvcl. No othcr asscl piccc of kit or rcscrvoir.is passcdfrom pillar to
postacrossthe completerangeof disciplinesin the sameway asour wells. The reservoirand its managemenlfor
example.movesfrom one groupto anotler but eachof thosegroupsis madeup of like mindedreserv'oirspecialists
using tle samemetricsand drivers.
At theotherendof Lhespectrurnwe haveLhewell. EachandeveryoneoI our Functiorxhasa hngerin the welt pie.
Projectand Engineeringhasan input at the early stageand this input can havea major impact on our wells life rycle.
I'm surct]rat wc canall think of instanccswhcrc wcll pcrformancchassrffcrcd ftom poor carly input. Thc wcll is
then handedoffto Drilling and Completionswho, with input from Subsurfaceand Wells, drill and completethe well,
The constructionphaseis critical and our well stockhas sufferedfrom poor constructionpractisebut at least
for this phasein a wells life is completelyclear andthere is greatbenefitin this. Finally a well is
accountabilit_v
for thebulk of its life, with inpulfronrSrrbsurface
handedoffto Operations
andHSEwhereit will rernairr
andWells.
yet manywho operateour well stockhavelittle deepknowledgeof our wells.
I believethat the presentmanagementstructureof our wells raisestrvo issues. 1) thereis no single
continuitv/accountabilityasa well movesftom inceptionto abandonment.Consideringthe immensel'alue these
And 2) eachof theseFunctionshasits own setof metricsand drivers.in relationto
wells deliver is this acceptable?
thervell,wltich in sornecasesconllict. Onecouldarguethati[ is a measureof our ingeuuitytlmt wedeliver
operationalwells of any sort gir,cnthis adversarialbackdrop. Imaginerryhatcouldbe achiel'ed.
<< File: Well Integrity Strategy White Paper Vl.doc >>
I haverecentlyheardit suggested
that SPUsare mothatedby greedand fear. I believethat this assertionis not
Tbelievethat
n'ithoutnreritandtosomeexlenttheseprimevalinstinctsarehealthyprovidedthereisaconscience
the Functionswithin EPT, to a greatex'tent,shouldact asthe SPUconscience.We shouldbe allowedto intervenefar
morettranwe are allowedto at the moment.
Thalks for your time,
DavidDavid Andrews
Advisor

BP-HZN-217eMDL0240676s
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Global Well lntegrity Lead
SegmentEngineeringTechnicalAuthorit-v(Well Ops)
Tel +44 (0)1224834129
Mob +14 (0\714179Q269
E-mail andrewsd(Dbp.com
tsP [,xplmalion Opmting

Cmpmy

Limited. Regrstered office: Chertsey Road, Sunbury on

'lhames,

Middlsex,

'l'W

l6 7HP, United

Kingdmr. Registred in Inglmd md Walc. numbq 00305943.
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From:Haden,StevenK
Sent:TueApr28 00:53:26
2009
To: Andrews,DaMd
Cc: O'Bryan,PatrickL
Subject RE:WellIntegrity
lmportance:Normal
David.
l've hada chanceto readanddo luve somethouglrts.I'm in Houstonl.hisweekandwill visit with Pataboutne.xl
stepsso we can moveforward. I do think we shouldprobablyget more specificon what changeneedsto look like. I
u'ould also like to bring the CentralAzeri understandingsinto our foruard direction.
Regards,
Steve
Andrews- David

From:
Sent:

20 1.pn1200904:42

To:

O'Bryan Patriuk L: Hadsl

Cc:

Masor! Mike C; Hey, Michrel-Jmes;

Stevm K; Bowmar- Mike BJ: Brourotur. Dick
u\dair. Paul; Camero4 Pul (,\BZ)

Saul, David C (D&C:\berdeen);

Peamck Ralph;

Sremey,FnnkM
Subiect:

Wellintegrity

I haveattacheda DRAFT w'hitepaperfor 1'ourreview, I havetitled this paper"Strategrfor Well Integrity" but it
couldjust aseasilybeentitled "Strategyfor Wells". T'msurethal this will comeas no surpriseto l'ou asyou will
haveoften heardme sayingthat well integrity is nothing morethan an outcomeof goodwells practice.
I haveto admit that the paperstill requitesa Iot of work in termsof crossingthe t's and dotting the i ' s but I seelittle
point of spendingmoretime on it if the proposalis deemedas "too difficult". Much morework will be requiredif any
merit is seenwithin the proposal. I believewe havea greatopportunityto graspthis nettle and,if ue do, steala
marchon the competition.
The proposalignorespersonaliszues.The paperis basedpurely on rrhat I considerto be in the bestinterestof our
wells. Our wells areimportant. Arguably,after the res€rvoir.our rvellsare our biggestsingle assetsyet they are
treatedl,r'lthso much indifferenceat a corporatelelel. No other asset,pieceof kit or resen'oir.is passedfrom piltar to
postacrossthe completerangeof disciplinesin the sameway asour wells. The reservoirand its management.for
example,movesftom onegroupto anotherbut eachof thosegroupsis madeup of like mindedresen'oirspecialiss
using the samemetricsand drivers.
At the otherend of the spectnrmwe havethe well. Eachand everyoneof our Functionshasa finger in the well pie.
Projectand Engineeringhasan input at the early stageand this input can havea major impact on oru wells life cycle.
I'm surethat we can all think of instanceswherervell performancehassufferedfrom poor e.rrlyinput. The wetl is
then handedoffto Drilling and Completionsrvho,rrith input from Subsurfaceand Wells, drill and completethe well.
The constructionphaseis critical and our well stockhassufferedfrom poor constructionpractisebut at least
accountabilitl'-lor
this phasein a wellslife is completelyclearandthereis grezrtbenefitin this. Finally a well is
handedoflto Operationsand HSE whereit will remainfor the bulk of its life, with input from Subsurfaceand Wells,
yct manywho opcratcour wcll stockhavcliflc dccpknowlcdgcof our wclls.
I beliwe that the presentmanagementstructureof our w€lls raisestwo issues. I ) thereis no single
continuiry/accountabilityasa well movesfrom inceptionto abandonment.Consideringthe immensevaluethese
u'ells deliver is this acceptable?
And 2) eachof theseFunctionshasits own setof metricsand dnvers,in relation to
thervell.which in soilrccasesconliict. Onecouldarguetbatit is a nreasure
of our ingenuilytlnt we deliver
operationalwells of any sort giv'enthis adversarialbackdrop. Imaginewhat couldbe achie\,'ed.
<< Filc: Wcll Inlcgri[v StratcgrWhitc PapcrVl.doc >>
I haverecentlyheardit suggested
that SPUsare motiratedby geed and fear. I beliwe that this assertionis nol
without merit and to someexlenttheseprimeval instinctsare healthyprovidedthereis a conscience.I believethat
within EPT,to a greatexlent,shouldactasthe SPUconscience.We shouldbe allowedto intervenefar
the Furrctiorrs
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morethan we areallowedto at the moment.
Thanksfor your time,
David.
David Andrews
Advisor
Global Well Integdry Lead
SegmentEngineeringTechnicalAuthontv (Well Ops)
Tel +44 (0\1224834429
Mob +44 (0\77417cfi269
E-mail andrewsdi@bp.com
BP Explcatim

Operating Cmrpm.v Limited. Registred offioe: Chertsey Road, Sunbury m Thames, Middlcelq

TW16 7BP, United

Kingdmr. Registued in Englud ard Wals. numbq 00305943.
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Frorn:Morel,BrianP
Sent Tue Apr 13 12:13:292010
To: Walz,GregoryS
Subject:FW:Macondo
lmportance:Norrnal
FYI

X'rom: Kelle, , Menick M
Sent Monday,April 12,2010 ll:08 PM
To: Morel" Brian P
Cc: Haflg t\,larkE
Subject; RE: Macondo
Brian
I suspectthere is moreio your question,if so pleaseadvisebut to addresstle below,the Macondotree order for 3
treesis on the scheduleto be placedin the 3Q 2010 with a2Q20l2 delivery. I am going to install the LDS on
Isabelaat the beginning of June.I know you all are underpresnue to finish ldacondo so we cxrnget Nile P&A
moving and notjeopardizethe Kaskidawell and IFT. I can also anticipalethe challcngebackto us aboutnot
inslalling the LDS with the rig to save24 hourc rig time. If you all plan to take this standpleaseensre you haveit
rvell docunentedthat boatcnarps will still d
to be allocatedon tbe Macoododrilling AFE or if that is not
consideredpart ofyour soopethen pleaseensureyor all do a clearjob ofdocumenting this for the completionteam
so we haveit on the radar for tie completionAFE.
Basedon resourcesand priority we will not like$ combinethe Isabelaand l,tmndo loc.kdown sleevejobc and will
leaveit until the Macondodevelopmentplan is progresed and apprwed.
On anothernote. pleasedvise how you plan to leavethe high pressrrewellheadpreservedi.e. with wellhead
presewationfluid and a lightweight T/A ep, etc.
Th8trks
Menick

X'rom: Morel, Brian P
Sent Monday,April 12,20104:42 PM
To: Kelley, Merrick M
Subject Macondo
Menick,
arul timing on that tr* aniving? Doyouknowwhenthe
Can you confirm if a tree hasbeenorderedfor Itv{acondo
IsabellaLDS is going to be set?
Thank Yon,
Brian Morel

11243
Exhibit No.
Worldwide Court
Inc.
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